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FOREWORD 

This document has been prepared by the Advanced Metal Forming and Tribology Laboratory in 

the Department of Mechanical and Aerospace Engineering at North Carolina State University. The 

research focus of this Lab includes modeling and optimization of metal forming processes, hybrid 

processes, triboscience & tribotechnology, tool design and computational tools. In addition to 

conducting industry relevant engineering research, the Lab has the objectives a) to establish close 

cooperation between the industry and the university, b) to train students, and c) to transfer the 

research results to interested companies.  

This report entitled “Study on Weight Reduction of Forged Parts used in Heavy Duty Vehicles via 

Innovative Forging Techniques and Material Substitution” is the culmination of work funded by 

FIERF and AISI. It describes a survey conducted on various lightweight techniques to establish 

methods that can be used to reduce the weight of heavy duty vehicle components. Finite element 

studies are then used to establish the potential benefit of some of these techniques, namely, hollow 

and bimetallic shaft construction and intensive quenching. A powerful differential heating based 

forging process is introduced to fabricate hollow power transmission shaft. Finally, this forging 

method is studied using the finite element method to determine its feasibility. 

For further information contact Dr. Gracious Ngaile, located at North Carolina State University, 

Department of Mechanical & Aerospace Engineering, 911 Oval Drive – 3160 Engineering 

Building III, BOX 7910, Raleigh, NC, 27695-7910, phone: 919-515-5222, 

email:gracious_ngaile@ncsu.edu, webpage: http://www.mae.ncsu.edu/ngaile.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Study on Weight Reduction of Forged Parts used in Heavy Duty Vehicles via 

Innovative Forging Techniques and Material Substitution 

James Lowrie, Hao Pang, Gracious Ngaile 

Final Report No. F/MAE/NG/-2017-02 

The major goal of this project is to investigate the potential of innovative forging technologies, 

materials substitution, and part/design modifications to reduce weight in forged parts used in 

heavy-duty truck vehicles, without diminishing the structural integrity of any component. Pick-up 

trucks, which fall in Classes 1 and 2, and heavy duty trucks, falling in classes 7 and 8, consume 

93% of the total fuel used in trucks in the.  Classes 7 and 8 represent heavy-duty vehicles, weighing 

over 26,000 lb.  Reducing weight for heavy duty vehicles will have significant impact in reducing 

fuel consumption in the US. For example the powertrain in Class 8 accounts for 48 % total weight. 

There is an opportunity for the US forging industry to take a lead in developing innovative 

lightweight manufacturing technologies that are tailored to light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles.  

The overall objective of this project was to investigate the potential of producing lightweight 

forged components for heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs). The specific objectives were to (a) conduct 

a study on forged components used in power train, chassis, and suspension systems, and thereby 

identify families of parts with high potential for weight reduction through innovative forging 

technologies or material substitution, (b) evaluate the feasibility and economic practicability of 

forging components that are currently produced by casting or other manufacturing techniques, (c) 

carry out preliminary investigation on effective forging technologies that could be used in 

lightweight manufacturing, (d) carry out preliminary investigation on the energy flow path/maps 

that forged parts are subjected to during service life, and systematically assess from mechanical 

and metallurgical point of view, the potential for weight reduction in specific components, and (e) 

explore innovative forging techniques for producing light weight components for heavy duty 

vehicles.  
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This report which presents the results from this study is divided into four parts.  

Part I: Introduction, Objectives, and Survey of Forgings used in Heavy Duty Vehicles and 

Potential Methods for Weight Reduction 

Part II:  Weight Reduction Finite Element Study of Selected Power Train Components for 

Heavy Duty Vehicles 

Part III:  Weight Reduction of Forgings via Innovative Heat Treatment Schemes 

Part IV:  Process Development of Hollow and Bimetallic Power Transmission Shafts 

Part I examines the currently used and potential future techniques that can be used to reduce the 

weight of heavy duty trucking components.  The survey starts with an investigation of the forged 

components that make up heavy duty vehicles.  It then examines the components in a system by 

system fashion for potential weight savings that can be achieved using a combination of proven 

and under development techniques.  The survey then takes a specific look at heat treatment as a 

method of reducing component weight before moving on to potential weight savings that can be 

achieved by geometric modification of the parts.  Overall, it is concluded that there are five major 

ways to reduce the weight of heavy duty trucking components: i) geometric change, ii) material 

substitution, iii) bimetallic materials, iv) new heat treatment schemes, and v) process substitution.   

Part II examines weight savings achieved by the light weight techniques which are used to 

fabricate the various shafts in the heavy duty trucks, such as the input and output shafts, the 

countershaft, and the fully floating axle shaft, via finite element method. The light weight 

techniques include making the shafts hollow or using a bimetallic billet which utilizes as low 

density core. The main tasks that were carried out are (i) create a load map of the truck which can 

be used to determine the loads on the various components for future simulation, (ii) carry out a 

series of baseline simulations on the selected parts to determine the stress level in a conventional 

part, iii) perform a series of simulations on the selected parts which are modified to reduce their 

weight, and ( iv) determine the potential weight savings that can be achieved by innovative 

lightweight fabrication techniques.   

The largest weight savings were achieved by replacing the conventional, solid axle shaft with 

lightweight axle shafts.  The weight savings were very large because the combined weight of the 

axle shafts in the heavy duty truck is much greater than the weight of the other parts examined.  
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Specifically, 22.5 to 29.4 kg [49.6 to 64.8 lbs] of material can be removed if the hollow shaft 

design is used and 16 to 19.2 kg [35.2 to 42.2 lbs] can be removed from the vehicle if the bimetallic 

variant is used.  These savings are dependent on the acceptable increase in the shaft’s diameter and 

feasibility of fabricating the designs.   

The lightweight designs for the gear box input shaft also showed some promise, but due to the low 

weight of the conventional part the actual weight removed from the vehicle is small.  The hollow 

input shaft design saved 1.75 kg [3.85 lbs] of weight and the bimetallic input shaft design reduced 

the weight of the component by 0.9 kg [2 lbs].  It is important to note that even this small shavings 

could be an important part of an aggregate weight savings created by making a series of minor 

weight improvements.   

The output shaft has slightly higher prospects for reducing the weight of the heavy duty truck than 

the input shaft due to its larger initial weight.  It was determined that a weight savings of 1.7 to 2.2 

kg [3.74 to 4.84 lbs] could be achieved by switching from a solid shaft to a hollow shaft and a 

savings of 1.29 kg [2.84 lbs] could be achieved if a bimetallic variant of the output shaft was 

utilized.  This is, of course, assuming that the lightweight designs could be fabricated and that a 

slight increase in the diameter of the shaft is acceptable.  This study demonstrated that a truck with 

a tandem rear axle and three countershafts could have its weight reduced by a total of 

approximately 38.4 kg (86.6 lb) by using hollow shaft geometry.  

Part III examines the potential heat treatment methods which can be used to reduce the weight of 

heavy truck components using the finite element method. Simulations of the heat treatment process 

were carried out for an axle shaft made of AISI 4140 steel to determine the microstructural 

composition, hardness, strength, and residual stresses in the shaft after the quenching process. This 

information was used in combination with load case simulations for both the full float and semi-

float loading conditions to investigate the performance of the heat treated part. 

It was discovered that the intensive quenching process created surface compressive stresses that 

were an order of magnitude higher than the stresses created by the oil quench.  Additionally, the 

intensive quenching process was able to create a much higher volume fraction of the martensite 

phase than the oil quench.  This lead to increased strength and hardness of the shaft, as well as, an 

increased factor of safety, which allowed the mass of the part to be reduced by about 3%.  Another 
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improvement in the results of the intensively quenched shaft was the reduction of cyclic stresses 

on the surface of the part in the bending zone between the flange and bearing surface for the semi-

float loading case.  This would likely help to extend the life time of the component by reducing 

the tendency for cracks to form on the surface of the part and thereby staving off a fatigue failure 

of the axle shaft.   

Part IV discusses a cost effective process technique for producing hollow shafts from tubular 

blanks and lightweight solid shafts from bimetallic billets to reduce the weight of various power 

transmission shafts in HDVs. A non-isothermal forging process that can utilize readily available 

press and equipment and economically produce a variety of hollow power transmission shafts such 

as the axle shaft, input and output gear box shaft and pinion gear shaft, in mass quantities is 

proposed. This process consists of three main operations.  The first operation (the induction heat 

operation) selectively heats the tubular blank to create a non-uniform temperature distribution and 

corresponding gradient in flow stress. With the help of dies and cold material acting as a pseudo 

die, the second operation (the upsetting operation) upsets the workpiece to produce a section of 

solid rod from the hot material of the tubular structure at a certain axial position. The third 

operation (the flanging or heading operation) further upsets the section of solid rod into a flange 

or bevel head in a manner identical to forging a conventional solid shaft.   

The non-isothermal process is feasible and valid for production of the hollow axle shaft, because 

the formability of hot forging is not exceeded by the maximum strain in the final part and the 

forming load is within the normal range for forging automotive parts. The non-isothermal forging 

process is good at maintaining a uniform wall thickness along axis. The parametric analysis has 

shown that the formability of the process is reduced by an increasing inner diameter. The analysis 

also showed that the forming load of the upsetting operation decreases with an increasing inner 

diameter whereas the forming load of the flanging operation increases with an increasing inner 

diameter. Therefore, the non-isothermal process can achieve a high weight reduction and is 

applicable to forging shafts with a wide range of the inner diameters. 

Due to geometric similarity of the axle shaft to the main shaft, the non-isothermal process for the 

axle shaft can be adapted to the main shaft by shifting the heated section from the end to the middle 

and replacing the flat die of the flanging operation with a specialized die. The adapted non-
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isothermal process is reliable and feasible based on its good formability, moderate demands for 

the press capacity and good geometrical quality of its product. 

The non-isothermal forging process can be combined with open die extrusion to manufacture the 

hollow stepped pinion gear shaft. The extrusion process is carried out before the non-isothermal 

forging process to create a step on the tubular blank. FEA confirms that the combined process 

meets formability, press capacity and wall thickness uniformity requirements.  

Investigation into the feasibility of forging bimetallic power transmission shafts was also carried 

out using FEM. Preliminary results show that the hot-warm forging technique is able to form 

bimetallic axle and main shafts and that the demands on the press capacity are moderate.  

Researchers who worked on this project are: 

 Gracious Ngaile.   (Professor) 

 James Lowrie,   (Graduate Research Assistant) 

 Hao Pang,    (Graduate Research Assistant) 

 Fnu Aktaruzzaman, (Graduate Research Assistant) 

 Brian Carcaterra,   (Graduate Research Assistant) 

 Frederick Morrow, (Undergraduate Research Assistant) 

 Josef Jongkind,   (Undergraduate Research Assistant) 

 Steven Hinkle,   (Undergraduate Research Assistant) 
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Part I of this report is divided into two sections.  In the first section (Chapter 1), the motivation 

and objective of the overall study are laid out. The second section consists of several chapters 

which make up a survey that investigates weight reduction of heavy duty trucking components.  

Chapter 2 provides an overview of the components used in heavy duty vehicles. Chapter 3, Chapter 

4 and Chapter 5 survey the currently used manufacturing technologies for the conventional HDV 

components in the engine, the power train, etc., and manufacturing technologies under research 

which show potential of reducing weight. Chapter 6 investigates new materials and heat treatment 

schemes which can be used to reduce the weight of HDV components. Chapter 7 explores 

alternative geometries for some selected powertrain components to determine potential weight 

savings.  The survey identifies five potential approaches to reducing weight, namely: part 

geometrical change, material substitution, use of composite materials, heat treatment schemes, and 

process substitution. 
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Chapter 1                                                                                                      

Introduction and Objectives of the Study 

The major goal of this study is to investigate the potential for innovative forging technologies, 

materials substitution, and part/design modifications to reduce the weight of forged parts used in 

heavy-duty truck vehicles, without diminishing the structural integrity of the components. Pick-up 

trucks, which fall in Classes 1 and 2, and heavy duty trucks, falling in classes 7 and 8, consume 

93% of the total fuel used in trucks in the US [1].  Classes 7 and 8 represent heavy-duty vehicles, 

weighing over 26,000 lb [2]. Reducing weight for heavy duty vehicles will have significant impact 

in reducing fuel consumption in the US.  

This project is in line with the lightweight manufacturing initiatives led by various US government 

agencies to develop more energy-efficient and environmentally friendly transportation 

technologies. One of the major goals has been to develop the next generation of high-efficiency 

power trains that utilize lightweight structures to improve fuel efficiency. Most of the research in 

lightweight manufacturing projects has been focused on passenger cars. The motivation to reduce 

the weight of cars was largely driven by government regulations. For example in 1978, the fuel 

mileage requirement in the US for cars was increased to 18 mpg. The requirement is now 27.8 

mpg and will increase to 35 mpg in 2020 [3].  

Although there has been a lot of emphasis in lightweight design for automotive applications across 

the globe, a literature review shows that not much effort has been put into reducing the weight of 

light-duty and heavy-duty vehicles. While one would expect that the largest consumer of fuels 

would be passenger cars, the statistics on fuel consumption in the US indicate otherwise. As seen 

in Figure 0-1, in 2010 the consumption of fuel by light duty vehicles (LDVs) and heavy duty 

vehicles (HDVs) accounted for over 50% of the total fuel consumed in the US. The graphs also 

show that there has been a rapid increase in fuel consumption by both LDVs and HDVs.  In 

contrast, the amount of fuel consumed by cars in 2010 was only 38%, which is 12% less than the 

amount of fuel consumed by LDVs and HDVs.  
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Figure 0-1: Utilization of Motor fuel by highway vehicles [7] 

Due to the increase in the fuel consumption by LDVs and HDVs, reducing weight in these vehicles 

has multiple benefits beyond cost savings associated with fuel. For example weight reduction 

would lead to improvement in total vehicle freight efficiency for load- limited trucks that are 

measured in delivered-ton-miles/gallon. Reducing the weight of the truck would also allow fewer 

trucks to deliver the same freight tonnage, thus reducing highway traffic [1]. 

Figures 0-2 and 0-3 show the weight distributions for LDVs and HDVs respectively [1]. There are 

significant differences in the weight distribution between Classes 1-3 and Class 8. For example 

the power train in Classes 1-3 account for 36% of the total weight, whereas in Class 8 the power 

train accounts for 48 %. This suggests that LDVs and HDVs might require different research 

strategies to achieve significant weight reduction in a cost effective manner. It should also be noted 

that the annual production volume of LDVs and HDVs is far less than that of passenger cars. Thus, 

more expensive materials and somewhat longer cycle times can be tolerated to minimize 

investment in tooling and equipment. There is an opportunity for the US forging industry to take 
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a lead in developing innovative lightweight manufacturing technologies that are tailored to light-

duty and heavy-duty vehicles.  

  

Figure 0-2: Weight distribution of  LDVs         

(classes 1-3) 

Figure 0-3: Weight distribution of   HDVs   

(class 8) 

The overall objective of this study is to investigate the potential of producing lightweight forged 

components for heavy-duty vehicles (HDVs). The specific objectives are to  

(a)  Conduct a study on forged components used in power train, chassis, and suspension systems, 

and thereby identify families of parts with high potential for weight reduction through innovative 

forging technologies or material substitution. 

(b)  Evaluate the feasibility and economic practicability of forging components that are currently 

produced by casting or other manufacturing techniques. 

(c) Carry out preliminary investigations on the energy flow path/maps that forged parts are 

subjected to during service life, and systematically assess from mechanical and metallurgical point 

of view, the potential for weight reduction in specific components  

(d) Carry out preliminary investigations on effective heat treatment schemes and forging 

technologies that could be used in lightweight manufacturing.  

(e) Explore innovative forging techniques for producing light weight components for heavy duty 

vehicles. 
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Chapter 2                                                                                                           

Survey of Forgings used in Heavy Duty Vehicles and Weight Reduction 

Techniques 

2.1 Survey Methodology  

The main objectives of conducting a survey of forgings used in heavy duty truck vehicles were to 

(a) highlight the forging technologies that are currently used to produce parts for heavy duty 

vehicles (HDV), (b) identify ongoing research & development efforts pertaining to new 

forging/forming techniques aimed at weight reduction of forgings, (c) document the weight of 

forged components used in heavy trucks, (d) identify competing processes to forging, (e) document 

varieties of materials used in forgings (for HDVs) and associated heat treatment schemes. Figure 

2-1 shows some of the avenues that were used in gathering information.  

Most of the general information was collected via web search engines. There is an abundance of 

technological information posted on the internet by forging companies, steel industry, and metal 

forming researchers. Industrial visits were made to forging companies, which produce forgings for 

heavy duty trucks, and to heavy duty truck assembly plants. Prior to the visits the NCSU research 

team watched numerous online videos on forging processes and truck assembly operations [74]-

[76]. Literature review from technical magazines (forging and casting), conferences papers, and 

journal articles were used to identify ongoing research studies on weight reduction.    

 

Figure 2-1: Information gathering 
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2.2 Classifications and Potential Weight Reduction Methods  

Since most of the forgings used in HDVs are found in engines, gear boxes, axles, chassis and 

suspension assemblies, the parts used in the cab assembly were excluded in this survey. 

 

Figure 2-2 shows part classifications used in the survey. There are numerous ways that weight 

reduction of forgings used in HDVs could be achieved. For example, weight reduction could be 

achieved by a combination of material substitution, optimization of component design/system 

layout, and innovation in manufacturing processes. This survey identifies five potential approaches 

to reducing weight, namely: part geometrical change, material substitution, use of composite 

materials, heat treatment schemes, and process substitution.  

 

Figure 2-2: Survey categories 

2.2.1 Weight Reduction Based on Geometrical Change 

To identify the potential for weight reduction by altering part geometry, the conventional forging 

operations for specific parts were first studied. Various manufacturing/forging techniques that 

have been experimented in the field or are currently being researched for weight reduction by 
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altering part geometrical configuration were then documented. As shown in Figure 2-3, the 

documentation on weight reduction methods was divided into three levels; proven techniques, 

techniques under field trials, and techniques that are in preliminary research stages.   

 

The major challenges for altering part geometry to reduce weight is whether the change in the part 

geometry will have significant influence on the whole system, or whether cost effective and 

feasible forging sequences can be found.   

 

Figure 2-3: Weight reduction based on part geometrical change 

 

2.2.2 Weight Reduction Based on Material Substitution  

In assessing the potential for weight reduction by changing materials, conventional forging 

operations were first studied. Most of the parts used in HDVs are produced from steel alloys. These 

alloys include, AISI 4140, AISI 4150, AISI 8620, etc. For parts that carry smaller loads, the use 

of aluminum alloys or plastic composites is possible. Material substitution can also be achieved 

by using alternative steel alloys with superior characteristics, leading to part weight reduction. 

Different steel alloys with superior characteristics are currently being developed by several steel 

manufacturers worldwide. Literature review was carried out to identify research effort in this front. 

[Figure 2-4]  
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Figure 2-4: Weight reduction based on material substitution 

2.2.3 Weight Reduction Based on Use of Bi-Metallic Materials  

Components in HDVs can be made lighter by using bi-metallic materials.  These materials could 

be used for HDV parts which require specific characteristics/properties to be exhibited on certain 

sections/portions of the component. The characteristics referred here include strength properties, 

corrosion resistance, wear resistance, electrical conductivities etc.  Literature review was carried 

out to identify research effort in composite materials that have the potential to be used in HDVs. 

Emphasis was, however, given to forming of billet that is composed of two metals (say aluminum 

and steel)  [Figure 2-5].  Some of the challenges for using parts formed from bi-metallic materials 

in HDV applications are finding the feasible forming sequences for defect free parts and whether 

the composite part can attain the structural integrity required, and also meet minimum expected 

product life.     

 

Figure 2-5: Weight reduction based on the use of bi-metallic materials 

2.2.4 Weight Reduction Based on Heat Treatment Technologies  

Most of the components used in HDV engines and transmission assemblies undergo heat treatment 

operations. For example crank shaft and camshaft forgings, after being machined, are either case 

hardened or induction hardened to acquire specific surface characteristics. The surface hardness 
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requirement for crank shaft journal bearings is typically on the order of 59-60 HRC. Other 

components may require through hardening. One of the goals of this survey was to identify new 

heat treatment technologies that may offer part weight reduction [ 

Figure 2-6]. I.e., the heat treatment may result in superior material characteristics that were not 

achievable using conventional methods.   

 

Figure 2-6: Weight reduction based on heat treatment technologies 

2.2.5 Weight Reduction Based on Process Substitution 

There are different manufacturing processes that are capable of producing similar components for 

HDVs. In an industrial setting, however, manufacturing processes are usually chosen based on 

multiple reasons, such as economic feasibility, competition, production volume, etc. The survey 

on the manufacturing process substitution category was conducted to identify research and 

development efforts that are geared towards new processes or schemes that show the potential to 

reduce weight while maintaining the structural integrity of the components. The survey also 

included substitution of conventional processes that lead to weight reduction [Figure 2-7]. For 

example, surveys of castings used in HDVs were carried out for the sole purpose of identifying 

casted parts that could be produced by forging, with the potential for weight reduction.   
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Figure 2-7: Weight reduction based on process substitution 
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Chapter 3                                                                                                             

Current Forging Operations and Potential Methods for Weight Reduction 

of Engine Components 

3.1 Introduction 

In this chapter conventional forging and casting techniques used in industry for manufacturing 

engine components are briefly discussed. The engine components discussed are the crank shaft, 

the camshaft, the cylinder head, and the engine block. Potential techniques for weight reduction of 

these components that have been developed or underdevelopment are also highlighted.  

3.2 Crankshaft  

A crankshaft is a reciprocating engine component that is able to perform a conversion between 

reciprocating motion and rotational motion. In a reciprocating engine, the crankshaft translates 

reciprocating motion of the piston into rotational motion of the engine output shaft.  

Steel alloys are typically used in heavy duty vehicle engine crankshafts. In addition to alloying 

elements, high strength steels are carefully refined so as to remove as many of the undesirable 

impurities as possible (sulfur, phosphorus, calcium, etc.) and to further constrain the tolerances, 

which define the allowable variations in the percentage of alloying elements. The weight of a 6-

cylinder heavy duty vehicle (HDV) engine crank shaft with length ~43in and bearing diameter 

~130mm is around ~300 lb. 

 

3.2.1 Conventional Methods for Manufacturing the Crankshaft 

Forging and casting are commonly used methods to produce the crankshaft for HDVs. To forge a 

crankshaft several stages are required. The cross-sectional area of a heated bar at a forging 

temperature is first altered in shape by roll forging, then subsequently formed into the final shape 

by close die forging operations, and finally trimmed. The intermediate stages in forging are 

necessary for distributing the material and filling the die cavities properly.  
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Compared to a cast crankshaft, considerably more machining is needed to finish a forged 

crankshaft. Typically, the machining allowance of the forging in the zones of the main bearing and 

the crank pin amount to 1–3 mm in diameter. Partially this allowance is needed to ensure that 

structural changes are removed through machining. Surface grinding is carried out for journal, 

main journal, and crank pin. One of the critical steps in the manufacturing of forged steel 

crankshafts is the grinding of the sidewalls. The crankshaft surface is ground to ultra-fine finish so 

as to avoid cyclic fatigue failure of the crankshaft due to any surface cracks or burrs. The crank 

shaft has to undergo induction or case hardening heat treatment. Typical hardness levels are 56-59 

HRC. Generally the bearings are selected as per the shaft/crank pin diameter. If the shaft diameter 

is slightly less than the recommended bearing size then the next bearings are selected and the 

diameter is changed according to the bearing size. Figure 3-1 shows fabrication steps of a forged 

crankshaft.  

 

 

    

Forging Drilling Grinding journal and 

crank pin 

Dynamic balancing 

 

Figure 3-1: Fabrication step of a forged crankshaft [13][14] 

Casted crankshafts are less expensive than forged crankshaft because they can be made near net 

shape and size in a single operation. They are favored for low cost production engines that operate 
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under moderate loads, whereas forged crankshafts are chosen for the case of engines working 

under heavy load conditions [15] 

Crankshafts at the upper end of the motorsport spectrum are manufactured from billets. Billet 

produced crankshafts are fully machined from a round bar of the selected material (Figure 3-2). 

This process involves demanding machining operations, especially with regard to counterweight 

shaping and undercutting, rifle-drilling main and rod journals, and drilling lubrication passages. 

Basic steps of manufacturing a billet crankshaft are cutting to length and centering, turning,  

broaching, turn-broaching, internal milling, high speed external milling, oil hole drilling, roller 

burnishing, and end machining.  

 

Figure 3-2: Machining sequences of a crankshaft from a billet [16] 

3.2.2 New Techniques to Produce Lightweight Crankshafts 

3.2.2.1 Crank Shaft with Shorter Crank Radius (proven technique)  

The MCE-5VCRi company has developed a new crankshaft which has half the crank radius of a 

conventional engine crankshaft with the same piston stroke. The crank radius of the MCE‑5 

crankshaft is reduced by 50 percent and the overlap between the crank pin and main journals is 

increased [17]. Thus development has made it possible to eliminate the crankshaft counterweights 
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without increasing its average bending. The MCE‑5 crankshaft shown in Figure 3-3 is supported 

by a particularly rigid bearing line situated in the crankcase. This rigid crankshaft-crankcase 

assembly ensures a long service life for the MCE‑5 VCRi engine, despite the extremely high loads 

that it is subjected to.  

 

Figure 3-3: The MCE‑5 VCRi crankshaft with shorter crank radius [17] 

 

The MCE‑5 VCRi crankshaft is 30 to 35% lighter than the crankshaft of a conventional 

engine with the same cubic capacity [17]. The forging operation for this type of crank shaft 

has been simplified by eliminating the counter weight, which require the displacement of 

forged material far away from the center of gravity.  

3.2.2.2 Crank shaft with bolted weight (proven technique)  

An external counterweight with high density (tungsten for example) can be attached to the 

crankshaft for dynamic balance. Using a counterweight material with high density also minimizes 

the radial space needed for a given counterweight. 

 

Figure 3-4: Crankshaft assembly for K19 cummins engine Truck [18] 
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Figure 3-5: Tungsten alloy crankshaft counterweight [19] 

Depending upon the engine's number of cylinders, crank configuration, and firing order, the mass 

properties and location of counterweights can vary. 

There has been discussion about the use of bolt-on counterweights in an attempt to reduce mass 

moment of inertia. An example of this technology is shown in  

Figure 3-6. These detachable counterweights are made from variants of the ‘heavy metal’ used to 

balance crankshafts. This heavy metal is a tungsten-based alloy with several different chemistries 

(W-Ni-Cu, W-Ni-Fe, W-Ni-C) depending on the required properties. These alloys have nearly 2.5 

times the density of steel, and are expensive [20]. 

 

Figure 3-6: Bolt-On Counterweights [20] 
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Another benefit of bolt-on counterweights is that several of the machining/forming operations are 

much simpler to accomplish without having to account for the integral counterweights getting in 

the way. There are tensile and fatigue stress issues with the bolt-on counterweight, as well as the 

inevitable fretting between contact surfaces and the requirement for highly developed fastener 

technology.  

3.2.2.3 Flexible forging of crank shaft (Research level stage) 

This approach is based on an innovative tool concept that combines knowledge on buckling of 

solid rods under compression with flexible construction methods based on modular dies to allow 

production to change rapidly from single to multi cylinder crankshafts with various main bearing 

journals, crankpins and crank webs [21]. 

Single cylinder to multi cylinder crankshafts including multiple main bearing journals, crankpins 

and crank webs can be easily produced by fastening or removing appropriate die modules in the 

overall tool set. The study of this new process was illustrated by means of simulation and 

experimentation with a laboratory prototype tool conceived to operate exclusively with lightweight 

materials exhibiting high ductility in cold forming [21]. 

 

     

Figure 3-7: Flexible forming tool concept applied to the production of a crankshaft with a single 

and multiple crankpin [21]. 

 

An external counterweight with high density (tungsten) can be attached to this flexible forged 

crankshaft for dynamic balance. Using a counterweight material with high density also minimizes 
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the radial space needed for a given counterweight and consequently minimizes weight of the 

crankshaft.   

 

3.2.2.4 Removing material from pin bearings (research level) 

Massiver Leichtbau conducted extensive research to design lightweight automotive components. 

It suggests that material can be taken off the pin bearing and consequently smaller counter weights 

will be needed to balance the crankshaft. Thus the new designed crankshaft will be lighter than the 

previous one. Figure 3-8 shows that a 4.6% weight reduction could be achieved by this method 

[22] 

 

Figure 3-8: Weight optimization by recessing material from pin bearing [22] 

3.2.3 Summary 

External counterweight with high density (tungsten) can be attached to the flexible forged 

crankshaft for dynamic balance.  Using a counterweight material with high density also minimizes 

the radial space needed for a given counterweight.  Material can be taken off the pin bearing and 

consequently smaller counter weights will be needed to balance the crankshaft.  Thus the new 

designed crankshaft will be lighter than the previous one. By applying all these techniques, a 

significant amount of weight of a heavy duty truck engine crankshaft can be reduced. 
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3.3 Camshaft  

A camshaft is a shaft with one or more cams attached to it, especially one for operating the valves 

in an internal combustion engine. A camshaft delivers the motion to valves by changing the 

movement of the crankshaft into the reciprocation of a tappet or rocker arm and adjusts the valve's 

opening and shutting. A cam profile should be equivalent to the lift of valves. A cam shape is 

complicated and precise, and so the characteristics of the cam and shaft require different material. 

Camshafts can be made out of several types of material. These include: chilled cast iron and billet 

steel. Typical camshaft weight is around 150 lb.  

3.3.1 Conventional techniques to produce camshaft 

Fox Valley Forge produces a variety of cam shafts for use in high performance aerospace, heavy 

truck, maritime, commercial and industrial engine applications, where engineers and customers 

demand a zero failure rate. Their camshafts shown in Figure 3-9 have the head diameter from 1 

1/2" to 9", overall length from 12" to 6', up to a 6" bar diameter.  

 

Figure 3-9: Fox valley forged camshaft [23] 

Estas USA Camshaft Industry Inc. produces camshafts made from steel billets and casting. The 

foundry has expertise in producing chill castings - a method of hardening wear surfaces during the 

casting process. With the chill-cast approach, wear-surfaces that need local hardening have chill-

inserts placed in the tool. The inserts freeze the molten iron on contact, producing high-hardness 

microstructure formations that penetrate deep into the metal, while leaving the remainder of the 

camshaft with tougher, more flexible iron. This results in camshafts that are both tough and durable 

[24]. 
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Figure 3-10: Chill casting process and a chill-cast cam lobe cross-section [24] 

The chill casting approach has advantages that are not achievable with other methods: deep 

hardness penetration, excellent lubrication retention on the hardened surfaces, reduced chance of 

microfractures and cracks, and economical cost. The resulting lobes can be ground to a variety of 

profiles without major risk of grinding away all the lobe hardening. The cost advantage over 

secondary hardening processes such as induction hardening or gas carburizing is substantial. 

Camshafts are also made from solid metal billet. Modular and flexible designs of a CNC Cam 

grinder ensures that the process can be combined and machining can be perfectly adjusted to the 

various machining tasks like round and non-round grinding. However, the total production time 

for the camshaft from bar stock to a finished part may take over 5 hrs.  

 

Figure 3-11: Machining camshaft by CNC OD Grinding Machine [25] 
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3.3.2 New techniques to produce camshaft  

3.3.2.1 Hollow camshaft by hydroforming (proven technique) 

Hollow camshafts can be produced by high pressure Hydroforming manufacturing processes. 

Typically camshafts are cast or forged to their rough shape, then machined to their final form. For 

the N52 engine, BMW takes advantage of hydroforming technology to reduce more than a pound 

out of each camshaft, a 25% reduction . The starting point for these new cams is a steel tube, over 

which the individual cam lobes are installed. The parts are placed together in a forming die that 

accurately orients the lobes and the bearing surfaces before the tube is filled with a high pressure 

burst of water. At over 58,000 psi, the pressure from the water expands the tube, forcing it together 

with the lobes to create the complete camshaft [Figure 3-12] 

 

Figure 3-12: BMW hollow camshaft [26] 

3.3.2.2 Hollow camshaft by shell-mold casting (proven technique) 

The application of the shell-mold casting has the advantage that the finished hollow cam pipe has 

throughout its entire length the same wall thickness. In shell mold casting, the mold is a thin-walled 

shell created from applying a sand-resin mixture around a camshaft pattern. Shell mold casting 

requires the use of a metal pattern, oven, sand-resin mixture, dump box, and molten metal [27].  
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Figure 3-13: Hollow camshaft by shell molding process [27] 

  

Figure 3-14: End block type and straight through type hollow camshaft (length 630 mm and 

material: quartz tube steel pipe) [27] 

First, each pattern half is heated and coated with a lubricant to facilitate removal. Next, the heated 

pattern is clamped to a dump box, which contains a mixture of sand and a resin binder. The dump 

box is then inverted, allowing this sand-resin mixture to coat the pattern. The heated pattern 

partially cures the mixture, which forms a shell around the pattern. Molten metal is poured from a 

ladle into the gating system and fills the mold cavity.  After the mold is filled, the molten metal 

was allowed to cool and solidify into the shape of the final casting.   

3.3.2.3 Hollow camshaft having oil-feeding holes on its chilled face (research level)  

A hollow camshaft manufacturing process for automotive engines was invented by Yono-shi et al. 

Their camshaft was made of cast iron, and which has at least one as-cast oil-feeding hole on the 

chilled faces of cam.  
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Figure 3-15 shows a cross section of the cam cavity of a hollow chill casting mold of acamshaft. 

Upper chill (1) and lower chill (2) are both placed in a shell mold (3). (4) is a thin hole bored in 

the chill, into which a carbon rod (5) is inserted. (6) is a shell center core [28] 

 

Figure 3-15: cross section of a hollow chill casting mold for a camshaft and a partial sectional 

side view of hollow camshaft of this invention [28] 

A method for making a hollow camshaft out of cast iron having cast oil-feeding holes on the chilled 

faces of cam members comprises of the steps of setting chills in cam-forming cavities. The chills 

has thin carbon rods in positions corresponding to the locations of oil-feeding holes. The center 

core is then placed in the cavities to assemble a mold. Casting is then executed using the mold to 

envelop the carbon rods. Then carbon rods were removed to leave as-cast oil-feeding holes. 

3.3.2.4 Rolled in camshaft (Research stage level) 

M. Hagedorn and K. Weinert developed a new technique to produce a hollow composite camshaft. 

In this research, investigations were carried out to manufacture non-tubular composite workpieces 

like shaft-to-collar connections. As seen in Figure 3-16 compound workpieces were developed to 

combine favorable properties of different materials. Two workpieces with different and adapted 

material properties are joined by form-fit or by frictional engagement. The choice of materials can 

be optimized with respect to the specific application. Through this techniques, the researcher were 

able to reduce the weight by 53% compared to forged camshaft [29].  
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Figure 3-16: Photograph of rolled-in camshafts and weight comparison of forged and rolled-in 

camshafts [29] 

Optimizing weight is an ongoing effort from which relaxing often leads to a relapse. Conventional 

camshafts offer a good opportunity to reduce weight, but as part of the rotating mass of the engine 

the benefits of this weight reduction is multiplied. Weight optimization can be done by replacing 

material and geometric shape. Hollowing the camshaft would be the most effect way of optimizing 

weight. 

3.4 Conclusion 

For heavy duty vehicle engine crankshaft, geometric redesign and advance forming process offers 

many opportunities to reduce weight. Performance and cost improvements are possible depending 

on the specifics of the part design situation and how they are handled. External counterweight with 

high density (tungsten) can be attached to the flexible forged crankshaft for dynamic balance.  

Using a counterweight material with high density also minimizes the radial space needed for a 

given counterweight.  Material can be taken off the pin bearing and consequently smaller counter 

weights will be needed to balance the crankshaft.  Thus the new designed crankshaft will be lighter 

than the previous one. By applying all these techniques, a significant amount of weight of a heavy 

duty truck engine crankshaft can be reduced. 

Geometric redesign and hydroforging process offer a good opportunity to produce light weight 

camshaft. Weight optimization can be done by hollowing the camshaft by using hydroforging 

process and by replacing material.  
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In this context, it is possible to manufacture light weight engine components. Weight reduction of 

those rapid moving parts of automobile engines and power trains lead to a higher capability, to a 

reduction of the fuel consumption of engines and so to a lower environmental pollution. 
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Chapter 4                                                                                                            

Current Forging Operations and Potential Techniques for Weight 

Reduction of Heavy Duty Power Transmission Components 

4.1 Introduction 

A transmission is a machine that consists of a power source and a power transmission system, 

which provides controlled application of the power. Often the term transmission refers simply to 

the gearbox that uses gears and gear trains to provide speed and torque conversions from a rotating 

power source to another device. 

In this section, present forging techniques used in industry for manufacturing power transmission 

components are discussed. The transmission components discussed are, (a) spur gears, (b) bevel 

gears, (c) ring-pinion gears, (d) input shafts, (e) output shafts and (f) counter shafts. Potential 

methods that have been used to reduce weight for these components are also discussed.  

4.2 Gears 

The gearbox provides a selection of gears for different driving conditions: standing start, climbing 

a hill, or cruising on level surfaces. The lower the gear, the slower the road wheels turn in relation 

to the engine speed. 

4.2.1 Conventional techniques to produce spur gears 

There are many methods for manufacturing gears, including: forging for production of gear blanks 

and precision-forged near net-shape gears, metal removal processes (hobbing, shaping, milling, 

shaving, grinding, honing, and lapping), various casting processes (for both production of gear 

blanks and near-net shape gears), stamping, cold drawing and extrusion, Powder metallurgy (P/M) 

processing, Injection molding, and Gear rolling. Most of these processes are suited for gears with 

low wear requirements, low power transmission, and relatively low accuracy of transmitted 

motion. When the application involves higher values of one or more of these characteristics, forged 

or cut/machined gears are used [32].  
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The advantage of using precision forging to produce gears is that it doesn’t require any subsequent 

operations to make them fit for purpose. If forging is possible at room temperature (cold forging), 

accurate tooth forms can be achieved. Currently bevel gears, particularly those for automobile 

differentials, are cold forged to finished form on the teeth. Spur and helical gears of higher quality, 

such as those for automobile gear-boxes, cannot be cold forged, but have to be forged at elevated 

temperature, either warm or hot, resulting in dimensional inaccuracy. Additional machining 

procedures to correct this inaccuracy will add tremendous difficulty and cost to the process, which 

then becomes not as economically competitive. A possible commercially viable method being 

developed is a combination of the warm and cold forming processes. 

 

Figure 4-1: Gears after final forging and after machining 

J. Cai et al conducted research on alternative die designs in net-shape forging of gears which may 

be used on a press with only one moving slide and ejection system. They examine the influences 

of different designs on the metal flow and load requirements through experiments and finite 

element simulation [34]. 
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Figure 4-2: Gear forging die set (moving die and chamfered punches) and forming stages [34] 

 

A forging die set was designed where the mandrel is connected with to punch. The die was attached 

to the machine bed through a spring. The counter punch is also used an ejector after forging. This 

tool-set was assembled on a 12,000 kN mechanical press in the Advanced Forging Laboratory at 

the University of Birmingham, as shown in Figure 4-2. Figure 4-2 shows the forming stages of 

the gear in the operation and a comparison of experimental measurements and finite element 

prediction. 

Spur and helical gears, like splines, are roll formed. High-quality gears are produced annually by 

this process; many of the gears in automobile transmissions are made this way. As indicated in 

Figure, the process is similar to the way screw threads are roll formed, except that in most cases 

the teeth cannot be formed in a single rotation of the forming rolls; the rolls are gradually fed 

inward during several revolutions. Rolling produces gears 50 times as fast as gear cutting and with 

surfaces as smooth as 0.10 µm (4 µin.) [35].  

 

 

 

Figure 4-3: Gear manufacturing by rolling [35] 

Although the casting process is used most often to make blanks for gears that will have cut teeth, 

there are several variations of the casting process used to make toothed gears with little or no 

machining. 
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Figure 4-4: Cast tooth internal and external gears [36] 

For example, cast-tooth internal gears (Figure 4-4) are produced in several sizes up to 1633 kg 

(3600 lbs). They are heat treated to strength levels of 689 MPa (100 ksi) and machining is not 

required on these gears. In circumstances where machining is necessary, the machining expense is 

reduced by casting closer to the final shape. 

4.2.2 Conventional techniques to produce bevel gears 

Fox Valley Forge is a leading manufacturer of near-net pinions for heavy trucking, agriculture, 

and automotive applications. Their products are used all over the world from American Muscle 

Cars to European Luxury Automobiles, and in Asian Heavy Trucking equipment.  They produce 

a wide variety of pinions in custom geometries for semi-trucks, skid loaders, construction 

equipment, race cars, semi-truck trailers and flatbed trucks, skid steers and forklifts. 

 

Figure 4-5: Fox Valley forged ring-pinion gear set [38] 
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Forging has long been used in the manufacturing of gears. This is particularly true for the 

production of gear blanks, which would subsequently be cut/machined into the final desired 

configuration. Gear blanks have been produced by open-die forging, closed-die forging, and hot 

upset forging. During the past 35 years, there has been considerable research and development 

aimed at producing near-net or net-shape gears by precision forging. Today, precision-forged gears 

requiring little or no finish machining and are commonly used in the automotive, truck, off-

highway, aerospace, railroad, agriculture, and material handling industries, as well as the energy 

and mining fields [38].  

 

Figure 4-6: Precision forged gear [39] 

Precision hot-forged gears have the same advantages over cut gears as other molded gears (cast, 

P/M-processed, injection-molded) in that there is little or no material lost (Figure 4-6). This is 

cost-saving from the standpoint of both the cost of the material itself and, more importantly, the 

cost in machining. In addition, precision-forged gears also have the advantage over cut gears of 

increased load-carrying capacity. This added strength in the form of increased fatigue strength is 

due to the difference in grain flow between gears cut from bar stock and forged gears. The grain 

flow in cut gears is determined by the hot rolled orientation of the bar stock and has no relationship 

to gear tooth contour. On forged specimens, the grain flow follows the tooth contour in every gear 

tooth.  

The manufacturing depends on machinery available, design specifications or requirements, cost of 

production, and type of material from which the gear is to be made. A casting pinion gear is an 
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example of a cast tooth gear produced from cast high-manganese steel for an electric mining shovel 

shown in Figure 4-7. 

 

Figure 4-7: Cast tooth pinion gear, weight: 212 kg (468lb) [40] 

Most casting processes have been used to produce gear blanks or cast tooth gears including sand 

casting, shell molding, permanent mold casting, centrifugal casting, investment casting, and die 

casting.  

Austempered Ductile Iron (ADI) offers a superior combination of low cost, design flexibility, good 

machinability, high strength-to-weight ratio and good toughness, wear resistance and fatigue 

strength. It can be cast like any other member of the Ductile Iron family, thus offering all the 

production advantages of a conventional Ductile Iron casting. Subsequently it is subjected to the 

austempering process to produce mechanical properties that are superior to conventional ductile 

iron, cast and forged aluminum, and many cast and forged steels. Gears represent some of the best 

known, most widely publicized and high potential uses of ADI. During the early 1970’s the Finnish 

company Kymi Kymmene Metall began to replace forged steel with ADI in a in a wide range of 

gears, with highly satisfactory results [41]. 

   

Figure 4-8: Austempered Ductile Iron helical gears and ring-pinion gears [41] 
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General Motors converted a forged and case hardened steel ring gear and pinion to ADI for Pontiac 

rear drive cars and station wagons. The decision came after nine years of development work and 

six years of field testing. The automaker was able to gain both significant cost savings and product 

improvement by changing to ADI [41]. 

In 1983, the Cummins Engine Co. began to use ADI timing gears, produced to AGMA class 8 

standards, in its B and C series diesel engines. These gears were machined and hobbed from 

annealed Ductile Iron castings. A crown shaving operation was carried out on the gear teeth prior 

to austempering, and the only operations performed after austempering were the grinding of the 

bore diameter and shot peening. Annual production exceeds 30,000 sets and the cost savings are 

estimated at 30% compared to the forged and carburized 1022 steel gears previously used [41]. 

Xiaobin Deng et al studied a numerical and experimental investigation of cold rotary forging of a 

20CrMnTi alloy spur bevel gear. Cold rotary forging is an innovative incremental metal forming 

process, and has great potential to improve the current situation owing to its flexibility and low 

tool load requirement. Xiaobin Deng et al developed a 3D rigid-plastic finite element (FE) model 

of cold rotary forging of a 20CrMnTi alloy spur bevel gear under the DEFORM-3D platform. To 

ensure the precision of the proposed FE model, a series of experiments was well performed for the 

identification of the mechanical properties of 20CrMnTi alloy and the realistic friction conditions 

prevailing at the die-workpiece interface [42].  
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Figure 4-9: Bevel gear manufacturing by cold rotary forging [42] 

 

 

Figure 4-10: Forming equipment and tools for cold rotary forging process [42] 

Figure 4-9 illustrates a series of forming steps at different times, which presents the forming 

process of cold rotary forging of a spur bevel gear. It is shown that at the beginning of the forging 

process, the lower die contacts the workpiece on the down-side surface near the lower surface 

firstly and the metal in these areas begins to yield. Over time, the height of the workpiece decreases 

and the metal near the upper die flows more severely. 
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4.2.3 Conventional techniques to produce gear-shaft 

Fox Valley Forge produces forged and machined countershafts and cluster gears for automotive 

and construction applications.  Their parts are used in constructing the drivetrains of several major 

brand-name manufacturers of semi-trucks, skid loaders, tractors, semi-trailers, construction 

equipment, automobiles, race cars, flatbed trailers, and skid steers. 

 

 

 

   

Figure 4-11: Fox Valley transmission counter shaft [43] 

Fox Valley Forge manufactures closed die forgings of input shafts and output shafts that are used 

in the production of a wide variety of agricultural, automotive, heavy-duty construction, and 

transportation applications.  Their machined metal forging products are found in semi-trucks, 

tractors, cranes, skid steers, forklifts, motor homes, fork lifts, and skid loaders.  
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Figure 4-12: Fox Valley transmission output shaft [43] 

 

4.2.4 New techniques to produce light-weight gear  

Heavy duty trucks (class 7 &8 including class 6) have a 10-18 gear shift which has more than 50 

gears [Figure 4-13]. A significant amount of weight of a heavy duty truck power-train can be 

reduced by using light weight gears. Due to the large number of gears, only part of them being 

used for each gear, the gearbox generates a considerable resistance during gear shifting. Light 

weight gears will have a quicker response of gear shifting as well. By increasing specific power 

density, advanced materials could enable gearbox downsizing and reduced vehicle weight. These 

materials would require significantly improved mechanical properties while also providing the 

ability to operate in extreme thermal and tribological conditions.  
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Figure 4-13: Gear arrangement in transmission gearbox [44] 

4.2.4.1 Tube hydroforging technique (research level stage) 

Using the hydroforging process a hollow gear can be produced by a combination of internal 

pressure, axial punches and a counter punch. Light weight hollow gears of stronger material will 

have similar mechanical strength as solid gears have. CAD modeling, numerical simulation, and 

experimental research are required to confirm these claims. 

Tube hydroforging is a hybrid forming operation whereby a thick tube is formed to a desired 

geometry by combining forging and hydroforging operations. Through this process hollow 

structures with high strength-to-weight ratios can be produced. This process has numerous 

advantages due to the use of tubular structures. However, tube hydroforging process has several 

limitations that are largely associated with cost of the equipment and high cycle times. Forging 

processes play a major role in the automotive industry where highly complex and dimensionally 

accurate parts are produced with enhanced material characteristics. However, extra processing is 
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needed to get the final part geometry.  There is a potential for hydroforging processes to 

lightweight gears.  

 

Figure 4-14: Tube Hydroforging Process Concept [AMT lab research, NCSU] 

Complex forged parts can be produced by the hydroforging process such that a significant 

reduction in weight can be achieved. The researcher at the AMT lab, NCSU have conducted 

research on modeling and developing new hydroforging techniques to produce hollow single and 

bi-metallic gears.  

 

Figure 4-15: Sample experimental work done in AMT Lab, NC State University [45]  
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4.2.4.2 Pressure-assisted injection forging (research level stage) 

Hollow gear-shafts can also be formed with a radial extrusion configuration, which involves the 

use of polymers as the pressurizing media—pressure-assisted injection forging (PAIF) [Figure 

4-16]. In 2005, Yanling Ma et al conducted research to form hollow gear-shafts [46].  The process 

was qualified with the definition of the forming-limit diagrams established with reference to three 

typical loading paths (histories of the injection and pressurization). Forming was effected with the 

qualified procedures and pressurizing media. The results demonstrated feasibility to form hollow 

gear-shafts with the PAIF process carefully designed and controlled. Applications of the 

processing technology could significantly reduce the cost of manufacturing thick-walled tubular 

components with hollow secondary elements, such as flanges with tooth geometries. 

 

Figure 4-16: Hollow gear-shaft by pressure-assisted injection forging [46] 

 

4.2.4.3 Producing bi-metal gears (research level stage) 

The use of a single material throughout the gear makes it difficult to reduce weight further as the 

material used must be sufficiently strong, rigid, and durable in the highly stressed tooth flanks to 

perform for many loading cycles. Production of bi-metal gears using the forging technique would 

be another way to reduce weight in heavy duty truck power-trains.  

In 2014, D.J. Politis et al [47] studied a method for the production of bi-metal gears using the 

forging technique. They used model materials of copper (tooth ring material) and lead (core 

material), for both experimentation and simulation [Figure 4-17].  
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Figure 4-17: Bi-metallic gear teeth with different outer layer [47] 

First, experimental setup and test procedures are introduced and the bi-metal gears are forged with 

different thicknesses of the outer ring material. A simplified FE model is established based on the 

symmetry of a gear forging process, which enables the 3D FE analysis to be carried out in an 

efficient manner. The numerical and experimental data showed that: thin rings can deform 

excessively, affecting the structure of the gear; and that both tooling friction and flow stress can 

significantly affect the relative material flow between the core and the ring.  

4.2.5 Summary 

Typically gears are cast or forged to their rough shape, then machined to their final form. To reduce 

weight a bi-metal tube hydroforging technique can be used to produce hollow gears which carry 

less load in a transmission gearbox. The tube hydroforging technique can be a potential technique 

to reduce weight of transmission gears and gear shafts. Solid bi-metal techniques can be used for 

the gears which carry much higher load than others. A significant amount of weight can be reduced 
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by producing hollow gear-shafts by the PAIF process with the properly selected pressurizing-

materials. 

4.3 Weight Optimization of Differential Flange and Drive Flange: 

H. -W.  Raedt conducted research in reducing weight in the area of the drive train and engine of 

vehicles. In addition, research was conducted on symmetrical parts such as a gear and a ring gear 

on differentials, gears, input shafts, hubs, u-joints, a three arm flange of the drive train and 

connecting rods of the engine [48]. Figure 4-18 and Figure 4-19 shows potential weight reduction 

for differential flange and drive flange respectively. 

 

Figure 4-18: Weight optimized geometric design differential flange [48] 

 

    

Figure 4-19: New geometrical designs of drive flange and photograph of engine components 

[48] 
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4.4 Weight Optimization of Propeller/Drive Shaft 

The objective of the drive shaft is to connect the transmission gearbox with the differential 

gearbox. Shafts must be exceptionally tough and light to improve the overall performance of the 

vehicle.  

The steel drive shaft is usually manufactured in two pieces to increase the fundamental bending 

natural frequency because the bending natural frequency of a shaft is inversely proportional to the 

square of beam length and proportional to the square root of specific modulus. The two-piece steel 

drive shaft consists of three universal joints, a center supporting bearing and a bracket, which 

increases the total weight of an automotive vehicle and decreases fuel efficiency. 

  

Figure 4-20: Drive shaft and its components [49][50] 

Gloeco, inc. manufactures driveshaft components by fabrication processes and assembles them 

together [51]. The process starts with welding the yoke to the end of the splined shaft and 

preparation of CV-joint by a milling process. Since the yoke is cast iron it needs to be heated before 

the welding can begin. The shaft and yoke were centered in the lathe then welded with the slow 

rotation of the lathe. 
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Figure 4-21: Fabrication process of driveshaft [51] 

Automobile industries are exploring composite materials in order to obtain reduction of the drive 

shaft weight without a significant decrease in its quality and reliability. This is due to the fact that 

the reduction in weight of a vehicle directly impacts its fuel consumption. Particularly in city 

driving, the reduction of weight is almost directly proportional to the fuel consumption of the 

vehicle. Also at the start of vehicle, most of the power gets consumed by driving the transmission 

system. If the weight of the propeller shaft is reduced, that surplus available power can be used to 

propel the vehicle. 

Weight optimization of drive shaft can be achieved by material substitution. Substituting 

conventional drive shaft metal with lightweight metal composite would be a good way to obtain a 

reduction of the drive shaft weight without a significant decrease in its quality and reliability. 
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4.5 Conclusion 

Conventional gears are forged or cast to their rough shape, then machined to their final form. Tube 

hydroforging, bi-metal forging, and bi-metal tube hydroforging processes offer a good opportunity 

to produce lightweight gears. The bi-metal tube hydroforging technique can be used to produce bi-

metallic hollow gears. Solid bi-metal technique can be used for the gears which carry much higher 

loads than others. A significant amount of weight can be reduced by producing hollow gear-shafts 

by the PAIF process with the properly selected pressurizing-materials. Compacted graphite iron 

(CGI) metal has greater strength and lower weight than cast iron (20% lighter than steel parts with 

same material strength). CGI metal can be a good substitution for the differential flange and the 

drive flange material. 
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Chapter 5                                                                                                              

Current Forging Operations and Potential Techniques for Weight 

Reduction of Axle, Steering and Chassis Components 

5.1 Introduction 

An axle is a central shaft for a rotating wheel or gear. On wheeled vehicles, the axle may be fixed 

to the wheels, rotating with them, or fixed to the vehicle, with the wheels rotating around the axle. 

Steering is the collection of components, linkages, etc. which allow a vehicle to follow the desired 

course. A chassis consists of an internal framework that supports all the components of a vehicle. 

In this section, present manufacturing techniques used in industry for manufacturing the axle, 

steering and chassis components are discussed. The main components discussed are, the axle shaft, 

the wheel hub, the axle housing and the chassis. Potential methods that have been used to reduce 

weight for these components are also discussed. 

5.2 Axle Shaft 

An axle is defined as the central shaft for a rotating wheel or gear. The existing trolley designed 

by the industry uses a heavy axle without considering static and dynamic loading conditions which 

in turn leads to a higher factor of safety, increasing the overall cost of the axle. A typical heavy 

duty truck axle shaft weight is around 40 – 50lb [53].  

5.2.1 Conventional Manufacturing Method of Axle Shaft  

Axles are manufactured mainly by the forging process because of its high loading conditions. Little 

machining is required to get the final product. Mid-West Forge and Fox Valley Forge are the prime 

manufacturer of heavy duty truck components including the axle shaft. Mid-West produces a wide 

variety of products ranging from large and small flanged shafts, double splined shafts, and input 

and output shafts. All of the shafts forged at Mid-West are heated using induction heating.  
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Figure 5-1: Axle shaft, flanged shafts, double splined shafts, and input and output shafts 

produced by Mid-West Forge [53] 

Fox Valley produce high quality axle shafts for industrial, automotive, agricultural, and trucking 

applications. A precise metal billet is performed in few preforming steps and then sent to the final 

forging step. Machining is required to get accurate surface finishing and to produce holes. 

   

Figure 5-2: Axle forging steps of Fox Valley Forge [54] 

Raba Forging plant produces axles by forging as well. They developed their technology to increase 

production capacity. The forging Plant, upgraded their integrated heat treatment workshop, to an 

appropriate capacity and a high quality level.  
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Figure 5-3: Final forging step of axle forging 

by Raba Forging [55] 

 

Figure 5-4: Steps of axle forging used in 

Sypris Technologies manufacturing [56] 

Sypris Technologies is another manufacturer of forged and machined axle shafts serving the 

commercial vehicle, off highway, and farm equipment industries. They use the latest forging 

robotic technology coupled with CNC controlled machining and induction hardening equipment 

to produce safe and reliable axle shafts.  

5.2.2 New Techniques for Weight Optimization of Shafts (research level) 

When it comes to transmissions, considerable weight savings may be made by using hollow 

transmission shafts. Hirschvogel achieved success in transferring the same high loads in spite of 

less material used. These forged light weight shafts may be used both in manual transmissions as 

well as in axle drives and transfer gearboxes of passenger cars or trucks [57].  

The weight of an axle shaft can be optimized by producing a hollow axle shaft. Hollow axle shaft 

can be produced by forging, extrusion, and machining processes. Hollow axle shafts require a 

higher diameter to maintain the same strength compared to conventional solid axle shafts. In 

conventional axle-shaft and axle-housing there is a 5-7 mm clearance which can be utilized to 

increase the axle shaft diameter.  

 

Figure 5-5: Hollow shaft manufacturing process (research level) [58,59] 
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Figure 5-6 show forged hollow lightweight shafts which can be used for both manual 

transmissions as well as in axle drives and transfer gear-boxes. Particularly in the case of bevel 

gear shafts the hollow design allows for a considerable weight reduction of over 1 kg per shaft 

without compromising strength. Heavy shafts for commercial vehicles yield material savings of 

between 4 and 6 kg. Halfshafts also may be produced with a hollow geometry if the available space 

allows for such a design [60]. 

 

 

Figure 5-6: Types of hollow shaft for transmission applications (research level) [60] 
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The design of the long shaft with a length of approximately 600 mm provides excellent 

opportunities for reducing weight while increasing torsional stiffness. Production of lightweight 

shafts often requires a combination of special manufacturing processes such as and swaging, flow 

forming, spinning extrusion, tube hydroforming, deep hole drilling, extrusion and friction welding, 

etc. The flange with intricate geometry is produced by hot forging [60]. 

Rotary swaging is an incremental cold forming process for rods and tubular components. Rotary 

swaging can reduce the diameter and form the steps on the workpiece with radial oscillating dies. 

There are two types of rotary swaging. Radial forging, shown in Figure 5-7 a, moves the 

workpiece in axial direction through oscillating dies to reduce its diameter by a small amount. The 

other method called the plunging method, shown in Figure 5-7 b, is able to reduce diameter 

between two ends of the workpiece by closing a set of radially oscillating dies. Rotary swaging 

has all the advantages of cold forging, such as work hardening, tight tolerance and good surface 

finish. However, both processes require specialized forming machines, which may be costly. Upset 

swaging or axial radial forming, illustrated in Figure 5-7 c, is a special form of rotary swaging, 

which increases the wall thickness at the target region by heating the region and upsetting the 

workpiece. Although upset swaging has high flexibility for shaping the exterior and manipulating 

the wall thickness of the part, the high equipment cost and low production rate limit its application 

[61][62].  

The flow forming, in Figure 5-7 d, works by deforming a rotating tube into a stepped axisymmetric 

part using a mandrel and rollers. Flow forming locally shears the material between the roller and 

the mandrel and displaces it axially. Mechanical properties of the product are enhanced by cold 

working. Because the exterior shape of the workpiece is determined by kinematic motion of rollers, 

the flow forming is able to form several steps at various axial positions with simple tool design 

and low tool cost. However, flow forming is incapable of achieving a large flange [63]. 

As is shown in Figure 5-7 e and Figure 5-7 f, spinning extrusion combined with the cross rolling 

can manufacture the hollow shaft with several steps and undercuts. The spinning extrusion 

produces the hollow axisymmetric part from a sold billet with the spinning roller shaping the 

exterior and a punch forming the interior. Cross wedge rolling forms various diameters on the 

workpiece in axial direction using two oppositely moving wedge shaped tools. The cross rolling 
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can follow the spinning extrusion or vice versa. Spinning extrusion resembles the flow forming 

and thus possesses its advantages. However, a product with a deep hole and a small diameter is 

beyond capabilities of the spinning extrusion. Although the cross wedge rolling has high 

productivity and tight tolerance, complexity of tool design and process design prevent its 

acceptance by the forging community [64].  

A combination of extrusion and deep drilling can form stepped hollow shafts by using extrusion 

to shape outer geometries and deep drilling to create inner geometries. If the workpiece is extruded 

after drilling, the wall thickness stays nearly the same and the inner geometry adapts the outer 

shape. If the extrusion is prior to the deep drilling, a hollow forward extrusion can be used as the 

final step to obtain the uniform wall thickness along the axis. Material waste and tool wear are two 

main disadvantages of the process [62]. 

Extrusion followed by friction wielding shapes the inner and outer structures of each half 

simultaneously in separate backward can extrusions and joins the two halves with the friction 

wielding. The backward can extrusion is usually implemented in several operations. Generally, 

additional intermediate annealing is necessary for reducing strain hardening effect and therefore a 

subsequent surface treatment (e.g. phosphating) is demanded. In addition, a turning operation is 

usually added between the extrusion and welding to improve weldability and welding seam quality. 

Due to the numerous operations and the high manufacturing cost, extrusion followed by friction 

weld is hardly applied in mass-quantity production [62]. In conclusion, these conventional forming 

processes are usually limited by product geometries, production rate and/or manufacturing cost.  

  
a. Radial Forging [61] b. Plunge Method [61] 
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c. Upset Swaging d. Flow Forming 

  
e. Spinning Extrusion f. Cross Rolling [64] 

Figure 5-7: Current Process Techniques for the Hollow Shaft 

 

5.3 Wheel Hubs 

The wheel hub is located between the brake drums or discs and the drive axle. On the axle side, it 

is mounted to the holding bracket from the chassis. On the disc side, the wheel is mounted to the 

bolts of the wheel hub assembly. 

5.3.1 Conventional Technique to Produce Wheel Hubs 

American axle and manufacturer (AAM) produces different kinds of wheel hubs and spindles by 

forming processes. AAM machines these products to get desired levels of finish, including 

induction hardening, grinding, and stud assembly. 
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Figure 5-8: JCD group wheel hub preform [67] 

 

Figure 5-9: AAM produced wheel hub [68] 

5.3.2 Weight Optimization Technique for Wheel Hub (research level) 

Weight can be optimized by using an improved design of the rear axle hub, ensuring a proper way 

of material distribution, without affecting its functional/working conditions. The optimized design 

has to meet the requirements with respect to stress, displacement, and natural frequencies. 

Weight optimization can be achieved by changing the geometric design. Thickness of wheel hub 

can be optimized to reduce weight by placing few ribs around the hub disk to maintain the strength.  
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Figure 5-10: Optimized design of wheel hub [69] 

5.4 Axle Housing 

The axle housing contains and supports other parts of the axle assembly. It forms a reservoir for 

the differential gearbox lubricant. The housing accommodates the suspension system attachment. 

Most rear axle housings also support the stationary parts of the rear brake assemblies.  

5.4.1 Conventional Techniques to Produce Axle Housings 

Steel axle tubes are pressed and welded into the housing or are cast integral with the housing. The 

axle tubes usually have an integral flange at the outer end. The flange provides a mounting surface 

for the brake backing plate and an axle retainer plate. Axle housing is the heaviest part of truck 

axle, which is typically made of cast iron or alloy steel. Class 7 and class 8 truck axle housing 

weight is around 300 – 400 lb. For example, Volvo and Mack truck axle housing weight is around 

270 – 300 lb [70] 

The purpose of the axle case assembly is to allow the vehicle to make turns without slippage or 

wheel hop. Two basic types of axle case assemblies used to accomplish this task are the standard 

differential and the locking differential. They are made of different steel alloys. For example,Volvo 
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and Mack truck axle casings is made of cast steel and cast iron. They produce the components for 

the front-rear and rear-rear axles. The carrier housing comes in as cast steel. It is machined and 

then the bearings are pressed in and then checked. After is passes inspection, it is moved to axle 

assembly. The housings comes in two options. One is a fully cast housing weighing approximately 

325-350 lbs. and is mostly used for the construction applications. The other option is a “fabricated” 

housing weighing approximately 275 lbs. and is mostly used for highway applications. It comes 

in as two halves welded together, and then in-house, the connecting brackets are welded on. 

 

Figure 5-11: Casted rear axle housing [71] 

Sand casting is used to make large automotive parts like the brake drum, the axle housing, the 

gearbox housing, etc. Molten metal is poured into a mold cavity formed out of sand (natural or 

synthetic). Sand casted differential housings usually become heavy in weight because of the design 

constraint associated with the casting process. Many researchers and a few axle housing 

manufacturers are conducting research to reduce the weight by replacing material and 

manufacturing processes.  

5.4.2 New Techniques to Produce Light Weight Differential Housing (proven technique) 

Woojinen, a Korian company, produces axle housings by welding two halves together which is 

lighter than casted one [Figure 5-12]. The hydroforging process can be used to produce axle 

housings in few small segments and assemble together by welding to reduce weight and 

manufacturing time. 
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Figure 5-12: Forged and welded differential casing [72] 

5.4.3 Process for Fabricating Rear Axle Housing (research level stage) 

H. Moll et al invented a new way to produce rear axle housing for heavy duty trucks. A rear axle 

housing is comprised of two longitudinal sections welded together, each section being produced 

by the process of first pre-shaping a rough billet into the general configuration of a forging blank, 

forging the blank in several steps into a flat shaped member and then forging the member into the 

general shape of the housing section [73]. A minimum amount of machining is required to remove 

the excess material and finish the housing.   

 

Figure 5-13: Forging and welding sequences of new rear axle manufacturing technique [73] 

The hydroforging process can be used to produce axle housings in few small segments and 

assemble them together by welding to reduce weight and manufacturing time. A minimum amount 

of machining will be required to remove the excess material and finish the housing. 
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5.5 Chassis 

A truck chassis consists of an internal framework that supports the engine, the transmission, the 

axle, the truck body, and all the other accessories. Most of the heavy duty truck chassis parts are 

made of steel alloy and attached together by bolting or welding. The average weight of these 

chassis is around 800 – 1000 kg [74].  

5.5.1 Conventional and New Techniques to Produce Chassis  

Chassis of modern heavy duty vehicles are currently made from a wide variety of materials ranging 

from high-strength steel to metal composites. This diversity combined with relatively low 

production volumes provides an opportunity for additional weight reduction in the chassis while 

also serving as a potential entry point for validating advanced lightweight material designs.  

There is increasing pressure on automotive designers to reduce the weight of new cars especially 

for heavy duty vehicle, in order to deliver better performance, and better fuel economy.  This focus 

extends to the chassis, but reducing chassis weight is a difficult task. The system is often positioned 

within a heavily package-constrained area which means that the designer only has a very limited 

space in which to design an optimized assembly. The design must also meet critical performance 

requirements related to durability and stiffness. Reducing weight by replacing a panel with a 

thinner, higher strength material will not necessarily work in the chassis system because stiffness 

performance will be negatively affected. Few truck industries started changing their chassis design 

to optimize weight. For example, Mercedes-Benz started using perforated structural steel beams 

for their chassis to reduce weight [75]. There are many other heavy components in the truck chassis 

which have good potential for weight reduction.  

Geometrical design and material solutions can help designers achieve lighter chassis designs. 

Stronger materials increase component durability or safety performance and better geometrical 

design gives higher structural strength.  

Volvo makes their chassis by bending plain sheet metal. Weight can be reduced without sacrificing 

strength by making small holes throughout the whole chassis like the Mercedes-Benzes chassis. 

Volvo use few heavy connectors to assemble the chassis and truck body. The weight of these 
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connectors can be reduced by changing the geometrical configuration. It can be redesigned to a 

hollow shape.  

  

Figure 5-14: Volvo truck chassis and 

chassis-connector [70] 

Figure 5-15: Mercedes-Benzes truck – 

chassis [69]. 

Most of the heavy truck chassis are made by assembling smaller chassis parts with bolts and nuts. 

For each chassis, a few hundred nuts and bolts are required. Those bolts and nuts are increase the 

chassis weight by a significant amount. Bolted structures are not as strong and safe than welded 

structures. Weight can be reduced by innovative forming methods or by making bigger parts and 

joining them together by wielding so that a minimum number of nuts and bolts are required. A 

significant amount of weight of the chassis can be reduced by making small holes in the chassis 

frame and by forming the whole chassis in a single part.  

 

Figure 5-16: Chassis assembly fasteners [69] 

 

Connector 
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5.5.2 Summary 

Typical chassis sections are made by sheet metal bending and bolted together. Bolt weight can be 

removed by welding small pieces to assemble the whole chassis.  To reduce the weight of a chassis, 

the forging technique can be used to produce complex shapes and small pieces of the chassis and 

assembled together by welding. Material can be removed from chassis-body connectors by 

redesigning its geometrical shape.  

Typical axle shafts are solid. To reduce weight, new forging techniques can be applied to make 

hollow axle shafts. Conventional axle ends have plain surfaces with big fillets. But by changing 

geometry and shape (adding few ribs and making it thinner) material can be removed to reduce 

weight.    

5.6 Conclusion 

Innovative forming/forging techniques can be used to produce differential gearbox casing (rear 

axle housing) in segments which has potential to reduce weight. Conventional wheel hubs, and 

spindle and steering components have big fillet designs to make them strong. Weight can be 

reduced by changing the geometric design and using new forging techniques.  Material can be 

removed to reduce weight by changing the geometry and shape (adding few ribs and making it 

thinner).  
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Chapter 6                                                                                                                    

New Alloys and New Heat Treatment Schemes with Potential Weight 

Reduction of Forgings 

6.1 Introduction 

As discussed in Chapter 2, material strength is a product of type and process.  Both the alloy 

specification and heat treatment process determine the mechanical properties for a given material. 

This chapter highlights new alloys and heat treatment schemes that have been reported in literature.  

By identifying alloys or heat treatment processes with higher strengths than industry standard, part 

size can be reduced while maintaining the effectiveness of the part.  The end result of this size 

reduction is the reduction of part weight. 

Current steel alloys used for Class 7 and 8 truck parts are highlighted in Appendix.  Each of these 

alloys can be targeted to handle a particular load, within a certain range, through a specific heat 

treatment process; however, there is a stress limit for each material, even with the best of heat 

treatment processing.  The materials highlighted below are researched innovations designed to 

outperform the currently used alloys listed in Appendix. 

6.2 New Alloys 

6.2.1 Brittle Intermetallic Compound Makes Ultra-strong Low-density Steel with Large 

Ductility 

High aluminum low-density steel alloys are the target of much research due to their desirable 

strength to weight ratio that outperforms industry standards for steel alloys.  The issue is that 

increased aluminum content within steel alloys results in increased brittleness, reducing the 

reliability of the material. 

The reason behind this increased brittleness is due to the formation of B2 microstructure within 

the alloy.  The B2 microstructure forms in lamellar bands within the austenitic steel.  Previous 

concepts sought to eliminate the B2 structure and stabilize the austenite within the steel.  A new 

approach seeks to utilize the B2 structure by uniformly dispersing B2 crystals as a secondary phase 
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within the austenitic steel, harnessing the strength of the highly brittle B2 microstructure, while 

maintaining desired ductility and toughness.  This was done through the addition of more Ni 

alloying component and annealing of the cold formed steel.   

The mechanical properties of the newly designed alloy are highlighted by HSSS in Figure 6-1, 

under different annealing conditions.  The HSSS outperformed commercial titanium alloy and k-

carbide-strengthened TRIPLEX steels in stress response (tensile and yield), as well as having 

comparable ductility to TRIPLEX steels (shown by the elongation response in Figure 6-1 b). 

 

Figure 6-1: Room-temperature tensile properties of HSSS compared with selected metallic alloys 

of high specific strength [77] 

 

Figure 6-2: Precipitation of B2 particles during annealing of cold rolled Fe–10%Al–15%Mn–

0.8%C–5%Ni (weight per cent) high-specific-strength steel [78]. 
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6.2.2 A New Corrosion-resistant Stainless Steel Alloy  

Global testing group, Exova has undertaken a test program on a new corrosion-resistant stainless 

steel alloy (CRES) for a consortium of leading aerospace organizations. The new material is being 

developed for use in landing gear components and is claimed to be unique in its strength, lightness 

and affordability.  

 

Figure 6-3: Corrosion-resistant stainless steel alloy (CRES) [78] 

The corrosion resistant steels has many applications, from defense to aerospace, turbines and heavy 

duty automotive. Acidic degradation can be easily staved off by the addition of chromium, which 

not only strengthens the alloy, but creates a passive oxide layer that essentially seals in the metal 

[79].  

In most conditions (highly corrosive environment) when the partial pressure of CO2 is above 

30psi, carbon steels present high corrosion rates. Steel grades alloyed with high contents of 

Chromium (Cr), Molybdenum (Mo) and Nickel (Ni) are able to effectively resist corrosion. Tenaris 

provides 13% Chromium grades and Corrosion Resistant Alloys (CRA) for oil and gas operations 

in highly corrosive environments where carbon pipe cannot be used [80]. 

 

Figure 6-4: Tenaris’s corrosion resistant steel alloy [80] 
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6.3 New Heat Treatment Techniques 

6.3.1 Rapid Heating & Cooling Process to Produce Advanced High Strength Steel 

Microstructures (flash processing) 

Flash processing involves rapid heating and cooling with an overall process duration of <10 s, 

produced a steel microstructure with a high tensile strength and good ductility similar to that of 

advanced high strength steels. Flash processed steel [ultimate tensile strength (UTS): 1694 MPa, 

elongation: 7.1%], showed at least 7% higher UTS and 30% greater elongation than published 

results on martensitic advanced high strength steel (UTS: 1585 MPa, elongation: 5.1%). 

 

Figure 6-5: Schematic illustration of experimental set-up of Flash process technique [81] 

A schematic of the process set-up is shown in Figure 6-5. The assembly consists of a pair of rollers 

that transfers the steel sheets through a heating and cooling stage. At a controlled distance from 

the top pair of rollers, the heating stage is placed. The heating stage is based on either oxy propane 

flame or electrical induction heating.  
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Figure 6-6: Comparison of true stress versus true strain graphs of QT and flash processed 

specimen [81] 

6.3.2 Multi-coil, Phase angle Controlled Induction Heating (research level) 

High-frequency induction heating (IH) is one of the most attractive methods having the capabilities 

of high temperature and quick heating. However, a conventional induction heating with only one 

working coil has a problem in nonuniform temperature and/or heat distribution on its workpiece. 

The temperature nonuniformity could damage the workpiece due to unequal thermal expansion. 

Multi-coil systems offer higher flexibility, performance, and heat distribution, and are essential for 

some high precision/flexibility industrial and domestic applications. These systems represent a 

major breakthrough in IH technology, requiring the development of multiple-output power 

converters, advanced control techniques, and special inductor design paying very high attention to 

coupling effects [82].  

The improvement of semiconductor technology and the development of wide bandgap devices, 

together with advanced topologies, are allowing the design of higher efficiency systems. Such 

systems not only exhibit higher efficiency, but also improved performance and reliability. 

H. P. Ngoc et al. presents a phase angle control method of high-frequency resonant currents in a 

zone-control induction heating (ZCIH) system, which consists of split working coils and multiple 

inverters. The ZCIH system controls the amplitude of each coil current to make the temperature 
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distribution on the workpiece uniform. The amplitude of the coil current can be controlled in a 

wide range when its phase angle is adjusted to be the same with other coil currents. A phase-angle 

controller was designed and examined in experiments using a two-zone ZCIH system. It was 

clarified that the phase angle control makes it possible to adjust the current phase angle not only 

in steady states but also in transient states [83]. 

 

Figure 6-7: The two-zone ZCIH laboratory setup used in the experiments [83]. 

6.4 Conclusion 

Ultra-strong low-density steel is a new lightweight steels which has better combination of specific 

strength and ductility than the conventional one [77]. A rapid heating (>400 K s-1) and cooling 

(>3000 K s-1) flash process can be applied to produces a microstructure with good combination of 

yield (1280 MPa), UTS (1600 MPa) and appreciable ductility of up to 9.9%. This strength and 

ductility levels are significantly better than martensitic based AHSS (1400– 1500 MPa UTS) [81]. 

Based on the above data, the flash processed steels can be classified as part of the advanced high 

strength steel family.  

In addition to conventional (single phase) induction heating architectures, multi-phase or multi-

coil configurations could be helpful to increase either flexibility or power or even both 

simultaneously. Control becomes even more important since the currents have to be perfectly 

controlled in form, amplitude, and phase, due to the coupling effects between the coils and with 

the load, whatever the configuration, transverse flux, or longitudinal flux. Moreover, as the load 

characteristics changes with temperature, the controller task becomes heavy.  
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Chapter 7                                                                                                               

Appraisal of Weight Reduction for Heavy Duty Vehicle Components by 

Altering Geometry 

7.1 Introduction 

One of the methods explored for weight reduction of the selected parts is geometric change. By 

understanding the loads that are required of these parts during operation, the potential for altering 

the geometry in a manner that saves weight and maintains the necessary load carrying properties 

is available. All these parts are used in a rotational capacity, so the reduction of their moment of 

inertia can also represent an improvement in design. 

The parts that have been selected for geometric alteration are the camshaft, crankshaft, input shaft, 

output shaft, and axle shaft. These parts are subdivided into Engine components and Transmission 

components.  

These parts are first modeled into a form that is representative of geometry that is currently used 

in industry, and subsequent iterations of weight removal follow. Varying degrees and methods of 

weight removal are demonstrated in the iterations, and while it is understood that not all of the 

listed iterations will represent viable options, the goal is to explore different and perhaps abstract 

weight removal techniques that may prove useful. 

7.2 Engine Components  

Camshaft 

The first of the engine components to be altered is the camshaft. The camshaft actuates the opening 

and closing of the valves that allow the inlet and exhaust gases to pass through the combustion 

chamber. The hypothesis is that since the camshaft functions to operate these valves, the loading 

on the part may be small enough to allow for material removal and weight reduction. 

A base design was established for a camshaft used in a class 7 or 8 truck. This camshaft is for a 

bank of 6 cylinders, in a DOHC configuration where this camshaft is used for the intake. 
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Figure 7-1: Originally Designed Camshaft 

 

Figure 7-2: Original Horizontal View Drawing 

 

Figure 7-3: Original End View Drawing 

The first idea for weight reduction is to remove material from the center of the shaft. Typically in 

a situation where a cylinder needs to carry a torque, the outside diameter of the cylinder is largely 

responsible for transmitting the load. This may allow the removal of the central core of the shaft 

without severely compromising the load carrying ability of the shaft. This feature can be 

accomplished using machining methods to bore out the excess core. Hydroforming is a similar 

solution that will allow a hollow core to be shaped to fit the lobes. If forging can be done with a 

hollow billet then a similar part can be achieved. 
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Figure 7-4: Bored Camshaft 

 

Figure 7-5: Bored Camshaft Cut Away View 

 

Figure 7-6: Bored End View 

 

Percent Weight Reduction: 

27.75% 

Percent Inertia Reduction: 7.12% 
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Another suggestion to eliminating weight from a camshaft is to machine the diameter of the rod 

between the lobes and bearing rests to a smaller circle. The lobe shape is largely unchangeable 

since the geometry influences engine performance, but the parts of the camshaft between these 

lobes that do not drive a lifter or rest on a bearing act as spacing and torque transmission. It is 

possible that the transmitted torque is not large enough to justify a full diameter of material 

between the lobes, and can be removed. Removal of material from the outside diameter also has 

the added benefit of greatly reducing the moment of inertia since the material is significantly off-

axis. 

This shape could be achieved by further machining, which will add more time to the production. 

For forged crankshafts, a different die shape and smaller billet can be used to achieve a forging 

that is closer to the smaller diameter before machining is performed as the finishing step. 

 

Figure 7-7: Machined Camshaft 

 

Figure 7-8: Machined End View 

 

Percent Weight Reduction: 

30.68% 

Percent Inertia Reduction: 

31.95% 
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Crankshaft 

The second engine component targeted for geometric iteration is the crankshaft. The function of 

the crankshaft is to transmit the linear motion and force of the pistons to a rotational motion and 

torque to drive the wheels. The majority of the mass of the crankshaft serves to offset the weight 

of the connecting rod journals and balance the shaft to allow smooth operation. In the manner of 

balancing the shaft, the profile of the lobes can be modified to great extent, so long as it remains 

balanced.  

For the crankshaft analysis, a base design was created from a straight 6 configuration. This original 

design uses a lobe shape that is representative of a profile that would be used for balancing 

purposes.  

 

Figure 7-9: Original Designed Crankshaft 

 

Figure 7-10: Original Crankshaft Lobe Design 
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The first iteration removes the majority of the material around the connecting rod bearing, to 

minimize as much material on the top side of the lobe design as possible. This will subsequently 

require a smaller balancing mass on the opposite side of the profile, and in combination reduce 

significant weight. 

 

Figure 7-11: Iteration 1 Crankshaft 

 

 

Figure 7-12: Iteration 1 Crankshaft Lobe Design 

Iteration 2 expands on iteration 1 by removing material between the circular journal bearing 

connection zones. 

Percent Weight Reduction: 

21.03% 

Percent Inertia Reduction: 

31.73% 
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Figure 7-13: Iteration 2 Crankshaft 

 

 

 

Figure 7-14: Iteration 2 Crankshaft Lobe Design 

 

Iteration 3 is a slight variation of the original design, which includes a filleted radius around the 

entire profile. This profile design represents more conservative weight removal, and is the least 

likely to result in compromised part strength. While the weight reduction is small, this design still 

results in a significant reduction in rotational inertia. 

Percent Weight Reduction: 

23.40% 

Percent Inertia Reduction: 

32.81% 
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Figure 7-15: Iteration 3 Crankshaft 

 

Figure 7-16: Iteration 3 Crankshaft Lobe Design 

Iteration 4 expands on iteration 1, by removing material from the thickness of the lobe near the 

connecting rod journal.  

 

Figure 7-17: Iteration 6 Crankshaft 

 

Percent Weight Reduction: 0.63% 

Percent Inertia Reduction: 

10.15% 

Percent Weight Reduction: 

20.14% 

Percent Inertia Reduction: 

35.81% 
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Figure 7-18: Iteration 4 Crankshaft Lobe Design 

Table 7-1. Weights and Moments of Inertia per Iteration 

Camshaft 

Steel 
Density 

(lb/in^3) 0.28 
     

Iteration 
Volume 
(in^3) 

Weight 
(lb) 

Moment 
of Inertia 
(lb*in^2) 

Weight 
Reduction 

(lb) 

Moment of 
Inertia 

Reduction 
(lb*in^2) 

Percent 
Weight 

Reduction 

Percent 
Inertia 

Reduction 

Original 137.24 38.84 18.97 0.00 0 0.00% 0.00% 

Bored 99.15 28.06 17.62 10.78 1.35 27.75% 7.12% 

Machined 95.13 26.92 12.91 11.92 6.06 30.68% 31.95% 

        
Crankshaft 

       
Original 2667.34 754.86 14344.63 0.00 0 0.00% 0.00% 

Iteration 1 2106.34 596.09 9793.59 158.76 4551.04 21.03% 31.73% 

Iteration 2 2043.19 578.22 9637.69 176.63 4706.94 23.40% 32.81% 

Iteration 3 2650.62 750.13 12888.57 4.73 1456.06 0.63% 10.15% 

Iteration 4 2130.13 602.83 9208.13 152.03 5136.5 20.14% 35.81% 
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7.3 Transmission Components  

Axle Shaft 

The first transmission component to be altered is the axle shaft. The axle shaft serves to transmit 

driving torque to the wheel, as well as to maintain the position of the wheels relative to each other 

and to the vehicle body. The model depicted in Figure 7-19 is made of AISI 4340 steel. Due to 

the demand for reducing the weight, Figure 7-19 shows the idea of removing the inside of the axle 

shaft. Conventionally, this hole would be produced through machining, however, if the axle shaft 

forging shown in Figure 7-19 could be forged with the hole already there, this could reduce the 

forging weight 18.55%.  

  

Figure 7-19: Axle Shaft Forging and Axle Shaft 

     

Figure 7-20: Weight Reduction Technique 
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Input Shaft: 

The second transmission component to be altered is the input shaft. The input shaft transfers the 

power from the engine to the transmission. The material used in the model was AISI 4340 steel 

and the weight of the model came to 39.30 pounds. Similar to the axle shaft, a hollowing of the 

shaft was used as an initial method of weight reduction. Making the shaft hollow as depicted in 

Figure 7-23 reduced the weight 13.59%. If a hollow billet can be used to forge the input shaft, the 

forging weight could be reduced 8.64%. 

  

Figure 7-21: Input Shaft Forging Figure 7-22: Input Shaft 

 

 

Figure 7-23. Weight reduction Technique 

Output Shaft: 
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The third transmission component to be targeted for geometric weight reduction is the output shaft. 

The output shaft transfers the power from the transmission to the driveshaft. Figure 7-25 shows 

the model which is made of AISI 4340 steel and weighs 26.74 pounds.  

Weight reduction techniques follow a similar vein to the input and axle shafts which was to make 

the shaft hollow. In this case, the hole that is shown in Figure 7-25 does not go all the way through. 

With the shaft hollowed out to the diameter seen in the final part, the weight was reduced by 

8.90%. The forged part before machining is shown in Figure 7-24. Similar to the input shaft, if a 

hollow billet can be used to make this forging, the weight of the forging could be reduced by 

11.48%. 

  

Figure 7-24. Output Shaft Forging Figure 7-25. Output Shaft 

  

Figure 7-26. Weight Reduction Technique 
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Table 7.2: Weights and Weight Reduction per Iteration 

Axle Shaft Weight (lbs) Weight 
Reduction (lbs) 

Difference in 
Weight (lbs) 

Percent Weight 
Reduction 

Forging 52.24 42.55 9.69 18.55% 

Final 51.41 41.72 9.69 18.85% 

Input Shaft     

Forging 49.87 45.56 4.31 8.64% 

Final 39.30 33.96 5.34 13.59% 

Output 
Shaft 

    

Forging 31.10 27.53 3.57 11.48% 

Final 26.74 24.36 2.38 8.90% 
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Chapter 8                                                                                                         

Concluding Remarks 

Preliminary survey shows that engine components such as crank shaft and camshaft have a good 

potential to reduce weight. Besides changing the geometry of cranks shaft, external counterweight 

with high density (tungsten) can be attached to the flexible forged crankshaft for dynamic balance. 

Using a counterweight material with high density also minimizes the radial space needed for a 

given counterweight.  Hollow camshaft can significantly reduce weight. Currently, most camshaft 

used for heavy duty vehicles are made from solid billet (via machining or forging processes)  

Weight optimization of transmission components can be done by increasing specific power 

density, using advanced materials that could enable gearbox downsizing and reduce vehicle 

weight. Tube hydroforging, bi-metal forging, bi-metal tube hydroforging, and pressure assisted 

injection forging are potential methods for weight reduction of gears and shafts. Compacted 

graphite iron (CGI) metal has greater strength and lower weight than cast iron (20% lighter than 

steel parts with same material strength). CGI metal can be a good substitution for the differential 

flange and the drive flange material.  

The weight of an axle shaft can be optimized by producing a hollow axle shaft. Hollow axle shaft 

can be produced by forging, extrusion, and machining processes or through a combination of 

processes. Conventional wheel hubs, and spindle and steering components have big fillet designs 

to make them strong. Weight can be reduced by changing the geometric design using innovative 

forging techniques.  Material can be removed to reduce weight by changing the geometry and 

shape (adding few ribs and making it thinner). 
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Weight Reduction Finite Element Study of Selected Power 

Train Components for Heavy Duty Vehicles 
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The main focus of the project is to reduce the weight of the components which make up class 7 

and 8 trucks using innovative forging techniques, improved heat treatment techniques, material 

substitution, bimetallic composition, and geometric changes.  In order to determine which parts 

have the highest potential for weight savings and to determine the potential lightweight techniques 

which should be employed to achieve these weight reductions one must have a clear understanding 

of the geometry of and loading on various truck parts.  Therefore this report is focused on the 

numerical modeling of several heavy duty truck components and the results of weight reduction 

studies carried out using these models.   

This part of the study focuses on various shafts used to transmit torque in heavy duty trucks.  

Namely, the input and output shafts, the countershaft, and the fully floating axle shaft.  The loads 

on these shafts are determined through a combination of surveys of similar parts and mathematical 

analysis of the load transferred from part to part.  The numerical analysis is carried out using the 

commercial finite element software ANSYS Workbench.  The light weight techniques that are 

examined include making the shafts hollow or using a bimetallic billet which utilizes a low density 

core.  The main objectives of this part of the study are to i) create a load map of the truck that can 

be used to determine the loads on the various components for future simulations, ii) carry out a 

series of baseline simulations on the selected parts to determine the stress level in a conventional 

part, iii) perform a series of simulations on the selected parts which are modified to reduce their 

weight, and iv) determine the potential weight savings that can be achieved by innovative 

lightweight fabrication techniques.  In order to accomplish these goals, this part of the study is 

divided into two major sections.  The first section is dedicated to understanding the distribution 

and magnitude of the loads on the major heavy duty truck systems and the components that make 

up these systems.  In this section, the way that the loads are transferred though the powertrain of 

the truck are mapped out and free body diagrams of the individual components are created.  The 

second section covers weight reduction finite element studies of selected powertrain components.  

This section is divided into several chapters, each investigating individual powertrain parts.  

Chapter 9 covers the study of the axle shaft, Chapter 10 covers the study of the gearbox input shaft, 

Chapter 11 covers the study of the gearbox output shaft, and Chapter 12 covers the study of the 

gearbox countershaft.  Finally, the content of the report is summarized in a short conclusion 

chapter.   
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Chapter 9                                                                                                                

Load Map and Free Body Diagrams 

The loading of each of the class 7 and 8 truck components is critical for the evaluation lightweight 

alternatives to the conventional parts.  This will allow the performance of light weight designs to 

be compared to the conventional components.  The loading conditions on each of the components 

can be determined by systematically determining the loads which are transferred from the larger 

assemblies to the smaller assemblies and finally to the individual parts.  In this way, loads on 

individual engine components, gearbox parts, etc. can be determined from information about the 

loads on the truck itself.  The load maps presented in this chapter are based on a five axle tractor 

trailer style truck with an engine capable of producing 2440 N m [1800 lb ft], a gearbox with 10 

speeds and rated at 2400 N m [1800 lb ft], and a tandem rear axle rated at 3550 N m [2600 lb ft].   

The loads acting on the reference truck are depicted in Figure 9-1 and a description of the loads is 

given in Table 9-1.  There are numerous state and federal regulation concerning the dimensions 

and weight of heavy duty trucks operating on the highway, so in order to be consistent the weight 

limits of the truck will be picked according to the regulations of the state of North Carolina [1]. 

 

Figure 9-1:  Loads acting on a Typical Tractor Trailer Configuration 
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Table 9-1:  Loads Acting on the Reference Vehicle 

Steering Axle Load MAX 89,000 N [20,000 lbs] 

Tandem Axle Load MAX 169,000 N [38,000 lbs] 

Trailer Axle Load MAX 169,000 N [38,000 lbs] 

Truck Weight  Variable, Gross Vehicle Weight = 356 kN [80,000lbs] 

Trailer Weight Variable, Gross Vehicle Weight = 356 kN [80,000lbs] 

Drive Force 38,000 – 15,000 N [3,370 – 8,540 lbs] 

Drag Dependent of Velocity and Wind Conditions 

 

The focus of this investigation is to reduce the weight of the components in the heavy duty truck, 

but this will not necessarily reduce the gross weight of the vehicle because as the weight of the 

truck increases the weight of the cargo will be increased to maximize profits, in accordance to state 

and federal weight regulations.  Therefore, this study will mainly focus on components which 

contribute to the weight of the unloaded truck with a special focus on the parts which can be 

lightened using forging practices.  By detaching the trailer and the cab to focus on these 

components, a simplified free body diagram is created as shown in Figure 9-2. 
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Figure 9-2:  Loads on the Chassis and Drive Train Assembly [2] 

 

9.1 Engine Load Map 

The engine is a complicated system with a high number of parts moving rapidly and with precise 

timing.  Based on a survey of major engine suppliers, the engines typically used in class 7 and 8 

trucks are in an inline 6 configuration and have displacements of 11 to 16 L [670 to 980 in3].  They 

can produce a maximum torque of anywhere from 1690 – 2780 N m [1250 – 2050 lb ft] and a 

maximum power output of between 240 and 450 kW [325 and 600 HP] [3]- [5].  The parts 

associated with power generation in the engine are the piston head, connecting rod, and the 

crankshaft.  The piston head creates a moving seal on the cylinder walls and transfers the force of 

the expanding gasses from the combustion chamber to the connecting rod, which, in turn, transfers 

the load onto the eccentric lobes of the crankshaft creating a torque.  The majority of the torque is 

then transferred to the gearbox, with the remaining torque being diverted to running the cam shafts 

or auxiliary systems (e.g. air conditioning).  The load transfer between the various engine 

components is depicted in Figure 9-3 and information about the individual loads is given in Table 

9-2.   
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The pressure load on the piston head depends on several parameters including the types of fuel 

being used, compression ratio, type of aspiration, etc. and varies as a function of the angle of the 

crank shaft.  Large diesel engines are typically in a 4 stroke configuration meaning that loading on 

the engine repeats itself every 720°.  A typical pressure vs. crank angle plot is shown in Figure 

9-4 [6].  Each of the cylinders is offset by a certain number of degrees on the crank angle to 

establish the most even loading possible on the crankshaft, meaning that, in general, the pressures 

in the various cylinders are not equal.  Because the system is reciprocating rapidly, there are 

dynamic loads which must be accounted for when determining the loads on the crank journals and 

piston pins.  A simplified way of accounting for the dynamics of the system is to consider the 

engine to behave like a simple slider crank mechanism which is operated a constant angular 

velocity, as shown in Figure 9-5.   

Table 9-2:  Summary of Forces Acting on the Major Engine Components 

Pressure Load MAX~15 MPa [2,175 psi] Function of Crank Angle 

Gearbox Torque  2440 N – m [1800 ft – lbf] 

Accessory System Torque Depends on Valve Actuating System + Other Loads from Engine  

Cylinder Wall Load Function of Crank Angle and Engine Dynamics 

Connecting Rod Load Function of Crank Angle and Engine Dynamics 

Piston Head Load Equal and opposite to Connecting Rod Load 

Crankshaft Load  Function of Crank Angle and Engine Dynamics 

Crankshaft Journal Loads Equal and Opposite to Individual Crankshaft Loads 
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Figure 9-3:  Engine Load Map and Loading of Individual Engine Components  
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Figure 9-4:  In Cylinder Pressure as a Function of the Crank Angle  

 

Figure 9-5:  Slider Crank Mechanism 

9.2 Gearbox Load Map 

The gearbox is an intricate system designed to transmit an appropriate torque to the drive shaft 

while keeping the engine speed in the optimal range.  The gearboxes of modern day heavy duty 

trucks can have as many as 15 forward speeds and 3 reverse speeds.  This large number of gear 

ratios is accomplished by combining 5 individual gear ratios with 3 range selectors.  A simpler 

example of a gearbox with a range selection is shown in Figure 9-6 [7].  The gearbox depicted is 

a 10 speed Mack T310 gearbox [8].  The torque from the engine is transmitted to the input shaft 

through the splines and then transferred to the countershaft through the gear on the opposite side 

of the shaft.  The counter shaft receives the torque from its input gear which rotates the shaft and 

all the gears on the shaft at the same speed, according to the gear ratio between the input gear and 

the input shaft.  The output gears of the countershaft are always engaged with the corresponding 
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gears on the output shaft, but only one gear transmits torque from the countershaft to the output 

shaft at a time.  The gear which is engaged is selected by meshing a sliding clutch on the output 

shaft with the desired gear which forces the gear to rotate with the shaft, the rest of the gears on 

the output shaft are free to rotate at a different speed than the shaft.  The output shaft will either be 

directly engaged with the drive shaft, or it will be engaged with another gear set with two to 3 

speeds which allows the operator to select a gear range.   

In order to transfer torque from gear to gear the meshing teeth apply forces to each other.  The 

magnitude of these forces is dependent on the diameter of the gear and the geometry of the teeth.  

Modern day gearboxes typically have helical gears, though some gearboxes still utilize spur gears, 

and most gears have a pressure angle of 20°.  Table 9-3 summarizes the forces which might be 

found on gears with the proportions shown in Figure 9-6.  It should be noted that these loads are 

determined based on the assumption that there is only one countershaft in order to properly 

demonstrate the forces that are created from the meshing teeth.  However, the real Mack T310 

gearbox has 3 countershaft and many other gearboxes have 2 countershafts which allows them to 

reduce the loads on the gear teeth by 
1

# 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑠
 and eliminate the bending loads on the input 

and output shafts through proper balancing of the radial and circumferential loads.   
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Figure 9-6:  Gearbox Load Map and Loading of Individual Gearbox Components 
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Table 9-3:  Summary of Forces Acting on the Major Gearbox Components 

General 

Engine Torque 2,440 N – m [1,800 ft – lbf] 

Drive Shaft Torque (6th Gear) 6,520 N – m [4,810 ft – lbs]  

Input Shaft 

Gear Radial Load 18,200 N [4,090 lbs] 

Gear Circumferential Load 41,700 N [9,730 lbs] 

Gear Thrust Load 25,000 N [5,620 lbs] 

Countershaft 

Input Gear Radial Load 18,200 N [4,090 lbs] 

Input Gear Circumferential Load 41,700 N [9,730 lbs] 

Input Gear Thrust Load 25,000 N [5,620 lbs] 

Output Gear Radial Load 41,400 N [9,300 lbs] 

Output Gear Circumferential Load 98,800 N [22,200 lbs] 

Output Gear Thrust Load 56,900N [12,800 lbs] 

Output Shaft 

Drive shaft Torque 6,520 N – m [4,810 ft – lbs] 

Gear Radial Load 9,320 N [6,870 lbs] 

Gear Circumferential Load 22,200 N [16,300 lbs] 

Gear Thrust Load 12,800 N [9,440 lbs] 
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9.3 Rear Axle Load Map 

The rear axles are the final step in the power train as they deliver the torque to the wheels which 

ultimately creates the driving force for the truck.  The rear axle assembly consists of a differential 

assembly, a pair of axle housings, the axle shafts, and the various braking and mounting 

components.  The differential assembly splits the load between the two sides of the axle and, in 

the case of both of the tandem axles being powered, between the front and rear tandem axles.  It is 

also the source of another gear reduction.  Figure 9-7 shows how the torque is transmitted from 

the drive shaft to the individual axles shafts and finally to the wheels themselves.  Note that, the 

axle shafts depicted in this figure are full floating axles, which means that they only carry torque 

and that all of the bending loads are carried by the axle housing.  Under cruising conditions, the 

torque would be divided evenly between the axle shafts (4 ways for a 6X4 configuration and 2 

ways for a 6X2 configuration).  Likewise the total load on the tandem axle will be divided evenly 

between the 4 halves of the tandem axle pair.  A summary of the loads applied to the rear axle 

assembly is shown in Table 9-4.  These numbers were arrived at by carrying out a survey of typical 

rear axles to determine the torque rating and gear ratios commonly used in modern day for the rear 

axle assemblies [9].   
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Figure 9-7:  Rear Axle Load Map and Loading of Individual Gearbox Components 
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Table 9-4:  Summary of the Loads Acting on the Rear Axle Assembly 

Drive Shaft Torque 3,550 N m [2,620 lb ft] 

Axle Shaft Torque 8630 to 21,900 N m [6,370 to 16,200 lb ft] 

Tire Torque Equal and Opposite to Axle Shaft Torque 

Suspension Load 42,300 N [9,500 lbs] 

Tire Load 42,300 N [9,500 lbs] 

 

9.4 Summary 

The loads on the truck are used to determine the loads on the major systems which make up the 

truck powertrain.  The loads are determined through a combination surveys of engines, gearboxes, 

and rear axles and calculations based on gear ratios, geometry, and dynamic analysis.  Using the 

loads mapped out in this chapter detailed finite element models of the components outlined in this 

report were created and employed in the study of lightweight designs of selected power train 

components.   
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Chapter 10                                                                                                            

Axle Shaft: Finite Element Study on Lightweight Shafts 

10.1 Introduction 

Using the loads determined in chapter 2, it is possible to create a finite element model of the axle 

shaft.  This finite element model is first used to examine the distribution of stresses in the 

conventional, solid axle shaft.  These stresses are then used as a baseline to define the required 

performance of a light weight design.  Two methods for reducing the weight of the shaft are then 

investigated and evaluated in regards to the baseline study.  Finally, the chapter is concluded with 

an outlook on the possible weight savings that could be achieved by adopting the lightweight 

techniques investigated.   

The axle shaft examined in this section is a fully floating axle shaft, meaning that it serves to 

transmit only torque to the wheels and does not help to support the weight of the truck in any way.  

The axle shaft consists of a splined side which mates with the differential and a flanged side which 

is attached to the wheels.  The axle shaft receives torque from the differential in accordance to the 

gearing ratios of the gearbox and the differential and transmits it to the tires.  Based on a quick 

survey of commercial axle shafts the torque rating for tandem axle shafts is 3550 N-m (2618 ft-

lbf) and rear axle ratios can get as high as 6.17:1.  Assuming that the truck is in a 6X4 configuration 

(i.e. both the front and rear tandem axle are driven) and the torque is divided evenly between the 

axle shafts, the torque on each shaft can be determined by multiplying the torque by the axle ratio 

and then dividing by the number of axles (4).  Using this method the toque on each shaft can be 

determined to be about 5476 N-m (4039 ft-lbf).  Additionally, because the shaft is rotating there 

will be an additional inertial load on the shaft, though the effects of this load are expected to be 

small.  Assuming that the truck’s top speed is 105 km/h (65 mph) and the tire diameter is 1.15m 

(45.4 in) the rotational velocity of the shaft is 50.4 rad/s.  These loads are summarized in Figure 

10-1. 
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Figure 10-1:  Geometry and Loads on the Fully Floating Axle Shaft 

10.2 Solid Axle Shaft (Baseline) 

The baseline simulations of the axle shaft serve to establish the nominal stresses in a conventional 

axle shaft under its maximum loading conditions.  These stresses can then be compared to the 

stresses observed in later simulations which utilize lightweight concepts.  This allows for the 

evaluations of individual light weight designs and provides some idea of the necessary 

performance of the light weight component.   

The geometry of the simulated axle shaft was taken from drawings of a full floating axle shaft and 

the diameter of the smallest cross-section of the shaft was 47.6 mm [1.875 in].  However, features 

like splines were ignored in order to simplify the simulation.  It was meshed with tetrahedral 

elements and the mesh was refined in areas where stress concentration were expected (i.e. the 

radii) as shown in Figure 10-2.  The material was approximated by ANSYS’s structural steel 

model which has a Young’s Modulus of 200 GPa [29,000 ksi] and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3.  Only 

the material’s elastic behaviors were simulated, as plastic deformation of the part would be 

considered failure.  The torque load was applied as a moment boundary condition on the area of 

the shaft into which splines would be cut, and the shaft was held in place via fixed displacement 

boundary conditions in the holes to which the tires are mounted on the flange.  A rotational velocity 

was applied to the entire shaft to simulate the inertial loads on the shaft.   
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Figure 10-2:  Geometry, Boundary Conditions, and Mesh used in the Baseline Simulations  

After the completion of the simulation the stress contours were plotted as shown in Figure 10-3.  

The maximum stress fell into the 480 - 420 MPa [69.6 – 60.9 ksi] range and occurred in the thinnest 

section of the axle shaft.  Due to stress concentrations caused by the changes in diameter on the 

shaft the stress was slightly higher around the transitions from the small diameter section of the 

shaft to the flange and the splines.  It is interesting to note that the stresses in the shaft are 

concentrated on the outer diameter of the shaft and that the stress in the middle of the shaft is 

almost zero, as shown in Figure 10-4.  Thus the material in the middle of the shaft increases the 

weight of the part without contributing significantly to its strength.  The weight of the shaft could 

be significantly reduced by removing this parasitic material from the inside of the shaft or by 

replacing it with a lower density material.   
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Figure 10-3:  Stress [MPa] in the Solid Axle Shaft  

 

Figure 10-4: Cross Sectional View of the Stress Distribution in the Axle Shaft 

10.3 Hollow Axle Shaft 

The following simulations demonstrate how the performance of the shaft can be maintained while 

significantly reducing the weight of the part by removing the parasitic material from the center of 

the shaft.  For the purposes of these simulations, the shaft was hollowed by removing a cylindrical 

section of material from the center of the axle shaft.  In practice this would be difficult to fabricate 

as a single part, as it would require the forged blank to be have a hole drill through its entire length 
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(about 1.2 m [4 ft]) which would be time consuming and difficult.  Another way to fabricate this 

shaft would be to start with a thick tube and weld a flange onto its end although this too would 

come at the cost of additional required equipment manufacturing steps.  Perhaps the most attractive 

way to fabricate this shaft would be to come up with an innovative way to forge a flange onto a 

tubular blank, eliminating the need for time consuming joining and machining steps.   

The first simulation which was carried out had the same outside dimensions as the baseline axle 

shaft, but had a 6.35 mm [0.25 in] hole through the center of the part.  The stress distribution in 

this part is given in Figure 10-5.  The change in the maximum stress in the part is nearly 

unnoticeable with the maximum stress again falling into the 480 to 420 MPa [69.6 to 60.9 ksi] 

range.  However, there was also not a significant weight savings from the removal of this small 

amount of material (the weight of the part was only reduced by 0.18 kg [0.4 lbs]).  Clearly more 

material must be removed to see significant weight savings.   

 

Figure 10-5:  Stress Distribution in a Hollow Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 47.6 mm [1.875 

in] and an Inner Diameter of 6.35 mm [0.25 in] 
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The effects of removing a significant amount of material were investigated in the next simulation.  

Once again the outside geometry of the shaft was kept the same as the baseline simulation, but this 

time a 31.75 mm [1.25 in] diameter cylinder of material was removed from the center of the shaft.  

This resulted in a weight savings of 4.4 kg [9.7 lbs], but came at the cost of increasing the stress 

in the shaft to nearly 580 MPa [84.1 ksi].  This rise in stress will have to be mitigated by either 

changing materials to one which is stronger, or by increasing the diameter of the shaft.  Fortunately, 

the stress in the shaft is proportional to 
1

𝑟3 while the weight in the shaft is only proportional to 𝑟2, 

meaning that the stress in the shaft will decrease faster than the weight will rise as a result of the 

added material.  As can be seen from the distribution of the stresses in the shaft (Figure 10-6), 

there is very little parasitic material in this axle shaft.  The material in the center of the shaft is 

carrying a stress of about 360 MPa [52.5 ksi] which is nearly 2/3 of the maximum load in the shaft.   

 

Figure 10-6:  Stress Distribution in a Hollow Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 47.6 mm [1.875] 

in and an Inner Diameter of 31.75 [1.25 in] 
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The next simulations show how the stresses in the shaft change as a result of a slight increase in 

the diameter of the shaft.  The aspect ratio between the inner and outer diameter were kept the 

same as in the previous simulations, but the diameter was increased to 50.8 mm [2 in] (an increase 

of 3.175 mm [0.125 in]).  The stress distribution in the thick and thin walled shafts is given in 

Figure 10-7 and Figure 10-8. The increase in the diameter resulted in a decrease in the stress of 

about 17% in both cases and resulted in a weight increase of a little less than 10%.  Clearly this 

strategy of increasing the diameter of the shaft to compensate for the increasing stress that results 

from removing parasitic material can provide a significant weight savings, but in order to fully 

determine its potential a larger sample of the design space must be analyzed.   

 

Figure 10-7: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 50.8 mm [2 in] and 

an Inner Diameter of 6.78 mm [0.267 in] 
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Figure 10-8:  Stress Distribution in a Hollow Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 50.8 mm [2 in] 

and an Inner Diameter of 33.8 mm [1.33 in] 

 

To determine the potential weight savings of a hollow shaft a parametric study was run which 

examined the effects of varying the outer diameter and wall thickness to outer diameter ratio of 

the axle shaft on the maximum stress in the shaft and the weight of the shaft.  Figure 10-9 

demonstrates how the stress in the shaft changes with respect to the stress in the baseline study as 

the wall thickness ratio and shaft diameter change.  The point where the stress curves for the 

various diameters are equal to the baseline stress represents the wall thickness ratio that will create 

a shaft with equal performance to the conventional, solid shaft for the shaft diameter corresponding 

to the particular curve.  These wall thickness ratios can then be used in conjunction with Figure 

10-10 to determine the weight savings of each of the equal performance designs.   

The stress in the shaft is clearly not sensitive to small holes in the shaft, but as the hole increases 

in diameter it removes material that is responsible for carrying an ever increasing amount of the 

load, resulting in rapidly rising stresses as the wall thickness ratio approaches zero.  Additionally, 

increases in the outer diameter of the shaft serve only to shift the stress curve down, without 
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significantly affecting the shape of the curve.  The weight of the equally performing shaft tends to 

decrease as the outer diameter of the shaft is allowed to increase, so the designer will have to weigh 

the cost of reduced weight against the drawback of a less compact shaft.  Based on the study 

performed, the weight of the axle shaft could be reduced by 25-35% by switching to a hollow 

shaft, depending on the outer diameter of the replacement shaft.  This is a shavings of 5.6 to 7.3 

kg [12.3 to 16.1 lbs] per shaft for a total savings of 22.5 to 29.4 kg [49.6 to 64.8 lbs] on the entire 

vehicle.   

 

 

Figure 10-9:  Maximum Stress in the Hollow Axle Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for 

Various Diameter Shafts 
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Figure 10-10:  Mass of the Hollow Axle Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for Various 

Diameter Shafts 

10.4 Bimetallic Axle Shaft 

The next weight-reduction technique to be investigated is the bimetallic axle shaft. These 

simulations used the same geometry as the hollow axle shaft simulations above, except the hollow 

region has been filled with a lighter material, in this case Aluminum, while the outer material 

remains steel. The aluminum was assumed to have a Young’s Modulus of 71 GPa [10,300 ksi] and 

a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33, while the steel had a Young’s Modulus of 200 GPa [29,000 ksi] and a 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. These simulations were carried out in the same manner as the hollow shaft 

simulations discussed in section 3.3. 

Figure 10-11 shows the stress distribution for the bimetallic shaft with an outer diameter of 47.6 

mm [1.875 in] and an inner diameter of 6.35 mm [0.25 in]. The maximum stress in this simulation 

is in the 480-420 MPa [69.6 to 60.9 ksi] range, similar to the stress in the hollow shaft with these 

dimensions. Figure 10-12 shows the results for the simulation for the bimetallic shaft with an outer 

diameter of 47.6 mm [1.875 in] and an inner diameter of 31.75 mm [1.25 in]. The maximum stress 

in this simulation is in the 540-480 MPa [78.3 to 69.6 ksi] range, higher than the previous 

simulation, but lower than the hollow simulation with these dimensions. The results of the 

simulation for the shaft with an outer diameter of 50.8 mm [2 in] and an inner diameter of 6.78 
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mm [0.267 in] is shown in Figure 10-13. The maximum stress in this simulation is in the 420-360 

MPa [60.9 to 52.2 ksi] range, an improvement upon the previous simulation and, again, less than 

the hollow simulations with the same dimensions. Finally, Figure 10-14 shows the results of the 

shaft with an outer diameter of 50.8 mm [2 in] and an inner diameter of 33.8 mm [1.33 in]. The 

maximum stress in this simulation is also in the 480-420 MPa [69.6 to 60.9 ksi] range. 

 

Figure 10-11:  Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 47.6 mm 

[1.875 in] and an Inner Diameter of 6.35 mm [0.25 in] 
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Figure 10-12:  Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 47.6 mm 

[1.875 in] and an Inner Diameter of 31.75mm [1.25 in] 
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Figure 10-13:  Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 50.8 mm [2 in] 

and an Inner Diameter of 6.78 mm [0.267 in] 
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Figure 10-14:  Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 50.8 mm [2 in] 

and an Inner Diameter of 33.8 mm [1.33 in] 

Another parametric study was performed on the bimetallic axle shafts in a similar manner as the 

study performed on the hollow shafts. Figure 10-15 below shows the maximum stress in the 

bimetallic axle shaft as a function of the aspect ratio of the hole (wall thickness to diameter) for 

three different outer diameter shafts. It can be seen that for each aspect ratio, the larger outer 

diameter has a lower maximum stress. It can also be seen that for each outer diameter, the stress 

decreases as the hole aspect ratio increases (wall thickness increases). Figure 10-16 shows the 

mass of the bimetallic axle shaft as a function of the hole aspect ratio. At each aspect ratio, it can 

be seen that the shaft with the larger outer diameter will have the highest mass. For each outer 

diameter, as the aspect ratio increases, the mass will also increase.  By using Figure 10-15 one can 
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determine what the internal dimensions of the shaft are that will create a shaft that performs equally 

with a solid steel shaft, for a given outer diameter.  This information can be used in conjunction 

with Figure 10-16 to determine the potential weight savings that can be achieved by switching 

from a solid steel axle shaft to a slightly larger bimetallic axle shaft.  In this case it appears that 

the weight of the axle shaft can be reduced by 4 to 4.8 kg [8.8 to 10.55 lbs], for a total vehicle 

shavings of 16 to 19.2 kg [35.2 to 42.2 lbs]. 

 

 

 

Figure 10-15:  Maximum Stress in the Bimetallic Axle Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio 

for Various Diameter Shafts 
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Figure 10-16:  Mass of the Bimetallic Axle Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for Various 

Diameter Shafts 

10.5 Conclusion  

The total weight of the four axle shafts used in tandem rear axles is 86kg [189 lbs], meaning there 

is a possibility for significant weight savings in the heavy duty axle shafts.  Because the weight of 

the vehicle is supported by the axle housing in the fully floating axle design the only load on the 

axle shaft is the torsional load.  This means that the stress is concentrated on the outside surface of 

the part, leading to a high amount of material that carries almost no load.  The removal of this 

parasitic material has the potential to remove 22.5 to 29.4 kg [49.6 to 64.8 lbs] of unnecessary 

weight from the vehicle, depending on the degree to which the diameter of the shaft is allowed to 

expand.  Making the axle shaft out of a bimetallic billet also has the potential to reduce the weight 

of the vehicle by 16 to 19.2 kg [35.2 to 42.2 lbs], depending on the acceptable level of diameter 

increase for the shaft.  Clearly the hollow shaft would be the ideal choice, but the decision on what 

modifications to make to the axle shaft cannot be made until the methods (and costs) of 

manufacturing these shaft variants have been determined.  
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Chapter 11                                                                                                         

Input Shaft: Finite Element Study on Lightweight Shafts 

11.1 Introduction 

The loads on the gearbox input shaft determined in chapter 2 are used as the starting point for the 

finite element study of the shaft.  However, because the gearbox transmission system investigated 

has a triple countershaft configuration the bending loads can be ignored on the input shaft, as 

explained in section 2.2.  The finite element model will first be employed to study the stress 

distribution in the conventional, solid shaft.  This stress distribution will then be used as a baseline 

for which the performance of lightweight input shafts can be compared.  Two lightweight 

techniques will be investigated, hollow shaft geometry and a bimetallic shaft configuration in 

which the center of the shaft is composed of a low density material.  The chapter will be concluded 

with some remarks about the potential weight savings brought about by these lightweight designs 

and a summary of the study itself.   

The input shaft takes the torque from the engine and sends it to the gearbox.  The engine torque is 

transferred to the input shaft via the splines on the small diameter side of the shaft.  The torques is 

then given to the counter shaft(s) in the gearbox via a gear which is either mounted on to the large 

end of the shaft or machined into a flange created during the forging of the shaft.  Additionally, 

there is an inertial load on the shaft created by the rotational velocity of the shaft, which is equal 

to the rotational speed of the engine.  The shaft is supported by a tapered roller bearing where it 

meets the gearbox casing.   

In order to model the input shaft these loads and supports were transferred to a finite element 

model of the shaft operating under its maximum loading condition (i.e. maximum torque rating for 

the gearbox).  The geometry used in the finite element model is shown in  

Figure 11-3 along with the boundary conditions applied to the model.  The torque from the engine 

was simulated as a moment about the splined area of the shaft and the reaction from the counter 

shaft(s) is simulated by a displacement boundary condition that prevents the shaft from rotating, 

but leaves it free to move radially and axially.  The rigid body motion on the shaft is prevented by 
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applying a frictionless support to the areas of the shaft in contact with the bearing.  A rotational 

velocity was applied to the entire shaft to simulate the centripetal forces on the shaft.  

 

Figure 11-1: Input Shaft in the Truck Gearbox 

 

Figure 11-2: Input Shaft Free Body Diagram 
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11.2 Solid Input Shaft (Baseline) 

In order, to gain an understanding of the maximum stresses present in the conventional part, a 

finite element simulation will be run on the solid steel input shaft. This simulation result will be 

used as a baseline to evaluate the performance of the lightweight input shafts simulated later in 

this chapter. The geometry was approximated from a picture of a gearbox (Figure 11-1 above) 

and was modeled (splines were omitted for simplification), meshed with tetrahedral elements, and 

was refined in areas with an expected high stress concentration.  

Figure 11-3 shows the mesh that was applied to the geometry and the area where the mesh was 

refined. The material used in the simulation was ANSYS’s structural steel which has a Young’s 

Modulus of 200 GPa [29,000 ksi] and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. A moment of 2,440.5 N m [1800 lb 

ft] was applied to the section of the shaft where the splines would be located, a frictionless support 

was added to the section where the bearing is located, and a fixed rotation of 209.4 rad/s was 

applied to the shaft to simulate the centripetal forces on the part.  The rotational displacement of 

the shaft was fixed on the gearbox side of the shaft to simulate the counter torque from the gear on 

the end of the shaft.   

 

Figure 11-3: Geometry, Boundary Conditions, and Mesh used in the Baseline Simulations 
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Figure 11-4 and Figure 11-5 below show the results of the simulation of the baseline input shaft. 

The maximum stress from the simulation is 645 MPa [93.5 ksi]. This stress concentration occurs 

at the radius of the flange due to the diameter change. Most of the stress on the shaft is concentrated 

along the outer diameter, with very little stress being located in the center, implying that material 

in the shaft’s center increases the weight of the shaft without adding significant strength to the 

part. The weight of the input shaft could be reduced by applying weight reduction techniques such 

as hollowing out the center, or filling the center with a lighter metal material.  

 

Figure 11-4: Stress [MPa] in the Solid Input Shaft 
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Figure 11-5: Cross Sectional View of the Stress Distribution in the Input Shaft 

11.3 Hollow Input Shaft 

The following simulations aim to reduce the weight of the input shaft, while still maintaining 

performance by simply removing the dead weight from the center of the shaft. The input shaft was 

modeled in the same way as the baseline simulation, except now a cylindrical section was removed 

from the center. The geometry and the mesh of the hollow shaft are shown in Figure 11-6. 

 

Figure 11-6: Geometry, Boundary Conditions, and Mesh used in the Hollow Simulations 
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Figure 11-7 shows the results for the hollow shaft with an outer diameter of 38.1 mm [1.5 in] and 

an inner diameter of 6.35mm [0.25 in]. The maximum stress for this hollow shaft is 645 MPa [93.5 

ksi], identical to the stress in the baseline shaft. The results for the hollow shaft with an outer 

diameter of 38.1 mm [1.5 in] and an inner diameter of 18.3 mm [0.75 in] is shown in Figure 11-8. 

The maximum stress in this simulation is 674 MPa [97.8 ksi] which is higher than the baseline 

stress but still in the same 612 – 680 MPa [88.8 – 98.6 ksi] range. Figure 11-9 shows the simulation 

results for the hollow shaft with an outer diameter of 43.9 mm [1.73 in] and an inner diameter of 

7.37 mm [0.29 in]. The maximum stress in this simulation is 421 MPa [61.1 ksi], which is much 

lower than the stress in the baseline shaft. Finally, Figure 11-10 shows the results of the simulation 

for the input shaft with an outer diameter of 43.9 mm [1.73 in] and an inner diameter of 22.1 mm 

[0.871 in]. The maximum stress in this simulation is 441 MPa [64.0 ksi], also lower than the 

baseline, but slightly higher than the previous simulation. 

 

Figure 11-7: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 38.1 mm [1.5 in] 

and an Inner Diameter of 6.35mm [0.25 in]  
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Figure 11-8: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 38.1 mm [1.5 in] 

and an Inner Diameter of 18.3 mm [0.75 in]  

 

Figure 11-9: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 43.9 mm [1.73 in] 

and an Inner Diameter of 7.37 mm [0.29 in] 
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Figure 11-10: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Shaft with an Outer Diameter of  43.9 mm [1.73 

in] and an Inner Diameter of 22.1 mm [0.871 in]  

 

A parametric study was run to determine the potential weight savings of a hollow input shaft. The 

study varied the outer diameter and wall thickness of the shaft to see how the stress and weight 

were affected.  

Figure 11-11 shows the maximum stress in the hollow input shaft as a function of the aspect ratio 

of the hole, (wall thickness to outer diameter) for three different values of the shaft’s outer 

diameter. It can be seen that at any given aspect ratio, the smaller outer diameter shafts experience 

a higher maximum stress, while the larger outer diameter shafts experience a lower maximum 

stress. It can also be seen that for each outer diameter, the maximum stress experienced decreases 

exponentially as the wall thickness to outer diameter ratio increases (as the inner diameter hole 

becomes smaller). Figure 11-12 shows the mass of the input shaft as a function of that same aspect 

ratio. It can be seen that the larger outer diameter shafts have more mass than the smaller outer 

diameter shafts at any given aspect ratio. It is also shown that for each outer diameter, as the aspect 
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ratio increases (the hole gets smaller), the mass also increases. By using both graphs together the 

potential weight savings for the hollow input shaft can be determined.  First the dimensions of the 

hollow shaft with equal performance to the solid steel shaft must be determined, and then the 

weight of this geometry must be determined.  Based on these results, a potential weight savings of 

1.75 kg (3.85 lbs) or more can be achieved, which is a savings of 48%.   

 

Figure 11-11: Maximum Stress in the Input Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for Various 

Diameter Shafts 
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Figure 11-12: Mass of the Input Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for Various Diameter 

Shafts 

11.4 Bimetallic Input Shaft 

For the bimetallic simulations, the two materials used were steel for the outer shaft material and 

aluminum for the inner shaft material. The same steel used for the baseline and hollow simulation 

was used here. The aluminum material had a Young’s Modulus of 71 GPa [10,300 ksi] and a 

Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. These shafts were modeled in the same way as the hollow shafts, but 

instead of leaving the cylindrical section in the center empty, it was filled in with the aluminum 

material, while the outer geometry of the shaft had the steel properties applied. The geometry and 

the mesh can be seen in Figure 11-13 below. 
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Figure 11-13: Geometry, Boundary Conditions, and Mesh used in the Bimetallic Simulations 

 

Figure 11-14 shows the stress distribution for the bimetallic shaft with an outer diameter of 38.1 

mm [1.5 in] and an inner diameter of 6.35mm [0.25 in]. The maximum stress in this simulation is 

645 MPa [93.5 ksi], similar results to the hollow shaft with the same dimensions. Figure 11-15 

shows the results for the simulation for the bimetallic shaft with an outer diameter of 38.1 mm [1.5 

in] and an inner diameter of 18.3 mm [0.75 in]. The maximum stress in this simulation is 663 MPa 

[96.2 ksi], which is lower than the stress in the hollow shaft with the same dimensions. The results 

of the simulation for the shaft with an outer diameter of 43.9 mm [1.73 in] and an inner diameter 

of 7.37 mm [0.29 in] is shown in Figure 11-16. The maximum stress in this simulation is 418 MPa 

[60.6 ksi], which is only 2 MPa lower than the stress in the hollow shaft with these dimensions. 
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Finally, Figure 11-17 shows the results of the shaft with an outer diameter of 43.9 mm [1.73 in] 

and an inner diameter of 22.1 mm [0.871 in]. The maximum stress in this simulation is 433 MPa 

[62.8 ksi], also slightly lower (8 MPa) than the hollow shaft with these dimensions. Based on the 

results of these simulations it is possible to replace a substantial amount of steel in the input shaft 

with aluminum and significantly reduce the weight of the bimetallic shaft.   

 

Figure 11-14: Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 38.1 mm [1.5 

in] and an Inner Diameter of 6.35mm [0.25 in]  
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Figure 11-15: Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 38.1 mm [1.5 

in] and an Inner Diameter of 18.3 mm [0.75 in]  
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Figure 11-16: Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 43.9 mm [1.73 

in] and an Inner Diameter of 7.37 mm [0.29 in]  
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Figure 11-17: Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 43.9 mm [1.73 

in] and an Inner Diameter of 22.1 mm [0.871 in]  
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Figure 11-18: Maximum Stress in the Input Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for Various 

Diameter Shafts 

 

Figure 11-19: Mass of the Input Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for Various Diameter 

Shafts 
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Another parametric study was performed on the bimetallic shafts, investigating the same 

parameters as the study done on the hollow shafts.  

Figure 11-18 shows the maximum stress in the bimetallic input shaft as a function of the aspect 

ratio of the hole for the three different outer diameter shafts. It can be seen that for each aspect 

ratio, the smaller outer diameter shafts experience a higher maximum stress, while the larger outer 

diameter shafts experience a lower maximum stress, similar to the results of the hollow shafts. It 

can also be seen that for each outer diameter, the maximum stress experienced decreases 

exponentially as the wall thickness to outer diameter ratio increases, also similar to the hollow 

shaft results.  

Figure 11-19 shows the mass of the input shaft as a function of the hole aspect ratio. It can be seen 

that the larger outer diameter shafts have more mass than the smaller outer diameter shafts at any 

given aspect ratio and that for each outer diameter, as the aspect ratio increases, the mass also 

increases.  These results follow the same trends observed in the parametric study done on the 

hollow shafts.  Based on the amount of weight which can be saved by switching from the solid 

steel shafts to the bimetallic shafts is about 0.9 kg [2 lbs] or 25%.   

11.5 Conclusion 

The mass of a single input shaft is small (only about 3.7 kg or 8.14 lbs), so the total weight which 

can be saved by switching to a light weight design is also small.  However, the reduction in the 

shaft’s weight is an important part of a larger total weight reduction which can be achieved when 

considering all of the small savings in the gearbox.  The finite element studies carried out revealed 

that the weight of the shaft could be reduced by 1.75 kg [3.85 lbs] if hollow geometry was 

employed and 0.9 kg [2 lbs] if the bimetallic variant of the shaft was used.  These savings would 

require the diameter of the shaft to be increased by a mere 15%.  Greater savings could be expected 

for shafts with larger outer diameters.  The small weight savings achievable on the input shaft must 

be weighed against the cost of updating the manufacturing process to create the light weight 

components.   
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Chapter 12                                                                                                          

Output Shaft: Finite Element Study on Lightweight Shafts 

12.1 Introduction 

Finite element studies are carried out on the gearbox output shaft based on the loading conditions 

determined in chapter 2.  The first simulation to be carried out is a study of the stress distribution 

in the conventional, solid, shaft.  Hollow geometry was then investigated as a possible means of 

lowering the weight of the shaft, followed by an investigation of a bimetallic construction of the 

output shaft.  The performance of these two light weight designs was measured against the 

performance of the conventional shaft and conclusions were drawn about the possible weight 

savings that could be achieved by adopting one of two lightweight designs.   

The output shaft takes the torque from the counter shafts and sends it to the output axles. The 

output shaft in the gearbox is shown in Figure 12-1. And the free body diagram of the shaft is 

shown in Figure 12-2. The engine torque is transferred to the input shaft, and then given to the 

countershafts. The countershafts transfer the torque to the output shafts through the gears that are 

mounted on the countershafts and meshed to the output gears on the output shaft. There are three 

sliding clutches on the output shaft which are able to slide on the shaft along axial direction but 

are forced to rotate with the output shaft. The sliding clutch is shifted to engage with the desired 

output gear causing the shaft to rotate at the same speed as the gear.  Each of the sliding clutches 

has a neutral position, in which it is not engaged with any gear, and two positions that engage it 

with a particular gear, resulting in 5 forward speeds and one reverse speed.  The maximum torque 

that can be applied to the output shaft is achieved when the engine is applying the maximum rated 

torque to the input shaft and the first gear is engaged with the sliding clutch.  In order to simulate 

the maximum torsion loading condition on the output shaft, a moment load will be applied to the 

area where the sliding clutch would be when it is engaged with the first gear. The shaft is supported 

by roller bearings in the gearbox. Frictionless support will be applied on the bearing contact area 

around the shaft tip on the left. In order to simulate the torque which resists the acceleration of the 

shaft, the rotational degree of freedom is removed from the end of the shaft where it would mate 

with its output gear.  Additionally, there is an inertial load on the shaft created by the rotational 
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velocity of the shaft, which is equal to the rotational speed of the input shaft multiplied by the 

specific gear ratio. Since there are three balanced countershafts, the bending loads that result from 

the meshing of the gears of the countershafts with the gear on the output shaft cancel out and only 

a net torsional load is applied to the output shaft.   

 

 

 

Figure 12-1: The output shaft in the truck engine 
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Figure 12-2: Output shaft FBD 

12.2 Solid Output Shaft (Baseline) 

The baseline simulations of the output shaft serve to establish the nominal stresses in a 

conventional output shaft under its maximum loading conditions. These stresses can then be 

compared to the stresses observed in later simulations which utilize lightweight concepts.  This 

allows for the evaluations of individual light weight designs and provides some idea of the 

necessary performance of the light weight component.  

The geometry of the simulated output shaft was taken from drawings of an actual output shaft and 

the diameter of the cross-section on the shaft where the first ratio gear was located was 49.78mm 

[1.96 in].  As shown in Figure 12-3, the output shaft with solid center was modeled in Static 

Structural of ANSYS Workbench as Baseline Simulation. The geometry of shaft’s outside surface 

was simplified by removing features like splines and snap ring seats to ease the simulation process. 

The corners on the step surfaces were filleted with a 1.27mm [0.05in] radius. The material was 

approximated by ANSYS’s structural steel model which has a Young’s Modulus of 200 GPa 

[29,000 ksi] and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.3.  Only the material’s elastic behaviors were simulated, as 

plastic deformation of the part would be considered failure.  

As illustrated in Figure 12-3, the shaft was meshed with tetrahedral elements and the mesh was 

refined in areas where the stress concentration was expected to be high, i.e. the fillets at the steps 

on the shaft.  The left side of the shaft, where the shaft is mated with its output gear, has its 

rotational degree of freedom removed via a displacement boundary condition and a moment 
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boundary condition of 6,520 N m [4,810 lb ft] was applied to the area where the sliding clutch 

meshes with the first gear and output shaft.  Additionally, a rotational velocity of (76.1 rad/s) is 

applied to the shaft to simulate the centripetal forces on the part and the area where the rest of the 

rigid body modes of motion are removed by applying a frictionless boundary condition to area of 

the shaft which is in contact with the roller bearing.   

 

Figure 12-3: Geometry, Boundary Conditions, and Mesh used in the Baseline Simulations of the 

Output Shaft 

After the completion of the simulation the stress contours were plotted as shown in Figure 12-4.  

Due to numerical error cause by the simplification of the real loading conditions to the boundary 

conditions used in the finite element simulations, specifically the fixed rotation condition, the 

stress was higher around the transitions from the free surface to the fixed surface on the shaft.  

Ignoring the numerical error around the fixed boundary condition, the maximum stress on the 

output shaft was about 466 MPa [67.6 ksi].  The shaft only sees stress in a relatively localized area 

because only the first gear is engaged.  If, for instance, the fourth gear were engaged, instead of 

the first, the entire shaft would be subjected to stress.   
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As was the case in the previous chapters, the stresses in the output shaft are concentrated on the 

outer diameter of the shaft and that the stress in the middle of the shaft is almost zero, as shown in 

Figure 12-4.  Thus the material in the middle of the shaft increases the weight of the part without 

contributing significantly to its strength.  The weight of the shaft could be significantly reduced by 

removing this parasitic material from the inside of the shaft or by replacing it with a lower density 

material.   

 

 

Figure 12-4: Stress [MPa] in the Solid Output Shaft 

12.3 Hollow Output Shaft 

The following simulations demonstrate how the performance of the shaft can be maintained while 

significantly reducing the weight of the part by removing the parasitic material from the center of 

the shaft.  As shown in Figure 12-5, for the purposes of these simulations, the shaft was hollowed 

by removing a section of material from the center of the output shaft which was similar to the outer 

diameter of the shaft.  The ratios between the outside diameters and inside diameters for each main 

cross section are kept the same (𝐷𝑜 𝐷𝑖⁄ = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡).  In practice this would be difficult to 
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fabricate as a single part, as it would require the forged blank to have a drilled hole with multiple 

diameters which would be time consuming and difficult for machining.  A possible and attractive 

way to fabricate this shaft would be to start with a thick tube and forge the tube into shafts with 

the correct inner to outer diameter ratios.   

The first hollow shaft simulation which was carried out had the same outside dimensions as the 

baseline output shaft, but had a 6.35mm [0.25 in] hole on the large diameter section of the part 

where the first ratio gear was connected. The stress distribution in this part is given in Figure 12-6.  

The change in the maximum stress in the part is nearly unnoticeable with the maximum stress 

again was around 466 MPa [67.6 ksi].  However, there was also not a significant weight savings 

from the removal of this small amount of material (the weight of the part was only reduced 0.079 

kg [0.174 lbs]).  Clearly more material must be removed to see significant weight savings. 

 

 

Figure 12-5: Geometry, Boundary Conditions, and Mesh used in the Simulations of the Hollow 

Output Shaft 
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Figure 12-6: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Output Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 49.78mm 

[1.96 in] and an Inner Diameter of 6.35mm [0.25 in]  

 

The effects of removing a more significant amount of material were investigated in the next 

simulation.  Once again the outside geometry of the shaft was kept the same as the baseline 

simulation, but this time a 25.4 mm [1.0 in] diameter cylinder of material was removed from the 

large diameter section the shaft.  This resulted in a weight savings of 1.24 kg [2.73 lbs], but came 

at the cost of increasing the stress in the shaft to nearly 500 MPa [72.5 ksi].  This rise in stress will 

have to be mitigated by either changing materials to one which is stronger, or by increasing the 

diameter of the shaft.  As discussed in chapter 3, the stress in the shaft will decrease faster than the 

weight will rise as a result of the increased diameter.  The distribution of the stresses in the shaft 

(Figure 12-7) also shows, there is very little parasitic material in this output shaft.  The material 

in the center of this section of the shaft is carrying a stress of about 254 MPa [36.8 ksi] which is 

nearly 1/2 of the maximum load in the shaft.   
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Figure 12-7: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Output Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 49.78mm 

[1.96 in]  and an Inner Diameter of 25.4mm [1 in]  

 

The next simulations show how the stresses in the shaft change as a result of a slight increase in 

the diameter of the shaft.  The aspect ratio between the inner and outer diameter were kept the 

same as in the previous simulation, but the main shaft diameter was increased to 57.15mm [2.25 

in] (an increase of 6.35mm [0.25 in]).  The stress distribution in the thick and thin walled shafts is 

given in Figure 12-8 and Figure 12-9.  The increase in the diameter resulted in a decrease in the 

stress of about 21.5% and resulted in a weight increase of about 17.5% in both cases.  Clearly this 

strategy of increasing the diameter of the shaft to compensate for the increasing stress that results 

from removing parasitic material can provide a significant weight savings, but in order to fully 

determine its potential a larger sample of the design space must be analyzed.   
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Figure 12-8: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Output Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 57.15mm 

[2.25 in] and an Inner Diameter of 7.14mm [0.281 in]  

 

Figure 12-9: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Output Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 57.15mm 

[2.25 in] and an Inner Diameter of 28.58mm [1.125 in]  
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To determine the potential weight savings of a hollow output shaft, a parametric study was run 

which examined the effects of varying the outer diameter and wall thickness to outer diameter ratio 

of the output shaft on the maximum stress in the shaft and the weight of the shaft.  Figure 10-9 

demonstrates how the stress in the shaft changes with respect to the stress in the baseline study as 

the wall thickness ratio and shaft diameter change.  The point where the stress curves for the 

various diameters are equal to the baseline stress represents the wall thickness ratio that will create 

a shaft with equal performance to the conventional, solid shaft for the shaft diameter corresponding 

to the particular curve.  These wall thickness ratios can then be used in conjunction with Figure 

10-10 to determine the weight savings of each of the equal performance designs.   

The stress in the shaft is clearly not sensitive to small holes in the shaft, but as the hole increases 

in diameter it removes material that is responsible for carrying an ever increasing amount of the 

load, resulting in rapidly rising stresses as the wall thickness ratio approaches zero.  Additionally, 

increases in the outer diameter of the shaft serve only to shift the stress curve down, without 

significantly affecting the shape of the curve.  The weight of the equally performing shaft tends to 

decrease as the outer diameter of the shaft is allowed to increase, so the designer will have to weigh 

the cost of reduced weight against the drawback of a less compact shaft.  Based on the study 

performed the weight of the axle shaft could be reduced by 35-44% by switching to a hollow shaft, 

depending on the outer diameter of the replacement shaft.  This is a savings of 1.7 to 2.2 kg [3.74 

to 4.84 lbs] for the output shaft.   
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Figure 12-10:  Maximum Stress in the Hollow Output Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio 

for Various Diameter Shafts 

 

Figure 12-11:  Mass of the Hollow Output Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for Various 

Diameter Shafts 
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12.4 Bimetallic Output Shaft 

The following simulations demonstrate how the performance of the shaft can be maintained while 

significantly reducing the weight of the part by replacing the parasitic material in the center with 

light metals like aluminum.  As shown in Figure 12-12, the geometry of the bimetallic output shaft 

is nearly identical to the hollow shaft geometry, except for the empty portion of the shaft is replaced 

with an aluminum material, which was assumed to have a Young’s Modulus of 71 GPa [10,300 

ksi] and a Poisson’s ratio of 0.33.  This would be a challenging part to fabricate as the two parts 

must be well bonded so that the core can assist in carrying the torsional load applied to the shaft.  

It is possible that a high quality bond could be established by forging the shaft out of a bimetallic 

billet, which could make the bond as strong as the shear strength of the weaker material.   

The first bimetallic simulation which was carried out had the same outside dimensions as the 

baseline output shaft, but had a 6.35mm [0.25 in] aluminum core in large diameter portion of the 

shaft. As a reminder, the geometry of the aluminum core is identical to the geometry of the hole 

in the hollow shaft simulations.  The stress distribution in this part is given in Figure 12-13.  The 

change in the maximum stress in the part is nearly unnoticeable with the maximum stress again 

was around 466 MPa [67.6 ksi] range.  However there was also not a significant weight savings 

from replacing this small amount of parasitic steel material with aluminum (the weight of the part 

was only reduced 0.05 kg [0.11 lbs]).  Clearly more material can be replaced to see significant 

weight savings. 
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Figure 12-12: Geometry, Boundary Conditions, and Mesh used in the Simulations of the 

Bimetallic Output Shaft. 

 

Figure 12-13: Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Output Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 

49.78mm [1.96 in] and an Inner Diameter of 6.35mm [0.25 in]  
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The effects of replacing a significant amount of steel material were investigated in the next 

simulation.  Once again the outside geometry of the shaft was kept the same as the baseline 

simulation, but this time an aluminum core with a maximum diameter of 25.4mm [1.0 in] was 

used.  This resulted in a weight savings of 0.8 kg [1.76 lbs], but came at the cost of increasing the 

stress in the shaft to nearly 487 MPa [70.6 ksi].  This rise in stress will have to be mitigated by 

either changing outer shaft material to one which is stronger, or by increasing the diameter of the 

shaft.  As can be seen from the distribution of the stresses in the shaft (Figure 12-14), there is very 

little parasitic material in this output shaft.  The material in the center of the shaft is carrying a 

stress of about 248 MPa [36.0 ksi] which is nearly 1/2 of the maximum load in the shaft.   

 

 

Figure 12-14: Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Output Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 

49.78mm [1.96 in] and an Inner Diameter of 25.4mm [1 in]  

The next simulations show how the stresses in the shaft change as a result of a slight increase in 

the diameter of the shaft.  The aspect ratio between the inner and outer diameter were kept the 

same as in the previous simulation, but the main shaft diameter was increased to 57.15 mm [2.25 

in] (an increase of 6.35 mm [0.25 in]).  The stress distribution in the thick and thin shell shafts is 
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given in Figure 12-15 and Figure 12-16.  The increase in the diameter resulted in a decrease in 

the stress of about 21.5% and a weight increase of a little less than 18% in both cases.  Clearly this 

strategy of increasing the diameter of the shaft to compensate for the increasing stress that results 

from replacing high density parasitic material with light metal can provide a significant weight 

savings, but in order to fully determine its potential a larger sample of the design space must be 

analyzed.   

 

 

Figure 12-15: Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Output Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 

57.15mm [2.25 in] and an Inner Diameter of 7.14mm [0.281 in]  
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Figure 12-16: Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Output Shaft with an Outer Diameter of 

57.15mm [2.25 in] and an Inner Diameter of 28.58mm [1.125 in]  

To determine the potential weight savings of a hollow shaft with light aluminum core a parametric 

study was run which examined the effects of varying the outer diameter and wall thickness to outer 

diameter ratio of the output shaft on the maximum stress in the shaft and the weight of the shaft. 

Figure 12-17 demonstrates how the stress in the shaft changes with respect to the stress in the 

baseline study as the wall thickness ratio and shaft diameter change.  The point where the stress 

curves for the various diameters are equal to the baseline stress represents the wall thickness ratio 

that will create a shaft with equal performance to the conventional, solid shaft for the shaft diameter 

corresponding to the particular curve.  These wall thickness ratios can then be used in conjunction 

with Figure 12-18 to determine the weight savings of each of the equal performance designs.   

The stress in the shaft is clearly not sensitive to changes in the diameter of the aluminum core 

when the diameter of the core is small, but as the core increases in diameter it removes steel 

material that is carrying an increasing amount of the torsional load. Additionally, because the 

stiffness of the aluminum is much less than the stiffness of steel, a majority of this load is 

redistributed to the steel material.  This results in the stress increasing rapidly as the wall thickness 
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ratio approaches zero, but the stress does not approach infinity as it did with the hollow shaft.  

Rather, it approaches the stress that a steel would reach as it approached the strain in a 100% 

aluminum shaft under the same loading.  It is also noted that increases in the outer diameter of the 

shaft serve only to shift the stress curve down, without significantly affecting the shape of the 

curve.  The weight of the equally performing shaft tends to decrease as the outer diameter of the 

shaft is allowed to increase, so the designer will have to weigh the cost of reduced weight against 

the drawback of a less compact shaft.  Based on the study performed the weight of the axle shaft 

could be reduced by 26% by switching to a hollow shaft, depending on the outer diameter of the 

replacement shaft. This is a savings of 1.29 kg [2.84 lbs] for the output shaft.   

 

Figure 12-17:  Maximum Stress in the Bimetallic Output Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect 

Ratio for Various Diameter Shafts 
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Figure 12-18:  Mass of the Bimetallic Output Shaft as a Function of Hole Aspect Ratio for 

Various Diameter Shafts 

12.5 Conclusion 

The weight of the conventional output shaft is about 4.9 kg or 10.8 lbs.  The finite element study 

carried out in this chapter demonstrates how two lightweight designs of the shaft can reduce the 

weight of the part.  If the shaft was made hollow, a great deal of dead weight could be removed 

from the center of the shaft with only a small increase in the outer diameter of the shaft.  This could 

reduce the weight of the shaft by 1.7 to 2.2 kg [3.74 to 4.84 lbs].  Similarly the material contributing 

to the dead weight in the shaft could be replaced by a lower density material, which could produce 

weight saving of around 1.29 kg [2.84 lbs].  The decision to employ one of these light weight 

techniques will need to be carefully weighed against the costs of implementing design, which have 

yet to be determined.  Although the potential savings are relatively small, one must look at them 

as a piece of the larger scale total reduction of the heavy duty truck mass.   
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Chapter 13                                                                                           

Countershaft: Finite Element Study Light Weight Shafts 

13.1 Introduction 

This chapter describes the finite element study carried out on both the conventional countershaft 

and two lightweight designs of the countershaft.  The loads on the countershaft are detailed in 

chapter 2, although due to the triple countershaft layout of the reference gearbox the loads are 

lower than those described previously.  The first part of the finite element study was to determine 

the stress distribution in the conventional, solid countershaft.  This information was then used as 

a baseline to compare the results of the finite element analysis of the lightweight designs.  The two 

lightweight designs investigated were a hollow shaft geometry and a bimetallic shaft, which 

utilized a low density core material.   

The countershaft is a gearbox component which transmits torque from the input shaft to the output 

shaft.  Gears are fixed to the shaft either through a press fit or machined into the shaft itself, so that 

they always rotate at the same speed as the countershaft.  Additionally, the gears are always 

engaged with their corresponding gears on the input and output shafts.  Typically, the input and 

output shaft are coaxial and the countershaft rotates next to the shafts on a parallel axis.  Heavy 

duty vehicle gearboxes come with a large variety of countershaft configurations having as few as 

one and as many as three counter shafts.  Having multiple countershafts serves two main purposes.  

First, because the load being transmitted from the input shaft to the output shaft is divided into 

multiple paths, the load on the gear teeth and the counter shaft itself is reduced by a factor of the 

number of counter shafts engaged.  Second, having multiple countershafts allows the bending 

forces from the meshing gears to be balanced in such a way that there is not bending moment on 

the input or output shafts.  However, bending moments on the countershaft cannot be avoided.   

The countershaft in a Mack 10 speed Maxitorque is highlighted in Figure 13-1.  This particular 

gearbox has three countershafts, a torque rating of 2,440 N m [1,800 lb ft], and the first/sixth gear 

ratio (not including the high/low range adjustment) is 2.67.  Based on measurements taken of the 

shaft the gear ratio between the input shaft and the countershaft is about 1.43 meaning that the 

total torque carried by the countershafts is 3,490 N m [2,580 lb ft], or 1,163 N m [858 lb ft] per 
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shaft.  As stated previously there will be bending loads on the counter shaft.  These loads can be 

calculated based on the torque carried by the shaft and the size of the input and output gears.  In 

this case the input gear and output gear corresponding to first/sixth gear have pitch circle diameters 

of about 163 mm [6.43 in] and 96.8 mm [3.81 in], respectively.  The circumferential forces on the 

gears can be calculated by dividing the torque produced by the gear by the radius of the gear and 

the radial forces can be calculated by multiplying the circumferential force by the tangent of the 

pressure angle of the gears.  Assuming a pressure angle of 20°, the circumferential and radial loads 

on the input gear are 14,230 N [3,200 lbf] and 5178 N [1,164 lbf], respectively.  The corresponding 

loads on the output shaft are 24,060 N [5410 lbf] and 8760 N [1969 lbf], respectively.  It is 

important to remember that the circumferential loads from the gears must balance the torque on 

the shaft, so they will be applied in opposite directions.  Additionally, if the gears are helical, 

instead of spur gears, the radial load will be slightly different and there will be an axial load on the 

shaft as well, due to the additional helix angle on the gear teeth.  For the purposes of this 

investigation the loading conditions for spur gears will be used because the reference gearbox uses 

spur gears.  Finally, the shaft has inertial loads corresponding to rotational at speeds of 1400 RPM 

and is supported on either end by tapered roller bearings.   
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Figure 13-1:  Mack 10 Speed Maxitorque ES T310 Gearbox with Simplified Boundary 

Conditions used in Finite Element Analysis 

13.2 Solid Countershaft (Baseline) 

The geometry of and loads applied to the countershaft in the Mack ES T310 gearbox shown in 

Figure 13-1 are summarized in Figure 13-2.  In order to establish a baseline from which studies of 

light weight countershafts can be compared, a solid shaft with the dimensions shown in Figure 

13-2 will be simulated via the finite element method.  In addition to the shaft itself, the gears, 

spacers and key must simulated. This is because the gears and spacers have no space to slide on 

the shaft and will, therefore, serve to help the shaft resist the bending load created by the meshing 

gears.  The key and keyway on the shaft are simulated because they transmit the load to the shaft 

unevenly and may have a significant effect on the stresses in the shaft.  Contact conditions between 
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the various simulated parts are as follows: i) the gears have frictionless contact with each other 

and the countershaft, ii) the key is bonded to the gears and the key way in the countershaft.  The 

circumferential and radial loads are applied as force boundary conditions to the outside surfaces 

of the input and output gears (this is acceptable because the analysis is focused on the countershaft 

and not the gears).  The torque on the shaft is applied as a moment on the surface of the input gear 

and is countered by a using a displacement boundary condition to prevent the output gear from 

turning.  The shaft is held in place by two frictionless supports on the ends of the shaft where the 

bearing would be placed on the real shaft.  The simulated geometry and boundary conditions are 

illustrated in Figure 13-3.  The mesh used to discretize the shaft, gears, and key is given in Figure 

13-4. 

 

Figure 13-2:  Geometry and Loading on the Countershaft 
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Figure 13-3:  (left) Countershaft with Gears, Spacers, and Key Simulated in the Baseline Finite 

Element Analysis (right) Boundary Conditions applied to the Countershaft Assembly 

 

Figure 13-4:  Mesh used in the Finite Element Simulation of the Solid Countershaft 

After the simulation was run, the stress distribution on the shaft was plotted (Figure 13-5) and 

examined.  The maximum stress on the shaft was 565 MPa [81.8 ksi] and this stress occurred on 

the outer radius of the keyway around the area where the output gear counters the torque produced 

by the input gear.  The maximum stress elsewhere on the shaft is relatively low (about 110 MPa 
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[16 ksi]).  This is interesting as this stress is much lower than the stresses observed in the 

simulations of the other parts examined.  It is likely that the stresses in the shaft could achieve a 

more appreciable fraction of the yield strengths of typical automotive grades of steel if the key 

way was removed in favor of a coupling method which produced a smaller stress concentration.  

Unlike the studies of the other investigated parts, a cross sectional view of the countershaft shows 

a high amount of ‘parasitic’ material on not just in the middle of the shaft, but also in the areas 

which are far from the keyway.  It is very likely that the shaft’s weight can be reduced without 

significantly affecting its strength by removing this material, or replacing it with a lower density 

material.  Additionally, more efficient use of the strength of the material could be made by 

changing the joining method of the gears and shaft.   
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Figure 13-5:  Stress Distribution on the Solid Countershaft (baseline) 

13.3 Hollow Countershaft 

The following simulations demonstrate the behavior of the countershaft as material is removed 

from its center.  The diameter of the cylindrical section of material removed from the center of the 

shaft and the outer diameter of the shaft were varied to determine how the weight of the shaft can 

be reduced without affecting the performance of the shaft.  These simulations used the same 

boundary conditions and meshing parameters as the baseline study, so that the only difference 

between the two studies is the geometry.  A representative mesh is given in Figure 13-6.  Due to 
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the complexity of the simulation the amount of time required for each simulation was quite high 

and so the number of individual designs studied was lower than in some of the other studies.  Still, 

some interesting conclusions can be drawn from the simulations.   

 

Figure 13-6:  Representative Mesh used in the Finite Element Study of the Hollow Countershaft 

The first studies were carried out on a shaft with the same outside dimensions as the original shaft, 

but with different internal diameters.  These stress distributions in the countershaft predicted by 

these finite element simulations are given in Figure 13-7 and Figure 13-8.  The maximum stress 

in both simulations occurs at the outer radius of the keyway underneath the output gear.  The 

magnitude of this stress is very close to the stress from the baseline simulation in this area for both 

simulations, while on the other side of the shaft the stresses vary with the internal diameter of the 

shaft.  This occurs because the high stress in the keyway is due to the contact between the key and 

the shaft and the total force carried by the key is directly proportional to the outer diameter of the 

shaft.  In contrast, the stress on the side of the shaft opposite to the key is under a torsional load 

instead of a contact load, so the stress in this area depends on the countershaft’s polar moment of 

inertia and outer diameter.  It is important to point out that the effects of bending on the shaft are 

significantly reduced by the presence of the gears and spacers.  Essentially, the gears create an 

additional resistance to bending deformation on the shaft because pitching of the individual gears 

would cause them to come into contact with the other gears.   
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Figure 13-7:  Stress Distribution in a Hollow Countershaft with and Outer Diameter of 44.1mm 

[1.735 in] and an internal Diameter of 6.35 mm [0.25 in] 
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Figure 13-8: Stress Distribution in a Hollow Countershaft with and Outer Diameter of 44.1mm 

[1.735 in] and an internal Diameter of 25.4 mm [1 in] 

The second set of hollow shaft studies demonstrated the effects of increasing the outer diameter of 

the hollow shaft on the stress distribution in the shaft.  There were two simulations carried out one 

with a small hole and another with a large hole (the material removed from each shaft was in 

proportion to the material removed from the smaller diameter shafts).  The results of these 

simulations are recorded in Figure 13-9 and Figure 13-10.  The maximum stress on the shaft 

occurs at the outside radius of the keyway underneath the output gear, just as it did in the baseline 

study and the previous hollow simulations.  However, in this set of studies the stress were slightly 

lower than the stress in smaller diameter shaft.  This is likely due to the decrease in the contact 

force required to produce the torque on the shaft due to the increase in the average diameter of the 

keyway.  The stress on the side of the shaft opposite to the keyway, decreased as a result of the 

increased diameter and was lower in both cases than the corresponding stress on the lower diameter 
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shafts.  The change in stress in this area was about 33%, but because the stresses are already so 

low in this area the total change in the stress was only 40 MPa [5.8 ksi].   

 

Figure 13-9:  Stress Distribution in a Hollow Countershaft with and Outer Diameter of 50.8 mm 

[2 in] and an internal Diameter of 7.32 mm [0.288 in] 
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Figure 13-10:  Stress Distribution in a Hollow Countershaft with and Outer Diameter of 50.8 mm 

[2 in] and an internal Diameter of 29.3 mm [1.153 in] 

A few more simulations were carried out on the hollow countershaft with even more material 

removed from the shaft so that trends in the changes in the stresses could be better examined.  The 

numerical results of these simulations are plotted in addition to the results of the four simulations 

examined previously in this section in Figure 13-11 through Figure 13-13.  One can see a very 

tight grouping between the maximum stress in the baseline and the 44.1 mm [1.735 in] and 50.8 

mm [2 in] diameter hollow shafts.  The stress on the opposite side of the keyway, however, 

demonstrates a much larger spacing (percentage wise).  The amount of weight which could be 

removed from the shaft depends on whether one makes the decision based on the stresses on the 

keyway or based on the stresses elsewhere in the shaft.  If the maximum stress is the deciding 

factor, the weight can only be reduced by about 0.5 kg [1.1 lbs] per shaft or 1.5 kg [3.3 lbs] total.  

However, if the stress in the keyway is ignored, the weight saved could be upwards of 2 kg [4.4 

lbs] per shaft or 6 kg [13.2 lbs] total. The major source of stress on the countershaft in this particular 
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gearbox is the keyway.  Using a lower stress alternative to the keyway, like a splined shaft or 

directly machining the gears onto flanges in the shaft, would allow the designer to take full 

advantage of the material’s strength to greatly reduce the shaft’s weight.   

 

 

Figure 13-11:  Maximum Stress in the Countershaft as a Function of the Wall Thickness to Outer 

Diameter Ratio 

 

Figure 13-12:  Stress on Opposite Side of Keyway in the Hollow Countershaft as a Function of 

the Wall Thickness to Outer Diameter Ratio 
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Figure 13-13:  Mass of the Countershaft as Function of Wall Thickness to Outer Diameter Ratio 

13.4 Bimetallic Countershaft 

In this section the simulations are focused on bimetallic counter shafts.  Instead of removing the 

material from the inside it will be replaced with material which has a much lower density.  This 

may allow for the weight reduction of complicated parts that are difficult to forge in a hollow 

configuration.  The geometry used in these simulations is identical to the geometry used in the 

hollow shaft simulations, except the void in the middle of the steel shell is replaced by an aluminum 

core which is bonded to the steel shell.  An example of the mesh used to discretize the bimetallic 

geometry is given in Figure 13-14. 
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Figure 13-14:  Mesh used in the Finite Element Simulation of the Bimetallic Countershaft 

The results of the simulations of the bimetallic shaft are summarized in the stress contours shown 

in Figure 13-15 through Figure 13-18.  The first two figures depict the stress distribution in the 

shaft with outer geometry identical to the baseline simulation and the last two figures show the 

stress distribution in shafts with larger outer diameters.  The same trends that were seen in the 

simulation of the hollow shafts are observed in the bimetallic shaft simulations.  Namely, i) the 

overall stress in the body decreases as the outer diameter is allowed in increase, ii) the overall 

stress in the body increases as the wall thickness of the steel shell decreases, iii) the maximum 

stress in the shaft occurs at the outside of the key way just under the output gear, and iv) the 

maximum stress does not vary significantly as the wall thickness decreases.  If the keyway is 

ignored the stress in the bimetallic shaft is lower than its corresponding hollow shaft, due to the 

extra support added by the light core material.  However, this comes at the cost of increased weight 

for a given geometry of the steel shell.   
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Figure 13-15:  Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Countershaft with and Outer Diameter of 

44.1mm [1.735 in] and an internal Diameter of 6.35 mm [0.25 in] 

 

Figure 13-16:  Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Countershaft with and Outer Diameter of 

44.1mm [1.735 in] and an internal Diameter of 25.4 mm [1 in] 
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Figure 13-17:  Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Countershaft with and Outer Diameter of 50.8 

mm [2 in] and an internal Diameter of 7.32 mm [0.288 in] 

 

Figure 13-18:  Stress Distribution in a Bimetallic Countershaft with and Outer Diameter of 50.8 

mm [2 in] and an internal Diameter of 29.3 mm [1.153 in] 
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A few additional simulations were run on the bimetallic counter shafts to better determine the 

trends in the stress and weight of the component.  The numerical results are plotted with the 

numerical results from the simulations which were previously discussed in this section.  Figure 

13-19 illustrates how the maximum stress in the counter shaft varies as the ratio of the steel wall 

thickness to the outer diameter of the shaft changes.  The trend in these simulations is less clear 

than it is in the simulations of the other parts in this study, but there appears to be a slight increase 

in the stress as the wall thickness in the steel shell decreases.  The stress on the opposite side of 

the keyway is plotted against the steel wall thickness to outer diameter ratio in Figure 13-20. The 

trend in this plot is much clearer and follow a similar path as the other parts simulated in this study.  

However, it is clear that the material is not being loaded to anywhere near yield strength of typical 

automotive steel grades, which means that it is not being fully utilized.  Based on Figure 13-21 

the weight which can be saved by switching from a solid shaft to a bimetallic shaft is about 0.5 kg 

[1.1 lbs] per shaft, or 1.5 kg [3.3 lbs] total, if the stress at the keyway is made to match the baseline 

simulations.  If the magnitude of the stress concentration is reduced by replacing the key with a 

lower stress joining technique a great deal more weight can be saved.  A better joining technique 

would allow the material to be loaded to higher stress levels, reducing the need for large shaft and 

gear dimensions.   
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Figure 13-19: Maximum Stress in the Bimetallic Countershaft as a Function of the Wall 

Thickness to Outer Diameter Ratio 

 

Figure 13-20:  Stress on Opposite Side of Keyway in the Bimetallic Countershaft as a Function 

of the Wall Thickness to Outer Diameter Ratio 
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Figure 13-21:  Mass of the Bimetallic Countershaft as Function of Wall Thickness to Outer 

Diameter Ratio 

13.5 Conclusions 

The weight reduction of the countershaft is particularly attractive because there are frequently 

more than one in the gearbox.  Thus any savings in this part could be doubled or even tripled in 

some instances.  In the gearbox examined in this chapter the combined weight of the countershafts 

was 10.5 kg or 23.1 lbs.  The stress on the countershaft was highly concentrated in the keyway and 

was well below the yield strength of typical automotive grades of steel elsewhere in the shaft.  This 

lead to a situation where essentially all of the material was acting in a parasitic fashion.  The 

investigations of the hollow and bimetallic countershafts showed that a weight savings of only 0.5 

kg [1.1 lbs] per shaft could be produced by switching to the hollow and bimetallic shafts if the 

stress in the keyway was used as the deciding factor.  However, savings of upwards of 2 kg [4.4 

lbs] per shaft could be achieved if the stress on the opposite side of the keyway was being compared 

to the stress in the same area of the baseline study.  Thus, if the stresses in the baseline study are 

to be maintained a total weigh savings of 1.5 to 6 kg [3.3 to 13.2 lbs] could be achieved.  However, 

it is likely that even greater weight savings could be achieved if the keyway was replaced with a 

joining method which created a lower stress concentration.  By switching to another joining 

technique, or even machining the gears directly onto flanges forged onto the shaft, the average 
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stress in the shaft could be brought much closer to the yield strength of the material, reducing the 

total amount of material needed to resist the loads on the countershaft. 
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Chapter 14                                                                                                             

Concluding Remarks 

In the first section of the report, load maps are created that depict how the loads are transmitted 

from system to system and part to part.  The forces and moments which are applied to the 

individual heavy duty truck components are evaluated in this section.  The next section is 

composed of several investigations into the weight reduction of several gearbox shafts and the axle 

shafts.  Two lightweight design techniques were examined: i) a hollow shaft geometry, and ii) a 

bimetallic shaft configuration which utilized a low density core material.   

The largest weight savings in the study were achieved by replacing the conventional, solid axle 

shaft with lightweight axle shafts.  The weight savings were very large because the combined 

weight of the axle shafts in the heavy duty truck in much greater than the weight of the other parts 

examined.  Specifically, 22.5 to 29.4 kg [49.6 to 64.8 lbs] of material can be removed if the hollow 

shaft design is used and 16 to 19.2 kg [35.2 to 42.2 lbs] can be removed from the vehicle if the 

bimetallic variant is used.  These savings are dependent on the acceptable increase in the shaft’s 

diameter and feasibility of fabricating the designs.   

The lightweight designs for the gear box input shaft also showed some promise, but due to the low 

weight of the conventional part the actual weight removed from the vehicle is small.  The hollow 

input shaft design saved 1.75 kg [3.85 lbs] of weight and the bimetallic input shaft design reduced 

the weight of the component by 0.9 kg [2 lbs].  It is important to note that even this small shavings 

could be an important part of an aggregate weight savings created by making a series of minor 

weight improvements.   

The output shaft has slightly higher prospects for reducing the weight of the heavy duty truck than 

the input shaft due to its larger initial weight.  It was determined that a weight savings of 1.7 to 2.2 

kg [3.74 to 4.84 lbs] could be achieved by switching from a solid shaft to a hollow shaft and a 

savings of 1.29 kg [2.84 lbs] could be achieved if a bimetallic variant of the output shaft was 

utilized.  This is, of course, assuming that the lightweight designs could be fabricated and that a 

slight increase in the diameter of the shaft is acceptable.   
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The countershaft examined in this report is harder to make a judgement about than the other power 

train parts examined due to the high stress concentrations induced by the keyway.  It was 

discovered that a majority of the material in the countershaft in the reference gearbox was carrying 

a stress which was much less than the yield strength of typical automotive grades of steel.  The 

exception to this generalization is the stress of the material in the keyway which reached very high 

levels.  If the stress is to be maintained at levels near the solid countershaft examined combined 

weight savings of only 1.5 kg [3.3 lbs] are possible.  However, if a method of joining the gears to 

the shaft was adopted that had a smaller stress concentration than the keyway, it is very likely that 

the size of the countershaft and gears on the shaft could be significantly reduced.  This would result 

in a better utilization of the strong, but heavy, steel and an overall reduced weight.   

Overall, it was determined that by applying these techniques to the investigated parts that a total 

weight savings of 38.4 kg [86.6 lbs] could be reached.  This is, of course, subject to the feasibility 

of actually fabricating the lightweight designs.   
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Part III                                                                               

Weight Reduction of Forgings via Innovative Heat 

Treatment Schemes 
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The weight reduction of class 7 and 8 heavy duty trucks is increasingly important due to the 

increasing strict emissions regulatory environment.  However, there are many good reasons 

besides reducing emissions to cut back on the weight of these heavy duty trucks, including, 

increasing the amount of goods which can be hauled in one truck and reducing the cost per kg per 

mile to move goods around the country.  Previous parts of the study have investigated the various 

techniques which are currently being used to reduce the weight of automotive components and the 

possible benefits of utilizing hollow and bimetallic power transmission shafts.  It was determined 

that appreciable weight reductions could be achieved by switching from solid geometry to hollow 

and bimetallic geometry.   

This parts of the study extends the knowledge gained in previous parts by investigating the 

possibility of using innovative heat treatment techniques to reduce the weight of the steel 

components in the heavy duty truck.  Heat treatment is a critical step in the manufacturing of many 

metallic commercial parts, whether it be carburizing steel gears, aging aluminum alloys, etc.  Heat 

treating is used to affect the microstructure or chemical composition of the workpiece to cause 

beneficial changes in the material properties of the workpiece.  There are several types of heat 

treatments that are commonly used for processing steel materials, heating and quenching, 

annealing, and carburizing or nitriding.  This study focuses on the quenching of steel materials as 

a method of increasing their beneficial properties and reducing their weight.   

The main objective of the part of the study is to determine the potential heat treatment methods 

which can be used to reduce the weight of heavy truck components.  To accomplish this, the finite 

element method is employed to simulate the quenching process of 4140 steel components.  The 

part of the report focuses on the axle shaft, but the results can be, at least in part, extended to other 

steel components in class 7 and 8 trucks.  Two types of quenching are investigated, traditional oil 

quenching and intensive quenching.  It is determined that intensive quenching can induce 

compressive residual stresses on the surface of the shaft, as well as, increase the volumetric share 

of martensite.  In general, this leads to a stronger more fatigue resistant part and, in the specific 

case of the axle shaft, it allowed the weight of the shaft to be reduced by 3%.   
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Chapter 15                                                                                                              

Theory and Numerical Modeling of the Heat Treatment Process 

15.1 Theoretical Background  

Heat treatment of steels and various steel alloys involves the controlled heating and cooling of a 

steel workpiece in order to produce a desired microstructure.  These microstructures can enhance 

many of the steel’s material properties, including strength, hardness, ductility, and wear resistance 

(though normally some of the steel’s properties must be sacrificed to enhance other properties).  

There are a number of different types of heat treatments which can be carried out on steels.  These 

include heating and quenching, carburizing, case hardening, and nitriding.  Each of these 

treatments causes a specific change in the microstructure of the steel workpiece, including 

changing the distribution of phases present at room temperature and the carbon or nitrogen content 

of the workpiece.  This, of course, directly effects the material properties of the steel, but also has 

the secondary effect of causing the formation of residual stresses in the workpiece which remain 

after the completion of the heat treating process.   

The heat treatment process is a Multiphysics problem which is composed of three interconnected 

problems, thermal, stress/strain, and metallic microstructure [2].  Each of these problems is 

individually complicated due to nonlinearities created by the variation in temperature, plastic 

effects, and variations of the microstructure within the workpiece.  They are also all coupled 

together, as shown in Figure 15-1, making the determination of the exact thermo-structural-stress 

state of the workpiece very difficult.     
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Figure 15-1:  The Three Main Components of the Heat Treatment Problem [2] 

 

In the case of a simple quench from a high temperature to a low temperature the steel undergoes a 

phase change as a result of the cooling and the cooling history of the material.  That is to say that 

both the drop in temperature and the time it takes to get from temperature A to temperature B have 

a profound effect on the microstructure of the steel.  Numerous tests have been done on many of 

the commonly used steel alloys to establish the phases which result from various cooling histories.  

These results are summarized in the form of material dependent Time-Temperature-Transition 

(TTT) and Continuous Cooling Transition (CCT) curves, examples of which are shown in Figure 

15-2 [3].  The TTT curve is best used in cases where an iso-thermal transition in the material’s 

microstructure takes place, as in such cases when the steel is rapidly cooled from its austenizing 

temperature to some lower temperature and then held at the lower temperature for some time, 

before being rapidly cooled to freeze the microstructure.  The CCT curve is more applicable in 

cases where the microstructural changes in the steel take place as the steel is cooled, as is the case 

with most quenching operations.  It is important to note that as the steel undergoes phase 

transformations latent energy is released, or absorbed depending on the transformation.  This 

energy is released as heat and has an effect of the temperature distribution in the steel. 
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Figure 15-2:  TTT (LEFT) and CCT (RIGHT) Curves for AISI 1045 Steel  [3] 

 

The stress in the material is affected by the uneven dilation of the steel as the temperature and 

phases of the steel change in the material.  It is well known that thermal stresses are created in steel 

as it is heated, or cooled, due to the steels expansion and contraction with changes in temperature.  

Less well known is that the various phases of steel have different specific volumes, meaning that 

a change in phase will have a dilation effect on the material.  These expansions and contractions 

cause stresses to develop in the steel as it cools and frequently some of these stresses remain after 

the heat treatment is completed, which can be either beneficial or detrimental depending on their 

sign and the desired operating conditions of the workpiece.  The stresses developed in the steel 

also have an effect on the development of the phases, hindering or accelerating their formation 

depending on the phase and the sign of the stress.  (This makes sense, as the development of a 

phase which has a lower density would likely be hindered by compressive stresses because it is 

less free to expand).   

There are also plastic effects which must be considered as the stresses develop in the workpiece.  

These effects come into play when the stresses created in the steel surpass the yield strength of the 

material at the given temperature.  When this occurs the material will undergo plastic strain 

(permanent deformation) which reduces the level of the stress rise and causes the release of heat 

(though this amount of heat is likely to be very small compared to the sources of heat transfer).  
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The most important effect of the development of plastic strain is the distortion in the workpiece as 

the part cools which can lead to cracking and out of tolerance parts.   

The stresses which lead to the formation of cracks and distortion in the workpiece are caused by 

differences in the expansion and contraction of the workpiece from one location to another. This 

is caused by both the thermal gradient in the workpiece and the expansion of the workpiece as it 

transforms from austenite into martensite.  Conventional knowledge in the heat treating industry 

suggests that as the cooling rate increases probability of distortion and cracking also increase, due 

to the increased temperature gradients and microstructural discrepancies.  The cooling rate during 

the quenching process is therefore generally limited to a ‘safe zone.’  However, this also limits the 

effectiveness of the heat treatment by reducing the amount of the workpiece that reaches the 

martensite phase, which is the hardest and strongest steel phase.  This reduction in the effectiveness 

typically takes the form of reduced core strength and a reduction in the depth of the hardened layer.  

Thus, it would be desirable if a heat treatment method could be developed in which the cooling 

rate during the quenching process could be increased without increasing the probability of 

cracking or dimensional distortion. 

There is actually evidence that if the cooling rate is increased enough that the probability of 

detrimental cracking and distortion is decreased, as shown in Figure 15-1.  This is because the 

increased cooling rate causes the surface of the steel to uniformly undergo a phase transformation 

from austenite to martensite.  This is in contrast a lower cooling rate, which allows the heat from 

the inside of the part to keep thicker sections of the part above the transformation temperature, 

while thin parts are cooled more quickly and transform (as illustrated in Figure 15-4) [4].  

Intensive Quenching (IQ) is a technology that seeks to exploit this phenomenon to achieve higher 

quality parts through rapid quenching of the workpiece.   
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Figure 15-3: Crack Probability as a Function of Cooling Rate [4] 

 

Figure 15-4:  Differences in the Microstructure Evolution between Conventional and Intensive 

Quenching on a Tapered Ring [4] 

 

Intensive quenching utilizes a cooling rate which is so high that the cooled surface instantly 

transforms into martensite while the core remains at a temperature above the martensitic formation 

temperature.  The increased specific volume of the martensite shell causes the surface of the part 

to push together and form compressive surface stresses.  This process is shown in Figure 15-5.  

As the core slowly cools, the austenite thermally contracts, adding to the effect of compressive 

surface stress. Just before the core begins to form martensite the cooling of the workpiece is 

arrested so that the core forms a mixed phase instead of pure martensite.  This mixed phase has a 

lower specific volume than the martensite in the shell and, thus, contracts away from the shell.  
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This causes the formation of compressive residual stresses on the surface, which lead to increased 

strength and fatigue life [4].  In contrast a more conventional heat treatment would yield a 

microstructure with a lower gradient in the phase distribution, leading to low compressive stresses 

on the part surface.  Furthermore, because the cooling process occurs more slowly, the penetration 

depth of the maternsite is lower, resulting in a lower strength part.  

 

Figure 15-5:  Development of Microstructure and Surface Stresses during the Intensive 

Quenching Process [4] 

15.2 Simplification for Finite Element Modeling of the Heat Treatment 

Process 

As discussed previously, heat treatment is a process which involves three main physical aspects; 

the thermal aspect, the stress-strain aspect, and the microstructural aspect.  In the real world, these 

aspects are highly coupled requiring anyone investigating the process to have a high level 

understanding of each piece of the physical solution, as well as, a detailed understanding of the 

material properties of the part being heat treated.  Likewise, computerized finite element 

simulations of the heat treatment process must also have a high degree of complexity in order to 

properly account for the complicated interactions between the various thermal and structural parts 

of the solution.  Additionally, very detailed information about the material is required in order to 

properly simulate the changes that the material undergoes as its microstructure is changed during 

a heat treatment process.  All in all, this adds up to a costly simulation given that the material 
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properties must be gleaned from time consuming material tests.  The simulations themselves will 

require a large amount of computing resources due to the complicated coupling between the 

various physical solutions to the problem.   

The current scope of this investigation into the possible weight reduction benefits of the heat 

treatment process only requires a general understanding of the effects of different heat treatments 

on the strength of the component.  Thus, such high level simulations as discussed previously are 

not firmly adhered to in this report.  Rather, the focus of the simulations will be to capture the 

larger trends of the process.  To this end, a low fidelity finite element model was created in order 

to simulate the heat treatment process, while avoiding the problems associated with creating highly 

accurate simulations of the process.  The low fidelity finite element model was created by making 

a few main simplifications to the physical reality of the heat treatment process: i) the mutual 

coupling between the individual physical aspects of the process were simplified so that there was 

a hierarchical structure to the aspects, ii) the functions describing the microstructure as a function 

of the materials temperature history were simplified, and iii) where specific information about the 

material proved difficult to obtain it was assumed to be similar to other steels.   

In order to remove the mutual coupling from the system and replace it with a hierarchical coupling, 

it was necessary to determine which of the relationships between the physical aspects of the system 

were the most important.  To this end, it was decided that the temperature history would be the 

sole driving force behind microstructural changes in the material.  The effect of carbon content on 

the workpiece’s temperature, microstructure, and stress/strain was removed as this study’s goal is 

to focus on heating and quenching, which does not involve the diffusion of elements into the 

surface of the workpiece.  Additionally, it was assumed that both the temperature distribution in 

the workpiece and the expansions of the crystal lattice in the material created stresses in the 

workpiece.  The effects of latent heat being released during changes in the material’s phase on the 

temperature distribution are ignored in the low fidelity simulations.  Additionally, plastic effects 

on the workpiece are ignored, which removes effect that the stress-strain side of the solution has 

on the thermal solution as well as the ability for the workpiece to significantly warp during the 

quenching process.  Finally, the effects of strain on the microstructural transformations in the 

workpiece have been ignored.  These changes to the system coupling are illustrated in Figure 15-6.     
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Figure 15-6:  Simplification of the Mutual Coupling to a Hierarchical Coupling Structure 

between the various Physical Systems  

The microstructural transformations were assumed to be governed by a CCT curve, as described 

in the theory section of this report.  In order to speed the process of simulating various different 

parts only one material model was used to simulate the properties of the workpiece.  It was decided 

that AISI 4140 was a good candidate for the steel simulated in the various heat treatment 

simulations described in this report because it is a fairly common automotive grade of alloy steel.   

The material properties governing the phase changes in the workpiece was taken from Timken 

Steel’s publication on the technical data of their 4140 steel and is shown in Figure 15-7 [5].  For 

simplicities sake the transformation to ferrite was ignored and the transformation from austenite 

to bainite and pearlite was assumed to follow equation 1; where 𝑡 is the current time, 𝑡𝑠 and 𝑡𝑓 are 

the starting and stopping time at the current temperature, respectively, and 𝑉𝑓  is the volume 

fraction of the steel phases (the 𝑥 subscript denoting either bainite or pearlite and the 𝑖 subscript 

denoting all the phases except austenite).  However, the transition from austenite to martensite was 

assumed to be given by equation 2; where 𝑟 is assumed to be 0.02 and 𝑀𝑠 is the temperature at 

which martensite begins to form.  Changes in the microstructure from austenite to one of the other 

phases was considered permanent, meaning that austenite was the only phase allowed to have a 

reduction in its volume fraction.  The assumed specific volumes of the various phases in the steel 

are given in Table 15-1 [6].  Other material properties of the AISI 4140 material are given in Table 

15-2 and all are held constant during the simulations.  
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Figure 15-7:  Isothermal and Continuous Cooling Transformation Curves for 4140 [5] 

𝑉𝑓𝑥 = (
𝑡−𝑡𝑠

𝑡𝑓−𝑡𝑠
)(1 − ∑ 𝑉𝑓𝑖)      Equation 1 

𝑉𝑓𝑚 = (1 − 𝑒−𝑟(𝑀𝑠−𝑇))(1 − ∑ 𝑉𝑓𝑖)    Equation 2 

 

Table 15-1: Specific Volume of Various Phases of AISI 4140 [6] 

Steel Phase Specific Volume [𝒄𝒎𝟑/𝒈] 

Austenite 0.1225 

Bainite 0.1271 

Pearlite 0.1271 

Martensite 0.1281 

Time (hrs) 
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Table 15-2: Material Properties of the AISI 4140 Material 

Coefficient of Thermal Expansion 

[
𝟏

℃
] 

1.2e-5 

Thermal Conductivity [
𝑾

𝒎℃
] 60.5 

Specific Heat [
𝑱

𝒌𝒈℃
] 434 

Young’s Modulus [𝑮𝑷𝒂] 200 

Poisson Ratio 0.3 
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Chapter 16                                                                                                                  

Finite Element Studies 

16.1 Simulation Overview  

The finite element heat treatment simulations were carried out in several steps leading to the ability 

to predict microstructure, residual stresses, hardness, strength, and safety factor in service.  The 

first step was to carry out the thermal simulation of the quenching process.  To do this the 

workpiece was set to a uniform initial temperature of 750°C and cooled using convective boundary 

conditions.  Once the temperature history of the workpiece was determined, the microstructure at 

each node in the mesh for each time step in the simulation was determined using the CCT data and 

equations 1 and 2.  This information was used to determine the specific volume at each node using 

equation 3; where SV denotes the specific volume of the material.  The specific volume of the 

workpiece was then transformed into a ‘virtual temperature’ using the coefficient of thermal 

expansion, as shown in equation 4; where 𝑇𝑣 and 𝑇𝑎 represent the virtual and actucal temperatures, 

respectively, and 𝛼 is the coefficient of thermal expansion.  This virtual temperature was used to 

carry out thermal structural simulations on the workpiece to determine the stresses and strains in 

the workpiece during the heat treating process.  The hardness distribution in the workpiece was 

determined by using equation 5 (where 𝐻 represents the hardness of the steel) and relating the 

hardness of each of the individual phases present in the workpiece to the published hardness values 

of the phase, see Table 16-1 [7].  These hardness values can be translated into different hardness 

scales using tabulated relationships between the various scales, as illustrated in Table 16-2 [8].  

Additionally, an estimation of the strength of the steel can be made based on the hardness using 

the same table.   

𝑆𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑ 𝑆𝑉𝑥 ∗ 𝑉𝑓𝑥     Equation 3 

𝑇𝑣 =
1

𝛼

𝑆𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡−𝑆𝑉𝑎

𝑆𝑉𝑎
+ 𝑇𝑎     Equation 4 

𝐻𝑡𝑜𝑡 = ∑ 𝐻𝑥 ∗ 𝑉𝑓𝑥     Equation 5 
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Table 16-1:  Hardness of Various Microstructural Phases of AISI 4140 Steel [7] 

Steel Phase Hardness [HV] 

Austenite N/A 

Bainite 330 

Pearlite 270 

Martensite 674 

 

Table 16-2:  Hardness Conversion Table [8] 

Hardness 

[HV] 

Hardness 

[HRC] 

Hardness 

[HB] 

Approximate Tensile Strength 

[MPa] 

697 60 654 2240 

674 59 634 2170 

653 58 615 2100 

633 57 595 2030 

613 56 577 1970 

595 55 560 1920 

577 54 543 1860 

560 53 525 1800 

544 52 500 1720 

528 51 487 1670 
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In order to determine information about the quality of the heat treated component, knowledge of 

the stresses that occur during service is required.  This information was obtained by simulating the 

part under the expected service loads.  The stresses determined in these simulations were combined 

with the residual stresses from the heat treatment to determine the stresses present in the heat 

treated part in service.  The stresses in the heat treated part were then compared to the estimated 

strength of the component to determine a safety factor for the part.   

16.2 Axle Shaft Simulations 

The axle shaft’s main purpose is to deliver torque from the differential to the wheels.  There are 

two popular configurations for axles in the heavy trucking industry, the full floating axle and the 

semi-float axle.  Figure 16-1 and Figure 16-2 show schematics of the operation of the two types 

of axles.  The axle housing of a fully floating axle bears the weight of the vehicle leaving the axle 

shaft to carry only a torsional load, while the semi-floating axle carries the weight of the vehicle 

and the torsional load delivered to the wheels.  Due to the differing loading conditions that each 

type of axle is exposed, to it comes as no surprise that the stress state is different for both types of 

axle.  Namely, the semi-float axle is subjected to shearing loads from the torque supplied to the 

wheels and the weight of the vehicle as well as alternating tensile and compressive stresses from 

the bending loads, while the fully floating axle is subject only to the torsional loads driving the 

wheels.  In order to investigate the roll that heat treatment can play in the weight reduction of 

heavy duty axle shafts, the finite element method is used to investigate the effects of various heat 

treatment schemes on the material properties and residual stresses in the component.  These 

properties and residual stresses will then be used to determine what modifications can be made to 

the axle shaft manufacturing process to reduce the overall weight of the truck.   
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Figure 16-1:  Full Float Axle Shaft Loading Condition 

 

Figure 16-2:  Semi-Float Axle Shaft Loading Condition 

The finite element studies were carried out using the commercial FEA code ANSYS Workbench.  

The geometry used for the axle shafts in this set of simulations is given in Figure 16-3 and the 

mesh used to model the shaft is demonstrated in Figure 16-4.  The initial temperature of the shaft 

was set to 750℃ and the workpiece was assumed to be of a uniform autenite structure.  The 

quenching process was simulated by various convection boundary conditions applied to the surface 

of the part.  For simplicities sake the bulk temperature of the cooling medium was assumed to be 

0℃.  The quality of the part created with a traditional oil quench was determined by subjecting the 

part to a temperature dependent convective heat transfer coefficient [9], shown in Figure 16-5.  

After the quality of the oil quench was examined, an intensive quenching strategy consisting of a 

rapid quench followed by a gradual cooling of the workpiece was evaluated to see if the shaft’s 

weight could be reduced by modifying the quenching scheme.   
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Figure 16-3: Axle Shaft Geometry used to Simulate the Axle Shaft Heat Treatment Process 

 

Figure 16-4:  Example of the Mesh used to Carry out the Finite Element Simulations on the Axle 

Shaft 

Table 16-3:  Cooling Schemes used to Quench the Axle Shaft   

 

Figure 16-5:  Temperature Dependent Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient used to Simulate the 

Oil Quench [9] 
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In order to calculate the residual stresses in the axle due to the quenching process it was necessary 

to impose a set of boundary conditions on the part to prevent rigid body motion.  This was 

accomplished by placing displacement boundary conditions on the part that prevented the axial 

motion and rotational displacement of the shaft at the driven end of the workpiece, as shown in 

Figure 16-6.  Workbench’s weak springs algorithm was used to prevent any other translational 

motions available to the shaft.   

 

Figure 16-6:  Boundary Conditions used to Prevent Rigid Body Motion when Calculating the 

Residual Stresses from the Heat Treat  

In addition to the quenching techniques, two load cases were also investigated.  For simplicities 

sake the two load cases utilized the same geometry, even though in reality there are slightly 

different variations of the shaft made to handle the full and semi-float loading conditions.  The 

first load case was used to simulate the torsional load applied to both the fully floating axle and 

the semi-floating axle.  This was applied by holding the eight stud holes in the axle fixed, while a 

torsional load of 5476 N-m was applied to the driven side of the axle.  The second load case was 

meant to mimic the lead bearing service conditions of the semi-float axle.  This load case was 

simulated by applying bearing load conditions with a total magnitude of 42.26 kN to the stud holes 

in the transverse direction.  The spindle bearing support was applied to the shaft 63.5 mm from the 

flanged end of the shaft, by subjecting the material in this area to a compression only support.  

Axial motion of the shaft was prevented by fixing the axial displacement of the driven side of the 

shaft to zero and rotational motion was prevented by using a displacement boundary condition to 

prevent the driven side of the shaft from rotating.  These two loading conditions are shown in 

Figure 16-7 and Figure 16-8.  In order to account for the combined effects of the residual stresses 

from the quenching and the various load cases on the axle shaft, the solutions from the stress-strain 
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analyses were combined by assuming that there was a linear response to the applied loads.  The 

full float loading condition is created by combining the residual stresses and the torsional load 

condition and the semi-float condition is created by combining the residual stresses, torsional load, 

and the vehicle weight load.   

 

Figure 16-7:  Application of Torsional Load for Full Float and Semi Float Axle Simulations 

 

Figure 16-8:  Application of Vehicle Weight Load  for Semi Float Axle Simulations 

 

Due to the assumed linear response of the workpiece to the quenching and service loads it is 

possible to discuss each individually, before adding them together to discuss the overall quality of 

the component.  It is most logical to start by discussing the torsional and vehicle weight load cases 

because of their independence from the quenching condition.  That is to say that these two load 

cases are the same for every quenching condition simulated, so they will be discussed first.  The 

von Mises stress generated in the shaft as a result of the torsional load is plotted in Figure 16-9.  

The maximum value of the von Mises stress is 469 MPa and this stress occurs at the transitions 

from the small diameter part of the shaft to the flange and splined areas of the shaft.  The maximum 

principle stress in this area is 271 MPa, the middle principle stress is 0 MPa, and the minimum 
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principle stress is -277 MPa.  The von Mises stresses in the axle shaft created as a result of the 

weight of the vehicle are shown in Figure 16-10.  The maximum value of the von Mises stress is 

150 MPa and occurs right at the corner of the bearing supporting the axle near the flange.  The 

maximum principle stress in this area is 131 MPa, the middle principle stress is between 13.4 MPa 

and -222 MPa depending on location, and the minimum principle stress is -282 MPa.  These 

stresses are of particular importance because due to the state of bending they are not symmetric 

about the axis of rotation.  This means that as the shaft rotates bending stresses in the shaft will 

become cyclic stresses, which may lead to a fatigue failure of the shaft.  A contour plot of the axial 

stresses generated in the axle are shown in Figure 16-11.  Figure 16-11 also demonstrates how 

the axial stress affecting a point on the surface of the shaft in the bending zone may be affected by 

the rotation of the shaft.  It is clear that the bending load which is present in the semi-float axle 

may lead to fatigue failure due to the creation of alternating stresses on the surface of the part.  

 

Figure 16-9:  von Mises Stress [Pa] as a Result of the Torsional Load Acting on the Axle Shaft 
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Figure 16-10:  von Mises Stress [Pa] as a Result of the Vehicle Weight Acting on the Axle Shaft 

 

Figure 16-11:  (left) Axial Stresses Created as a Result of the Bending Load Created by the 

Vehicle Weight, (right) Axial Stress Observed by a Point in the High Stress Zone as the Axle 

Shaft Rotates 

The residual stresses cause by the changes in microstructure during the quenching process differ 

depending on the quenching process applied to the part and mist be discussed separately.  The first 

quenching process which will be examined is the oil quench.  In order to discuss the residual 

stresses that are created by the changes in microstructure during the oil quench, it is first necessary 

to discuss the evolution of the temperature in the workpiece.  Due to the complicated nature of the 

three dimensional geometry, the evolution of the temperature in the workpiece will be examined 
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at only two points in the shaft.  The two points examined will represent the two extremes of the 

cooling rates in the shaft.  The locations of the sample points are illustrated in Figure 16-12 and a 

graph which superimposes the cooling curves of these points onto the continuous cooling 

transformation (CCT) diagram is given in Figure 16-13.  Based on the curves plotted in Figure 

16-13, it is clear that none of the material will be purely martensite because all of the curves pass 

through the bainite start curve on the CCT diagram.  The residual stresses (von Mises) created by 

the oil quench are plotted in Figure 16-14.  The maximum value of the von Mises stress is 76.6 

MPa and occurs on the flange.  However, this a relatively small stress in comparison to the bending 

and torsional stresses so it is more important to pay attention to the stresses in the area where 

bending and torsional stresses reach their maximum (i.e. the transition between the small diameter 

shaft and the flange).  The von Mises stress in this area is about 18 MPa, the maximum principle 

stress is very close to zero, the middle principle stress is -17.5 MPa, and the minimum principle 

stress is -18 MPa.  Clearly the stresses in the area of interest are in a mostly compressive stress 

state, which may help to reduce the cyclic tensile stresses that can lead to fatigue failure.   

 

Figure 16-12:  Location of Sample Points for Temperature History 
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Figure 16-13:  Cooling Curves of the Sample Points in the Oil Quenched Axle Shaft Plotted over 

the Continuous Cooling Transformation Curves  

 

Figure 16-14:  Von Mises Residual Stresses [Pa] from the Oil Quenching Process 
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Graphs of the two phases which are present at the end of the heat treatment (bainite and martensite) 

are shown in Figure 16-15.  As predicted by the cooling curves shown in Figure 16-13, there are 

no areas on the shaft which exhibit a 100% maternsitic microstructure after the oil quench.  This 

will ultimately reduce the strength and hardness of the component, especially in the critical areas 

of the shaft (i.e. the small diameter portion of the shaft near the flange).  Contour plots of the 

strength and hardness of the axle are given in Figure 16-16, respectively.  Note that the hardness 

and strength contour plots look virtually identical to the plot of the volume fraction of martensite 

in the workpiece.  This is because martensite is much harder and stronger than the bainite phase of 

the material and causing it to dominate the material properties.   

 

 

Figure 16-15:  Volume Fraction of Bainite and Martensite in the Axle Shaft after Oil Quenching 
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Figure 16-16:  Hardness and Strength of the Material in the Axle Shaft after Oil Quenching 

 

The quality of the component produced with an oil quench for the full float shaft and the semi-

float shaft applications was determined by comparing the predicted strength to the linear 

combinations of the various load cases, as described previously.  The von Mises stresses from the 

full floating and semi-floating load cases are shown in Figure 16-17, respectively.  The maximum 

stress in both cases occurs near the junction of the flange and the shaft and is located on the ‘skin’ 

of the shaft, rather than the core.  The concentration of the stresses on the surface of the shaft is 

good in this case because the shaft is also a bit stronger of the surface than it is in the core.  The 

quality of the part can be evaluated in two ways.  This first method is to use the safety factor to 

determine the how close the part is to being over loaded and the second is to evaluate the magnitude 

of any cyclic stresses to see if the residual stresses created by the heat treatment are helpful or 

hurtful to the fatigue life of the component.  Plots of the safety factor at different areas of the axle 

shaft are shown for the full float and semi-float cases in Figure 16-18.  The cyclic axial stresses 

for the semi-floating load case are shown in Figure 16-19.  They are only demonstrated for this 

case because the stresses in the full float load case are symmetric about the axis of rotation meaning 

there is no variation as the shaft rotates.  It can be seen that the minimum safety factor is 4.0 for 

the full float load case and 3.78 for the semi-float load case.  It is also important to note that the 

residual stresses created when the axle was oil quenched have had the effect of reducing maximum 

value of the axial cyclic stress from 131 MPa to 113 MPa.   
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Figure 16-17:  von Mises Stress [Pa] in the Oil Quenched Axle Shaft under the Full Float and 

Semi-Float Loading Conditions 

 

 

Figure 16-18:  Safety Factors in the Oil Quenched Axle Shaft under the Full Float and Semi-

Float Loading Conditions 
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Figure 16-19:  Axial Stresses [Pa] in the Oil Quenched Shaft in the Semi-Float Loading 

Conditions 

It may be possible to increase the strength of the shaft in critical areas by increasing the volume 

fraction of martensite at these sites.  Additionally, it would be beneficial to reduce the tensile 

stresses on the surface of the shaft in order to increase the strength of the shaft.  According to the 

intensive quenching literature, both of these goals can be accomplished by subjecting the 

workpiece to a short burst of extremely rapid cooling followed by a period of very slow cooling.  

The objective of this quenching scheme is to produce a shell on the component with very high 

martensite content and create a high density core (when compared to the low density martensite) 

with a mixed phase composition.  The high martensite content gives the surface of the material 

very high strength and the high density of the core creates residual surface stresses on the surface 

of the workpiece.   

In order to test this, quenching scheme a simulation was performed in which the convection 

coefficient was made a time dependent property.  The convection coefficient was prescribed as 

shown in Table 16-4.  To demonstrate the effects of this quenching scheme on the evolution of 

the temperature in the workpiece the temperature of the sample points shown in Figure 16-12 are 

plotted over the continuous cooling transformation curve in Figure 16-20.  The cooling curves of 

the sample points show that the temperature of the rapidly cooled areas on the shaft surface drop 

rapidly enough to allow for the formation of a completely martensitic structure, while those points 

which lie at the center of the shaft cross into the bainite formation zone before cooling to the 
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martensite start temperature.  Thus, one would expect there to be a gradient in both the phase 

distribution and material properties of the axle.   

Table 16-4:  Convective Heat Transfer Coefficient as a Function of Time for the Intensive 

Quench Scheme  

Intensive Quench 

Time 

[s] 

Convection Coefficient 

[w/m^2k] 

0 6000 

6 6000 

6.5 0 

30 0 

30.5 200 

300 200 

 

Figure 16-20:  Cooling Curves of the Sample Points in the Intensive Quenched Axle Shaft 

Plotted over the Continuous Cooling Transformation Curves 
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The distribution of bainite and martensite are both plotted in Figure 16-21.  As expected, the 

surface of the part is nearly entirely composed of martensite (98.4%).  However, this martensitic 

structure rapidly changes into a mixed martensite-bainite structure just below the surface and the 

content of martensite drops to 86.5% at the core.  This has the desired effect of creating a gradient 

in the density of the material from the outside of the part to the inside of the part.  The hardness of 

the material and the approximate strength based on the hardness are given in Figure 16-22.  The 

maximum strength of the material in this shaft is 2167 MPa, which is much higher than the 

maximum strength of the oil quenched shaft due to the purely matensitic structure on the surface 

of the part.  In addition to changes in the phase distribution and material properties, the residual 

stress profile in the axle shaft has also been altered.  Figure 16-23 shows the von Mises stresses 

present in the shaft after the intensive quenching of the part.  One can see that the stress is highly 

concentrated on the skin of the workpiece.  The maximum principle stress at the transition between 

the small diameter of the axle shaft and the flange was very near to zero, the middle principle stress 

was about -135 MPa, and the minimum principle stress was around -145 MPa, Figure 16-24.  

These stresses are about an order of magnitude different from the residual stresses from an oil 

quench.  Importantly, the maximum principle stress at this location is very low and middle and 

minimum principle stresses are both large and compressive.  Thus the material in this location is 

under biaxial compression which will help mitigate crack formation on the surface of the part due 

to the cyclic stresses in the semi-float condition.   

 

Figure 16-21:  Volume Fraction of Bainite and Martensite in the Intensively Quenched Axle 

Shaft 
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Figure 16-22:  Hardness and Approximate Strength of the Intensively Quenched Axle Shaft 

 

 

Figure 16-23:  von Mises Stresses [Pa] in the Axle Shaft after Intensive Quenching 
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Figure 16-24:  Residual Stresses in the Axle Shaft for the Oil Quench and the Intensive Quench 
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The quality of the intensively quenched workpiece can be compared to the oil quenched workpiece 

by determining the safety factor for the part in both the full float and semi-float load cases.  

Additionally, the cyclic stresses in the part under the semi-float condition can be evaluated to 

determine if the part’s life can be increased through the application of the intensive quench 

treatment.  Contour plots of the von Mises stress in the intensively quenched shaft after applying 

the full float and semi-float load cases are given in Figure 16-25, and contour plots of the safety 

factors for these cases are given in Figure 16-26.  The effective stresses are slightly higher for the 

intensively quenched shaft, but this corresponds to an increase in the strength of the shaft leading 

to a minimum safety factor of 4.34 for the full floating case and 4.37 for the semi-float case.  Based 

on the safety factors the diameter of the axle shaft could be reduced from its current value of 47.6 

mm (1.85 in) to 46.5 mm (1.83in), resulting in a reduction in the mass of the part from 21.35 kg to 

20.72 kg.  This is a weight savings of 0.63 kg per shaft or about 3%.  Optimizing the intensive 

quenching process is likely needed to see more attractive weight reduction results, but its potential 

for weight reduction of steel components in heavy duty trucks has been revealed by these low 

fidelity simulations.   

 

Figure 16-25:  von Mises Stress [Pa] in the Intensively Quenched Axle Shaft in both the Full 

Float Load Case and the Semi-Float Load Case 
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Figure 16-26:  Safety Factor in the Intensively Quenched Axle Shaft in both the Full Float Load 

Case and the Semi-Float Load Case 

 

To show how the residual stresses on the surface of the part will affect the cyclic stresses in the 

workpiece, the axial stress in the both the oil quenched and intensively quenched shaft under the 

semi float condition is plotted in Figure 16-27.  It can be observed that the stress on the surface of 

the shaft has been reduced for the intensively quenched part, but that the tensile stress on the inside 

of the workpiece has been increased.  This trade off may be beneficial to the life of the shaft 

because most cracks begin on the surface of the workpiece and the shift from high tensile stresses 

to more compressive stresses on the part’s surface may reduce the tendency for the initialization 

of cracks that may ultimately lead to the failure of the component.      
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Figure 16-27:  Axial Stress in the Intensively Quenched and Oil Quenched Axle Shafts under the 

Semi-Float Loading Condition 
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Chapter 17                                                                                                        

Concluding Remarks 

This study focused on the possibility of updating the oil quench heat treatment process which is 

commonly used to manufacture steel heavy duty trucking components to reduce their weight and 

improve their performance.  The report gives a brief overview of the theory behind the heat 

treatment process before introducing a process known as intensive quenching was investigated as 

an alternative to the oil quenching process.  The steps taken to create a simulation of a simplified 

version of the quenching process are also described.  Simulations of the heat treatment process 

were carried out an axle shaft made of AISI 4140 steel to determine the microstructural 

composition, hardness, strength, and residual stresses in the shaft after the quenching process.  This 

information was used in combination with load case simulations for both the full float and semi-

float loading conditions to investigate the performance of the heat treated part.  It was discovered 

that the intensive quenching process created surface compressive stresses that were an order of 

magnitude higher than the stresses created by the oil quench.  Additionally, the intensive 

quenching process was able to create a much higher volume fraction of the martensite phase than 

the oil quench.  This lead to increased strength and hardness of the shaft, as well as, an increased 

factor of safety, which allowed the mass of the part to be reduced by about 3%.  Another 

improvement in the results of the intensively quenched shaft was the reduction of cyclic stresses 

on the surface of the part in the bending zone between the flange and bearing surface for the semi-

float loading case.  This would likely help to extend the life time of the component by reducing 

the tendency for cracks to form on the surface of the part and thereby staving off a fatigue failure 

of the axle shaft.  It is important to note that the intensive quench used in this study is merely a 

representation of the process and by no means represents an optimized intensive quenching 

process.  Future investigations into the process may show even more attractive results.   
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Part IV                                                                                

Process Development of Hollow and Bimetallic Power 

Transmission Shafts 
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Increasing scrutiny into the fuel consumption and emission of class 7 and 8 heavy duty trucks has 

led to a stricter regulatory environment. In Part II of this report it has been shown that significant 

weight reductions of heavy duty trucking components can be achieved by making powertrain 

shafts with hollow or bimetallic construction, instead of the traditional solid shaft. Hollow shafts 

can be manufactured by rotary swaging, flow forming, spinning extrusion combined with the cross 

rolling, tube hydroforming, extrusion combined with the deep drilling, extrusion followed by 

friction wielding, etc. However, these manufacturing techniques suffer from either some 

deficiency, such as high cycle time, or expensive manufacturing cost.  

The overall objective of Part IV is to reduce the weight of various power transmission shafts in 

HDVs by developing cost effective process techniques to mass produce hollow shafts from tubular 

blanks and lightweight solid shafts from bimetallic billets. In order to accomplish this, the 

following tasks must be completed: i) develop a non-isothermal forging process that can be used 

to produce a variety of power transmission shafts such as the axle shaft, input and output gear box 

shaft and pinion gear shaft using currently available equipment; ii) investigate the deformation 

mechanism and evaluate the process in terms of the formability, the forming load and the geometric 

quality of the shaft; iii) explore the feasibility of forging power transmission shafts from bimetallic 

billets.  

The proposed non-isothermal process consists of three operations, selective induction heating of 

the tube, upsetting of the heated section to create ‘solid’ section, and flanging of the ‘solid’ section.  

FEM is used to develop and evaluate a non-isothermal forging process. The process is applied to 

three hollow shaft variants, the axle shaft, the main shaft and the pinion gear shaft. For each 

application, process variables are identified and their effects on the process characteristics and 

product geometries are investigated by parametric analysis. FEM is also used to investigate the 

production of lightweight axle shafts and main shafts from bimetallic billets. The finite element 

analysis software Deform2D is used to carry out all simulations in this study.  It is shown that the 

proposed non-isothermal forging process is capable of creating hollow axle shafts, mainshafts, and 

pinion gear shafts.  A hot-warm forging technique is shown to be capable of forming these 

components from bimetallic billets.    
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Chapter 18                                                                                                       

Design, Evaluation and Exploration of the Forging Process for the Axle 

Shaft 

18.1 Introduction 

The axle shaft is a narrow, pole-like part with a flange at the end that connects a wheel to the gears 

in the differential. It transmits torque from the differential to the wheel and, in some cases, bears 

the weight of the vehicle. [2] Figure 18-1 shows several typical axle shafts. The axle shafts are 

generally made as solid steel components and weights around 20 kg. There are typically 2-4 per 

truck depending on the rear axle configuration, making it an attractive target for weight reduction 

studies. Previous reports submitted for the project have investigated the possible benefits of using 

hollow and bimetallic geometries to reduce the shaft weight. It was found in Part II that weight 

reduction of 5.5-7 kg could be achieved with minor modification to the outer geometry of the part. 

However, more cost effective process techniques for hollow axle shafts must be developed for 

mass production. To this end, focus of the chapter is to develop a new forging process to produce 

hollow axle shaft with the same presser and tools that are used to forge the conventional solid shaft. 

The final hollow axle shaft in this case is composed of a solid flange and a tubular body whose 

dimension are shown in Figure 18-2. The new forging process presented starts from a tube and 

transforms a section of hollow structure to a solid rod by partially heating and upsetting. Then the 

solid rod is shaped to a flange in the same way as the conventional solid axle shaft is forged. The 

new forging process is cost effective as well as productive and has advantages over other current 

processes in forming a sizable flange. Admittedly, in order to further enhance dimensional 

accuracy of the flange diameter and mechanical performance of the part, a final machining and a 

heat treatment may be needed at the end of forging. Objectives of this chapter are as follow: (a) a 

non-isothermal process for the axle shaft is presented. (b) the deformation mechanism, the 

formability, the forming load and the geometric quality of the final part are investigated with FEM. 

(c) whether the process is valid for shafts of various inner diameter is examined.  
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Figure 18-1: Axle Shaft[3] 
Figure 18-2: Dimensions of the Hollow 

Axle Shaft 

18.2 Forming Sequence 

The non-isothermal forming process starts with a tube. The process is composed of the three 

operations: i) induction heating, ii) upsetting and ii) flanging. Induction heating is used to create a 

differential temperature field within the workpiece which includes a hot, cold and warm region. 

Figure 18-3 shows the desired temperature distribution in the workpiece after completion of the 

induction heating. The upsetting operation is used to cause hot metal to flow inwards and fill the 

central hole. This is accomplished by using the top die to compress the workpiece, a die case to 

restrict outward radial flow, and the cold material to constrain the downwards metal flow. The cold 

metal undergoes much less deformation than hot metal due to its high flow stress and acts as a 

pseudo die. Figure 18-4 shows configuration of the dies and the workpiece at the beginning (left) 

and the end (right) of the upsetting. In the flanging operation, the hot metal is further upset, but 

this time without the constraint of the die case, allowing the metal to flow radially to create the 

flange. Meanwhile the bottom die is used to support the flange. Figure 18-5 shows configuration 

of the dies and the workpiece at the beginning (left) and the end (right) of the flanging step. After 
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the forging, the circumferential surface of the flange is machined to final dimensions. A through 

hole can be drilled at the center of the flange. 

  

Figure 18-3: Temperature Distribution of the 

Workpiece in the Induction Heating 

Operation 

Figure 18-4: Configuration of Dies and the 

Workpiece at the Beginning (left) and the End 

(right) of the Upsetting Operation 
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Figure 18-5: Configuration of the Dies and the Workpiece at the Beginning (left) and the End 

(right) of the Flanging Operation 

18.3 Modeling 

In order to confirm the feasibility of the non-isothermal process and investigate effects of process 

variables on product and process characteristics, FE models are created. FEM simulations are 

carried out with the commercial FEA software DEDORM2D. Steel AISI4140 (20-1200oC) is 

loaded from the material library as the workpiece material. AISI4140 is a low-alloy steel 

containing chromium and molybdenum as strengthening agents. It has wide applications in the 

automotive industry. Typical applications include gears, shafts and spindles. Ideally it should not 

be forged below 900 oC. [4] AISI H-13 is selected as the die material. H-13 is a chromium, 

molybdenum, vanadium hot work tool steel which is characterized by high hardenability, good hot 

strength and excellent toughness. The molybdenum and vanadium act as strengthening agents. The 

chromium content assists H-13 in resisting softening when used at high temperatures. H-13 offers 

an excellent combination of shock and abrasion resistance. It is able to withstand rapid cooling 

and resist premature heat checking. Typical applications are hot press dies, hot work punches, 

brass forging and pressing dies, aluminum and zinc die casting dies, extrusion mandrels, etc. [5] 
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The overall simulation is divided into three operations: i) heating, ii) upsetting and iii) flanging. 

Only heat transfer mode is activated in the first operation. Both heat transfer mode and deformation 

mode are activated for the last two operations. In order to consider thermal and deformation history, 

the mesh at the final step of an operation is identical to that at the initial step of its following 

operation. That is, values of nodal variables are not changed or lost at the connection between two 

operations. Simulation mode and operation number are set in the Simulation Control dialogue 

window of DEFORM2D. The FEM modeling is based on the following assumptions: First, 

penetration depth of the induction heating is assumed to be so small that heat generation of induced 

current is equivalent to applying heat flux to the workpiece surface. Technically, the current 

distribution of a workpiece inside an induction coil is not uniform. The maximum of current 

density is always located on the surface of the conductor and the current density decreases from 

the surface towards the center. This phenomenon is called the skin effect. The depth of the surface 

layer where 86% power concentrate is called the penetration depth, which depends on the 

frequency of the AC power and material properties [6]. However, the penetration depth is much 

small compared with magnitude of workpiece dimension. Second, heat transfer during 

transportation of the workpiece among stations is ignored. Third, the heat transfer coefficient 

between the workpiece and the die, convection coefficient between the workpiece and the 

environment, relative emissivity of the workpiece are assumed to be constant for simplicity. Fourth, 

the shear friction law is assumed to prevail due to the large normal stress within the die-workpiece 

interface. The shear friction factor is held constant. Fifth, environment temperature is room 

temperature all the time. Sixth, initial temperature distribution in the die is uniform.  

The initial tube simulated is 942mm long, has a 20 mm inner diameter and a 50mm outer diameter 

and is initially meshed with 6000 elements. In the modeling of induction heating, a hybrid thermal 

boundary condition which contains heat flux, radiation and convection is applied to a section of 

the surface which is marked by a red line in Figure 18-6.  The amount of the heat flux can be 

estimated by the Equation 1, where c is the specific heat of the workpiece which is a function of 

temperature, ρ is the density of the workpiece, OD is the outer diameter, ID is the inner diameter, 

Tf is the final temperate, Ti is the initial temperature, 𝜂 is the heating efficiency (around 85%), t is 

the heating period. In this case, heat flux is 315000 w/m2. Radiation is specified by setting the 

relative emissivity as 0.7. Convection is characterized by a 20 oC environment temperature and a 
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10 𝑤/𝑚2𝐾 convection coefficient. A convection boundary condition is applied to the rest of the 

surface. Figure 18-6 shows the meshed workpiece and configuration of boundary conditions. Step 

size is 0.5 second. Simulation of the induction heating operation lasts for 220 seconds. 

𝑞 =
∫ 𝑐(𝑇)𝜌(𝑂𝐷2−𝐼𝐷2)𝑑𝑇

𝑇𝑓

𝑇𝑖

4𝜂𝑡∙𝑂𝐷
       (Equation 1) 

 

Figure 18-6: Meshed Workpiece and BCs in the Heating Operation 

In the modeling of the upsetting operation, the workpiece is modeled as the rigid-plastic and the 

dies as rigid. Distribution of weight factors for automatic meshing are Wboundary curvature: Wtemperature: 

Wstrain: Wstrain rate: Wwindow = 0.3: 0.2: 0.2: 0.3: 0. Remesh is done every five steps or when the 

interference depth exceeds 0.2 mm. Contacts between the workpiece and the die and a self-contact 

of the workpiece are specified by setting the shear friction factor as 0.3 and the heat transfer 

coefficient as 11000 
𝑤

𝑚2𝐾
.  
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Figure 18-7 shows the meshed workpiece and workpiece-die contacts which are in blue and green. 

A convection boundary condition is applied to the workpiece-environment contact area. In order 

to lessen heat dissipation from the workpiece to the die and environment, the forming time is 

limited to 6 secs. Given the forming time, velocity of the primary die is estimated by Equation 2 

and turns out to be 13.86 mmsec-1. Simulation of the upsetting operation proceeds until volume of 

the hot solid rod is adequate for the desired flange size. 

𝑣 =
4

𝜋𝑡
(

𝑉𝑜𝑙

𝑂𝐷2
−

𝑉𝑜𝑙

(𝑂𝐷2−𝐼𝐷2)
), where t is the forming time, Vol is volume of hot material 

 (Equation 2) 

In the modeling of the flanging, velocity of the primary die is 60 mmsec-1, which makes the 

forming time around 6 secs. The simulation stops when height of the flange is reduced to 25mm. 

Other settings, such as automatic meshing, remesh criteria, contacts, thermal boundary conditions, 

are the same as those used in the upsetting operation.  

 

Figure 18-7: Meshed Workpiece and Dies and Contacts in the Upsetting Operation 
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Figure 18-8: Meshed Workpiece and Dies and BCs in the Flanging Operation 

18.4 Simulation Results and Analysis 

As is shown in Figure 18-9, a defect-free axle shaft is successfully forged by the process and the 

FEM modeling can generate the good quality mesh, which is the prerequisite for convincing 

simulation results. The metal flow, which is visualized by the flow net of FEM simulation, gives 

insights into the deformation mechanism or deformation characteristic. In order to explain the 

metal flow during the upsetting operation, the workpiece is divided into three zones, the deformed 

zone, the deformation zone and the undeformed zone. As is shown in Figure 18-10, effective stress 

of the deformation zone is higher than that of the other two zones. In the deformation zone, material 

is pushed outwards in the radial direction and compressed in the axial direction. The non-uniform 

temperature distribution in the deformation zone results in inhomogeneous deformation. For, 

example, the surface layer, which is in contact with the die, is less deformed than the core due to 

cooling by the die and a consequential increase in flow stress. Figure 18-11 shows strain 

concentration in the core and Figure 18-12 shows the temperature gradient form the contact layer 

to the core.  As the top die moves down, the deformation zone shifts downwards and the central 
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hole is filled. When the deformation zone approaches the warm zone, the upsetting operation stops 

and the flanging operation begins. As is shown in Figure 18-13, the hot material which lies 

between two die undergoes a larger stress than the warm and cold material surrounded by the 

bottom die. The cold material acts as a pseudo die to prevent the hot material from flowing into 

the central hole. Thus, the hot material forms the flange, while the warm and cold material deform 

very little and the tubular body remains hollow. 

 

Figure 18-9: Meshed Final Part 

 

Figure 18-10: Effective Stress Distribution 
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Figure 18-11: Effective Strain Distribution Figure 18-12: Temperature Distribution  

 

Figure 18-13: Effective Stress Distribution and Temperature Distribution in the Flanging 

Operation 
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Figure 18-14: Effective Strain of the Final Part 

The formability of the process is evaluated by the effective strain distribution of the final part. 

Figure 18-14 shows that the flange has larger effective strain than the tubular body. The maximum 

effective strain, 6.478, occurs in the center of the flange upon completion of the flanging operation. 

This strain is acceptable for hot forming operation and thus from a material flow aspect the process 

is achievable and worthy of further examination. Besides the formability, we should also pay 

attention to the forming load curve which reflects feasibility of the process. As is shown in Figure 

18-15, the forming load of the upsetting operation increases slowly before the stroke reaches 68 

mm and then steeply increases.  The steep increase is caused by deformation of the warm material. 

Maximum forming load of the upsetting operation is 201 tons. Figure 18-16 shows the forming 

load of the flanging operation increases slowly at the beginning and soars at the end. It also shows 

the forming load during the flange operation reaches the maximum, 847 tons, at the stroke of 349 

mm, that is, when the flange thickness is reduced to the product design dimension of 25 mm. 

Because a final machining will be carried out after the forging process to improve dimensional and 

geometric accuracy, the final forged shaft should have a thicker flange than the product design to 

reserve the material for machining allowance. Therefore, the maximum forming load during a 

practical flanging operation is 677 tons which occurs at the stroke of 346 mm, if the machining 
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allowance attached to the flange thickness is set at 3 mm. As a result, a press of 677 tons capacity 

is demanded by the flanging stage. Because the deformed volume is, for all intents and purposes, 

solid, the forming load should be close to that of the solid axle shaft.  

The non-isothermal process is good at maintaining a uniform wall thickness in axial direction. A 

majority of the tubular body is subjected to effective stress below 228 Mpa and a minority 

undergoes the effective stress of 598.8 Mpa. It is found out that stress of the foregoing two 

magnitudes are less than or slightly more than the yield strength of AISI4140. Therefore, wall 

thickness of vast majority of the tubular body must be uniform along axis. This is shown by 

distribution of the normalized wall thickness deviation which is defined as 
∆𝑡

𝑡0
=

𝑂𝐷−2𝑟

𝑂𝐷−𝐼𝐷
, where t0 

is the wall thickness of the initial tube, ∆t is the tolerance (difference between the wall thickness 

of the final part and that of the initial tube), r is the radial coordinates of nodes along the inner 

boundary of the workpiece, OD is the outer diameter and ID is the inner diameter of the initial 

tube. Figure 18-17 shows 92.25% of the tubular body has the normalized wall thickness deviation 

less than 5% which is equal to 0.79mm. 

 

 

Figure 18-15: Forming Load Curve for the Upsetting Operation 
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Figure 18-16: Forming Load Curve for the Flanging Operation 

 

Figure 18-17: Distribution of the Normalized Wall Thickness Deviation 

18.5 Application of the Non-isothermal Forming Process to Shafts with 

Various Inner Diameters 

Inner diameter of the hollow shaft is a critical dimension which not only affects the weight 

reduction, but also dictates the mechanical performance, such as stiffness, toughness. Therefore, 

relationship between weight reduction and the inner diameter is examined. Moreover, formability 

and feasibility of the process is investigated when it is applied to shafts with various inner 
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diameters. Apart from the inner diameter, all dimensions of final part are fixed. Table 18-1 shows 

the hollow axle shaft manufactured by the non-isothermal process can reach 19.4% . Weight 

reduction is expressed as 1 −
𝑉𝑜𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑
, where 𝑉𝑜𝑙ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑤 is volume of the hollow shaft, 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 is 

volume of the solid shaft which has the same outline as the hollow shaft. Deform2D Post-processor 

is used to determine the volume. Table 18-1 also shows dimensions of the initial tubes when the 

inner diameter varies. As is shown in Figure 18-18, Figure 18-19 and Figure 18-20, the maximum 

effective strain increases as the inner diameter increases. However, the hot forming formability is 

still not exceeded, despite the maximum effective strain of 30 mm inner diameter shaft reaching 

7.15. The forming load of the upsetting operation decreases as the inner diameter increases, while 

the opposite situation occurs in the forming load of the flanging operation, as shown in Table 18-2. 

Press capacity required by the process is still normal and common in the forging industry, so it is 

considered feasible to employ the non-isothermal process to produce the light weight, hollow axle 

shaft with a variety of inner diameters. 

 

Table 18-1: Dimensions of the Initial Tube and Weight Reduction of Different IDs 

 Length of the Initial Tube (mm) OD of the Initial Tube (mm) Weight Reduction 

ID=20 mm 942 50 8.49 % 

ID=25 mm 996 50 13.36% 

ID=30 mm 1083 50 19.4% 
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Figure 18-18: Maximum strain when 

ID=20mm 

Figure 18-19. Maximum strain when 

ID=25mm 

 

 

Figure 18-20: Maximum strain when ID=30mm 
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Table 18-2: Forming Loads of Different IDs 

 Load of the Upsetting Operation (ton) Load of the Flanging Operation (ton) 

ID=20 mm 215 677 

ID=25 mm 206 712 

ID=30 mm 198 783 

18.6 Conclusion 

The need to fabricate a large number of hollow axle shafts to reduce the weight of class 7 and 8 

heavy duty vehicles has prompted an investigation into the feasibility of forging these shafts. There 

are currently numerous process techniques for hollow shafts, but the focus of this chapter was to 

develop a process which utilized conventional and readily available forging equipment.  A three 

step non-isothermal process was developed to produce hollow axle shafts from tubular blanks.  

The first step was to partially heat the tube so that the material can be divided into hot, warm and 

cold region. This makes the flow stress of material spatial varying. When the forging process takes 

place, the cold region serves as pseudo dies to restrict the flow of the hot material.  The next step 

in the process is to upset the tube, which causes the closing of the hole in the hot section. Once the 

center hole is closed the material is further upset into a flanged shape in a manner identical to 

forging a conventional solid shaft.  The feasibility of this techniques was investigated and verified 

using Deform 2D. 

The non-isothermal process is feasible and valid for production of the hollow axle shat, because 

the formability of hot forging is not exceeded by the maximum strain in the final part and the 

forming load is within the normal range for forging automotive parts. It is also found that the non-

isothermal forging is good at maintaining a uniform wall thickness along axis.  

Parametric analysis, where the inner diameter is selected as the independent parameter, shows 

weight reduction of the axle shaft manufactured by the process can reach 19.4% if the inner 

diameter increases to 30 mm. The parametric analysis also shows: a) the formability of the process 

is reduced by an increasing inner diameter. b) the forming load of the upsetting operation decreases 

and the forming load of the flanging operation increases with an increasing inner diameter. In 
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conclusion, the non-isothermal process can achieve a high weight reduction and is applicable to 

forging shafts with a wide range of the inner diameter. 

When the axle shaft with a large flange diameter -wall thickness ratio and a long tubular section 

are produced in mass quantities, the non-isothermal process plays an incomparable and 

indispensable role. High formability of the hot material allows a large deformation which is 

necessary for a sizable flange. Low flow stress of the hot material enables the press to form a larger 

flange with the same capacity. Because the cold material is more resistant to metal flow and 

undergoes less stress, a long section tube remains hollow. The non-isothermal forming process not 

only resolves the problem of manufacturing the foregoing hollow axle shaft, which is beyond 

capability of most other processes, but also has other huge advantages over them. First, the use of 

a mandrel or the pressurized medium is avoided due to the solid hot rod produced by the upsetting 

operation. Second, potential for higher productivity. There are two forming operations and total 

forming time is 12 secs (as per the simulations carried out in this study). The intermediate 

annealing and the intermediate surface treatment are unnecessary. Third, the simple die design 

leads to a low die manufacturing cost. Fourth, equipment cost is low. Requirement of the press 

capacity by the non-isothermal process can be easily satisfied in the forging industry. In fact, the 

flanging operation in the non-isothermal forging process and the traditional forging process for the 

solid shaft utilize the same of press. The hollow shaft manufactured by the non-isothermal process 

has a uniform wall thickness along axis. The uniform wall thickness along axis enhances dynamic 

balance and lessens vibration in high-speed rotation. Heat treatment may be needed after the 

forming, because the flange part is hot forged and the hollow section is not cold hardened.  
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Chapter 19                                                                                                             

Design, Evaluation and Exploration of the Forging Process for Main Shaft 

19.1 Introduction 

The main shaft is a critical component of the gearbox. It holds the output gears and synchronizers 

and transmits torque to the drive shaft. Splines on the shaft are used to fix the rotation of the 

synchronizers to the shaft and the synchronizers are in turn used to fix the rotation of a selected 

gear to the shaft. Torque is transmitted through the selected gear, through the engaged synchronizer, 

into the shaft and, finally, out of the shaft through the splines on the end of the shaft. Due to a 

variety of engine torques and speeds encountered in the heavy duty vehicle market there are a large 

number of variations of the main shaft in service, but almost all are solid. As was true with the 

axle shaft discussed in chapter 2 and, indeed, any shaft which transmits, primarily, a torsional load, 

the material at the center of the shaft will carry nearly zero loads and is essentially dead weight. 

By replacing the conventional solid main shaft with a hollow shaft, the weight of the component 

can be greatly reduced leading to overall vehicle weight savings.  Additionally, because the main 

shaft shares many geometrical similarities with other transmission shafts, any techniques which 

could efficiently produce hollow main shafts would likely be useful in producing other lightweight 

gearbox shafts.  

The geometry of a typical main shaft is shown in Figure 19-1. It is essentially a solid shaft with a 

flange somewhere in the middle of the shaft and various features machined onto it. This basic 

geometry will be used as the design point for an investigation into the feasibility of applying the 

non-isothermal process, discussed in chapter 2, to the production of hollow main shafts. Ideally 

this process would allow for the efficient mass production of lightweight gearbox shafts without 

the need for the procurement of new equipment or unusual tooling. In order to realize this goal, 

this chapter will focus on three main objectives, i) adapt the non-isothermal process, outlined in 

chapter 2, to the production of hollow main shafts, ii) study the deformation mechanism, forming 

load, and geometric quality of the forged hollow shaft using the finite element method, and iii) 

investigate the effects of the various process variables, such as inner diameter, friction, and heated 

volume, using parametric finite element studies. The basic geometry which will be the target of 
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the process is a solid flange with two tubular shafts extending from either side, as shown in Figure 

19-2.  

 

Figure 19-1: Main Shaft[8] 

19.2 Forming Sequence 

The success of the non-isothermal forging process for the hollow axle shaft, which has a flanged 

end, encourages the investigation into extending the process to produce the hollow main shaft, 

which has a flange somewhere in the middle of the part. The forming process for the hollow main 

shaft is divided to three operations: i) induction heating, ii) upsetting, and iii) flanging. The process 

starts with heating a section in the middle of the tubular blank to locally lower the flow stress. This 

is carried out using the induction heating operation. Figure 19-3 shows the desired temperature 

distribution in the workpiece after completion of the heating step. During the upsetting operation 

the workpiece is axially compressed by the top die. Because the cold material acts as a pseudo die, 

constraining the metal flow at either end of the hot zone and the bottom die restricts outward radial 

flow, causing the hot material to flow inwards and fill the central hole. As a result, a section of the 

hollow structure in the middle is transformed to a solid rod, which is shown in Figure 19-4. In the 

flanging operation, a specialized punch compresses the hot solid portion of the workpiece and 

deforms it to the flange. Figure 19-5 shows configuration of the dies and the workpiece at the 

beginning (left) and the end (right) of the flanging operation. 
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Figure 19-2: Dimensions of the Hollow Main 

Shaft 

Figure 19-3: Temperature Distribution of the 

Workpiece in the Induction Heating 

Operation 

 
Figure 19-4: Configuration of the Die and the Workpiece at the Beginning (left) and the End 

(right) of the Upsetting Operation 
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Figure 19-5: Configuration of the Die and the Workpiece at the Beginning (left) and the End 

(right) of the Flanging Operation 

19.3 Modeling 

In order to confirm the feasibility of the non-isothermal process described in the previous section 

and investigate the effects of process variables on product quality and process characteristics, FEA 

is employed. The tube simulated in the first analysis is 854mm long, has a 20 mm inner diameter 

and a 50mm outer diameter and is initially meshed with 6000 elements. Workpiece material is 

AISI4140. In order to model of the induction heating operation, a hybrid thermal boundary 

condition including heat flux, radiation and convection is applied to the surface marked by a red 

line in Figure 19-6. Heat transfer simulations indicate that amount of warm material increases as 

heat flux applied decreases or the heating time increases. In order to prevent the warm material 

from expanding excessively towards the top of the part, the heat flux is set at 970000 w/m2 and 

the heating time is 6 sec. A convective boundary condition is set between the rest of the workpiece 

surfaces and the environment. The upsetting operation for the main shaft is modeled in a similar 

way to the previously discussed upsetting of the axle shaft. Apart from the primary die velocity, 

the remeshing setting, contacts and stop criteria are the same. The primary die is moved towards 
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the workpiece at the velocity of 6.5 mmsec-1, as calculated with Equation 2. Figure 19-7 shows 

the plot of mesh and contacts in the upsetting operation. In the modeling of the flanging operation, 

the velocity of the primary die is 60mmsec-1 and the simulation is stopped when the flanged 

thickness is reduced to 25 mm. Other settings of the upsetting operation, such as remesh setting 

and contact, are retained. A plot of mesh and contacts in the flanging operation is given in Figure 

19-8.  

  

Figure 19-6: Meshed Workpiece and 

BCs in the Heating Operation 

 

Figure 19-7: Meshed Workpiece and Dies and 

Contacts in the Upsetting Operation 
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Figure 19-8: Meshed Workpiece and Dies and Contacts in the Flanging Operation 

19.4 Simulation Results and Analysis 

As is shown in Figure 19-9, a defect-free part is successfully forged by the non-isothermal forging 

process. Figure 19-9 also shows that the aspect ratio of elements and the mesh size are good 

enough to provide accurate results. The material flow during the upsetting and flanging operations 

proceeds in the following session. First, the material in the deformation zone is extended in radial 

direction towards the center of the shaft and compressed in the axil direction. Second, the non-

uniform temperate distribution creates an inhomogeneous deformation at the transition between 

hot and cold zones. For example, the material in grid element 1 in Figure 19-10 has larger radial 

extension than material of grid element 2 due to temperature difference. Another example is that 

material of grid element 2 has larger axial compression that material of grid element 3. 

Inhomogeneous deformation contributes to the smooth transition of the inner diameter from 20 
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mm to 0, which encourages formation of the curvy internal shoulder. This is desirable because 

gradual change in geometries reduces stress concentration at the transition zone from the hollow 

structure to the flange. The temperature-induced inhomogeneous deformation occurs in the 

flanging operation as well. For example, Figure 19-11 shows material in grid element 1 has larger 

radial extension and axial compression than material in grid element 2. This is because warm and 

cold materials have higher flow stress and undergo less stress than the hot material. Thus, 

deformation is confined within the hot material and the internal shoulder remains curvy. 

 

Figure 19-9: Meshed Final Parts 
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Step 354 Step 567  

 
Step 567 

Figure 19-10:  Flow Net of the Upsetting Operation 
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Step 583 Step 1297 

 

Step 1297 

Figure 19-11: Flow Net the Flanging Operation 
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The formability of the process is evaluated based on the effective strain distribution in the final 

part. Figure 19-12 shows that effective strain in the flange is above the strain in the tubular body. 

It also shows the maximum effective strain, 6.363, occurs in the center of the flange. This strain 

falls within the allowable formability for hot forging of AISI4140. Another indicator of the 

feasibility of the process is the forming load. Figure 19-13 shows that the maximum forming load 

during the upsetting operation, 286 tons, occurs at the stroke of 68 mm. Figure 19-14 shows that 

the forming load during the flanging operation reaches the maximum of 641 tons at the stroke of 

265 mm, that is, the flange thickness is reduced to the product design dimension of 25 mm. Because 

a final forged shaft will be machined to improve dimensional and geometric accuracy, a machining 

allowance of 3 mm is attached to the flange thickness. As a result, the ultimate flange thickness 

increases from 25 mm to 28 mm and the ultimate stoke is brought forward to 262 mm. Accordingly, 

the press capacity demanded by the flanging stage becomes 503 tons. Presses of this capacity are 

used in the forging industry, so feasibility of the adapted non-isothermal process is not adversely 

affected by the forming load. Uniformity of the wall thickness may also be of some importance to 

the designer. To investigate this measure of part quality, the main shaft can be divided into three 

zones, a short hollow zone, a long hollow zone and a solid flange. Figure 19-15 shows 93% of the 

long hollow zone has a normalized wall thickness deviation below 5% , which is 0.62 mm, and 

that the deviation ratio of the short hollow zone, ranges from 21% to 25%. Therefore, a vast 

majority of the long hollow zone has a uniform wall thickness. The wall thickness of the short 

hollow zone is also uniform, though it is much thicker than the long hollow zone. In conclusion, 

the non-isothermal process for the main shaft maintains acceptable strain and forming loads and 

is good at maintaining a uniform wall thickness in axial direction. 
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Figure 19-12: Effective Strain Distribution of the Final Part 

 

 

Figure 19-13: Forming Load in the Upsetting Operation 
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Figure 19-14:  Forming Load in the Upsetting Operation 

 

Figure 19-15: Distribution of the Normalized Wall Thickness Deviation  

19.5 Effect of the Inner Diameter and Heated Volume on the Preform Shapes 

Because the weight reduction and mechanical strength of the product depends of the ratio of the 

wall thickness to the outer diameter, which is denoted as 
𝑡

𝑂𝐷
, the ratio is considered as a key process 

variable. Because the flange size is dictated by the volume of the hot solid section of the workpiece 

and the latter is related to the heated volume, the heated volume is also an important process 

parameter. Figure 19-16 shows effects of the two foregoing variables on preform shapes at the end 
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of upsetting. It is observed that: a) when 
𝑡

𝑂𝐷
 is equal to 0.3, all the heated material is converted to 

the hot solid section and volume of the hot solid section increases with an increasing heated volume. 

b) when 
𝑡

𝑂𝐷
 decreases to 0.2, a portion of hot material does not flow inwards to fill the central  hole 

and thus an unfilled hot tubular structure appears. Although, the workpiece can divided into the 

hot, warm, and cold regions in terms of temperature, the material in the hot region has a uniform 

temperature distribution in axial direction and consequently has an axially uniform flow stress 

gradient.  This flow stress gradient combined with friction forces between the workpiece and die 

gives the hot material on the top the priority of filling the central hole, causing appearance of an 

unfilled hot tubular structure when 
𝑡

𝑂𝐷
 is small. Therefore, in order to generate a sizeable hot solid 

section with 
𝑡

𝑂𝐷
 small, the temperature distribution in the hot region should be optimized to 

manipulate the flow stress gradient, which dictates the metal flow pattern. Investigation into 

optimization of the temperature distribution will be carried out in the next phase of the project.  

 

Heated Volume (mm3) 

279800 382880 485970 633230 

𝑡

𝑂𝐷
= 0.3 

    

a  b  c  d  
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Figure 19-16: Preform Shape of Various Inner Diameters and the Heated Volumes 

 

19.6 Conclusion 

Axle shaft and the main shaft are both composed of a solid flange and a tubular body, and their 

only geometric difference is the axial position of the flange. The non-isothermal process for the 

axle shaft is, thus, adapted to the main shaft by shifting the heated section from the end to the 

middle and replacing the flat die of the flanging operation with a concave die. The adapted non-

isothermal process is reliable and feasible based on its good formability, moderate demands for 

the press capacity and good geometrical quality of its product. In order to generate a sizeable hot 

solid section with 
𝑡

𝑂𝐷
 small, the temperature distribution in the hot region should be optimized.  
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Chapter 20                                                                                                       

Design and Evaluation of the Forging Process for Pinion Gear Shaft 

20.1 Introduction 

A pinion shaft is the main drive member of most gear train assemblies. The shaft transfers the 

torque from a drive shaft or crank to the rest of the gears to produce the work for gear train. Figure 

20-1 shows a typical pinion gear shaft. The pinion gear shaft in this case is composed of a conical 

solid head and a stepped tubular body. There are two geometric differences between the axle shaft 

and the pinion gear shaft. First, the pinion gear shaft has a conical head instead of a cylindrical 

flange. Second, its tubular body has two different outer diameters. It would be desirable if weight 

of this shaft can be reduced by the material in its center. Even more ideal would be if the non-

isothermal forging process discussed in previous chapters could be applied to form a hollow pinion 

gear shaft, like the one shown in Figure 20-2.  

 

 

Figure 20-1: Pinion Gear Shaft and Ring Figure 20-2: Hollow Pinion Gear Shaft 

 

Therefore, the focus of this chapter will be to adapt the non-isothermal forging process to 

production of hollow stepped shafts with conical heads. This is done by replacing the flat die used 
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in the axle shaft’s flanging operation with a die having a conical cavity. Besides the previously 

mentioned adaption, an extrusion is adopted and is carried out prior to the non-isothermal process 

to form the step on the shaft. FEM will be used to evaluate the feasibility of this process based on 

the formability, forming loads and wall thickness uniformity. 

20.2 Forming Sequence 

The pinion gear shaft is manufactured by a combination of the open die extrusion and the non-

isothermal process, where the open die extrusion reduces the outer diameter to create a step on the 

tubular blank and non-isothermal process forges the other structural features. Therefore, the 

forming process of the pinon gear shaft is comprised of four operations: i) open die extrusion, ii) 

induction heating, iii) upsetting and iv) heading. Compared with trapped-die extrusion or drawing, 

open die extrusion can achieve a more uniform wall thickness along axis and a better dimensional 

accuracy for the reduced diameter. In trapped-die extrusion, high friction due to a large workpiece-

die contact area leads to a non-uniform wall thickness shown in Figure 20-3. In the drawing 

process shown in Figure 20-4, deviation of the reduced diameter is greater and the tube exiting 

from the die has a non-uniform wall thickness due to the tensile stress in the drawn material. 

Therefore, open-die extrusion is selected as the best process for putting a step on the shaft. As is 

shown in Figure 20-5, the shaft diameter is reduced and a step is formed in the open die extrusion 

operation. The extrusion is followed by the induction heating which generates a non-uniform 

temperature field in the workpiece, as shown in Figure 20-6. The material can be divided to three 

zones: hot material, warm material and cold material. The hot material is placed under compression 

and radial constraint to fill the central hole of the shaft during the upsetting operation, which is 

shown in Figure 20-7. At the end of the upsetting operation, a section on the end of the tube is 

transformed to a solid rod. In the final step shown in Figure 20-8, the solid rod is coned by a 

conical die in the heading operation. The flash formed between the top die and bottom die can be 

trimmed off after the heading operation.  
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Figure 20-3: Non-uniform Wall Thickness of the 

Trapped Extrusion 

Figure 20-4: Non-uniform Wall 

Thickness of the Drawing 

 

  

Figure 20-5: Configuration of the Die and the Workpiece 

at the Beginning (left) and the End (right) of the 

Extrusion Operation 

Figure 20-6: Temperature 

Distribution of the Induction 

Heating Operation 
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Figure 20-7: Configuration of the Die and the Workpiece at the Beginning (left) and the End 

(right) of the Upsetting Operation 

 

Figure 20-8: Configuration of the Die and the Workpiece at the Beginning (left) and the End 

(right) of the Heading Operation 
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20.3 Modeling 

The tubular blank in the extrusion operation is 376 mm long, has a 16 mm inner diameter and a 36 

mm outer diameter. The geometry of the extrusion die (e.g. diameter reduction, die angle, etc.) is 

a crucial part of the design of the extrusion and significantly affect the product quality. If the 

included die angle and diameter reduction are large, the material outside the entry zone will wrinkle 

or even fold before it is extruded. In this case, the extrusion die reduces the outer diameter of the 

initial tube from 36mm to 32 mm and the semi included die angle is 11.31 degree. In order to 

enable the tube to enter the guiding zone more smoothly and reduce the forming resistance, the 

diameter of the guide zone is 37 mm, which is 1 mm larger than the initial tube outer diameter. In 

order to investigate the feasibility of the combined process described in the previous section, FEM 

models are generated. In modeling of the extrusion operation, the initial mesh of the workpiece 

shown in Figure 20-9 has 6000 elements. Remesh is done every ten steps or when the interference 

depth is over 0.25mm. Because the extrusion is a cold forming process, a shear friction factor equal 

to 0.12 is realistic if lubrication is appropriately implemented. The simulation is stopped when the 

primary die translates 173 mm downwards. The subsequent induction heat is modeled with a 

hybrid thermal boundary condition which is a combination of heat flux, radiation and convection 

and is applied to the surface marked by a red line in Figure 20-10. Value of the heat flux is 

calculated as equal to 749000 w/mm2 by Equation 1. The heating time is 6 sec and the final 

temperature is 1190oC. Convection is applied to workpiece surfaces which are marked in green in 

Figure 20-10. In modeling of the upsetting operation shown in Figure 20-11, remeshing setting, 

contacts and stop criteria are identical to settings used in the upsetting step non-isothermal forging 

process of the axle shaft and the main shaft. The primary die velocity is set to 13 mmsec-1 and 

convection is applied to the environment-workpiece contact area. In the modeling of the heading 

shown in Figure 20-12, velocity of the primary die is 60mmsec-1 and the simulation is stopped 

when a flash along the rim of the bevel head forms between two dies. Other settings of the heading 

operation, such as the remesh settings and contacts, are identical to those used in the upsetting 

operation.  
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Figure 20-9: Meshed Workpiece of the Extrusion Operation 
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Figure 20-10: Meshed 

Workpiece of the Heating 
Figure 20-11: Meshed Workpiece of the Upsetting Operation 

 

Figure 20-12. Meshed Workpiece of the Heading Operation 
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20.4 Simulation Results and Analysis 

As is shown in Figure 20-13, the shape of the pinion gear shaft after the heading operation meets 

the product design and good quality of the final mesh justifies accuracy of the simulation results. 

The formability of the process is evaluated based on the effective strain distribution in the final 

part. Figure 20-14 shows the strain in the hollow part of the final part is small compared with 

strain in the solid cone. The maximum strain, 5.1, occurs in the center of the conical head. This is 

well within the range of hot forging. Besides the formability, the feasibility of the process is also 

dependent on the forming loads of the forming operations. As is shown in Figure 20-15, the load 

during the extrusion step fluctuates by a small amount before reaching a maximum value of 34.4 

tons. Figure 20-16 shows that the maximum load during the upsetting operation is 93.9 tons.  

Figure 20-17 shows that the maximum load during the heading operation, 917 tons, occurs at the 

stroke of 800 mm when a relatively large flash forms between the two dies. However, generating 

a large and useless flash not only results in an unnecessarily high requirement for the press capacity 

but also increases the risk of breakdown of the die set. Therefore, the forging process should be 

stopped shortly before growth of the flash or at the very beginning of formation of the flash. This 

means the press capacity of the heading operation is only required to be 405 tons instead of 917 

tons. All of these loads fall within the range of capacity of the conventional forging press. Finally, 

the wall thickness of the hollow shaft is relatively uniform along its axis.  

Figure 20-18 shows 91% of the tubular part has a normalized wall thickness deviation of less than 

5%, which is equivalent to 0.54 mm. Therefore, the non-isothermal process for the pinion gear 

shaft can achieve the uniformity, with regards to the wall thickness. The quality of the part 

geometry, acceptable values of trains, achievable forming loads and excellent wall thickness 

uniformity suggests the combination of extrusion and the non-isothermal forging process is an 

ideal candidate for production of the hollow pinion gear shaft. 
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Figure 20-13: Meshed Final Part 
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Figure 20-14: Strain Distribution of the Final Part 

 

 

Figure 20-15: Forming Load Curve of the Extrusion Operation 
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Figure 20-16: Forming Load Curve of the Upsetting Operation 

 

 

Figure 20-17: Forming Load Curve of the Heading Operation 
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Figure 20-18: Distribution of the Normalized Wall Thickness Deviation along Axis 

20.5 Conclusion 

The possibility of reducing the weight of HDVs with lightweight power transmission shafts has 

motivated the study of a non-isothermal forging technique for hollow shafts. This chapter is 

focused on production of a hollow stepped pinion gear shaft through combination of this process 

and an open die extrusion process. The extrusion process is used to create the step on the tubular 

blank. The tube is then locally heated to generate a gradient in the flow stress. After the heating 

operation, two upsetting operations are used to make a solid section at one end of the workpiece 

and then form the solid end into a conical head. FEA is used to confirm that the combined process 

meets formability, press capacity and wall thickness uniformity requirements. Although the non-

isothermal process has difficulties shaping complicated exterior of the hollow shaft, e.g. steps and 

undercuts at various axial positions, the combined process indicates non-isothermal process’s 

potential of working with other processes which are useful in shaping complicated exterior 

structures on hollow shafts, such as flow forming, tube hydroforming, etc. As a result, the major 

drawback of the non-isothermal process is redeemed and the hollow shaft with complicated 

external features can be manufactured by a combined process. The non-isothermal process can be 

arranged after other process, or vice versa.  
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Chapter 21                                                                                                  

Bimetallic Axle Shaft and Main Shaft 

21.1 Introduction 

In addition to the weight savings that are possible by changing solid shafts to hollow shafts, 

bimetallic shafts with a low density core and high strength shell may also be an important part of 

overall weight savings in HDVs. However, in order for these parts to be reduced, a forging 

technique capable of making them must be employed. This chapter will focus on the feasibility of 

using traditional forging process to create bimetallic shafts.  The bimetallic main shaft and axle 

shaft will be used as test geometries to determine if the idea of creating bimetallic power 

transmission shafts is achievable or not. AISI3310 will be used as the shell material and 

ALUMINUM 6061 will be used as the core material. AISI3310 is a case-hardening nickel-

chromium steel with excellent toughness and strength properties. This alloy is used in the 

production of forged components with large cross sections that require high toughness and core 

strength, such as forged gears, crankshafts and heavy-duty gear shafts in aircraft and truck 

manufacture. This alloy would be forged at a temperature in the region of 1200 and 925ºC.[11] 

Aluminum6061 is commonly used in the manufacture of heavy-duty structures requiring good 

corrosion resistance, truck and marine components, railroad cars, furniture, tank fittings, general 

structural and high pressure applications, wire products, and in pipelines. It is capable of being hot 

forged at temperatures in the range of 482 to 399 ºC [12].  

21.2 Forming Sequence 

The axle and main shafts are both manufactured by upsetting a bimetallic billet which has a solid 

aluminum rod inside a steel tube. Forging of the axle shaft adopts two shaped die instead of a fat 

die and a shaped die.  The protrusion on the flange of the axle shaft which is shown in Figure 21-1 

can be flattened by machining after forging. Although the workpiece can be forged to a near net 

shape if a flat top die is used, a shaped top die enables the aluminum core to be enclosed by a 

uniformly thick wall of steel and is beneficial to mechanically strengthen bonding between two 

materials. Forging of the main shaft also adopts two shaped dies. The top die of the main shaft has 

a larger cavity than the top die of the axle shaft. Figure 21-1 and Figure 21-2 show the die-
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workpiece configuration when upsetting the axle shaft and the main shaft respectively. Selection 

of the forging temperature is critical in this case. If room temperature is selected, the two materials 

are bonded by friction forces and the normal stress acting on the material interface rather than the 

intermetallic compound FexAly. However, an elevated temperature can intensify the forge welding 

effect by thickening the intermetallic phase seam [13]. A thick intermetallic phase strengthens the 

bonding between two materials and counteracts the shrink gap caused by cooling.  In addition, an 

elevated temperature improves the formability and reduces the forming load. Although an elevated 

forging temperature leads to the aforementioned advantages, an excessive temperature will melt 

the aluminum, harming mechanical properties of aluminum, eliminating the supporting effect of 

the core material, causing aluminum to spill onto and out of the dies, ruining the tooling and 

creating a hazardous worn environment. To prevent this, the workpiece is heated to only 400 ºC 

which is the hot forging temperature for the aluminum and the warm forging temperature for the 

steel. This technique is referred to as hot-warming forging technique. 

 

Figure 21-1: Configuration of the Dies and the Workpiece at the Beginning (left) and the End 

(right) of the Upsetting of the Axle shaft 
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Figure 21-2: Configuration of the Dies and the Workpiece at the Beginning (left) and the End 

(right) of the Upsetting of the Main shaft 

21.3 Modeling 

In order to investigate the feasibility of the forging process described in the previous section, FEM 

models are generated. There are two methods to model the workpiece. In the first method, a contact 

condition is applied to the aluminum-steel interface. The steel is specified as the master object and 

the aluminum as the slave object. Once the penetration depth of steel into the aluminum exceeds 

the threshold, the aluminum is remeshed. In the second method, two materials are meshed together 

as a simple body, which is equivalent to apply a sticking condition to the aluminum-steel interface. 

The first method allows introduction of some friction models (e.g. strain-rate dependent model) to 

simulate the friction force on the aluminum-steel interface in a more accurate way than the second 

method. However, the simulation modeled by the second method will be way faster than the first 
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due to lack of thousands of contact node along the aluminum-steel interface. For the general 

information gathering needed in this study, the second method is indeed accurate enough and is, 

thus, adopted. Negative Jacobian problem often happens at the area where the aluminum and steel 

meet the upper die, circled in Figure 21-3. In order to prevent the simulation from being aborted 

due to this problem, a velocity boundary condition where radial velocity is zero is assigned to 

workpiece where its top surface touches the die. An appropriate set of weight factors of automatic 

meshing helps eliminate voids appearing in the mesh shown in Figure 21-4. Because the voids are 

more probable to occur in proximity of the aluminum-steel interface where gradient of strain, strain 

rate and boundary curvature is steep, factors of these three remeshing factors are more heavily 

weighted. In this case, Wboundary curvature: Wstrain rate: Wstrain=0.3:0.35:0.35. The workpiece is initially 

meshed by 6000 elements and remeshed every five steps or when the penetration depth exceeds 

0.33 mm. The meshed workpiece and dies are shown in Figure 21-5 and Figure 21-6. 

 

Figure 21-3:  Negative Jacobian Problem at 

Aluminum-Steel-Die Convergence 

 

Figure 21-4: Mesh Defects by Inappropriate 

Weight factors 
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Figure 21-5: Meshed Workpiece and Die of 

the Axle Shaft 

Figure 21-6: Meshed Workpiece and Die of 

the Main Shaft 

21.4 Simulation Results and Analysis 

Figure 21-7 and Figure 21-8 show the forged parts at the end of the simulation. The final mesh is 

of good quality, which is required for an accurate and reliable simulation result. Formability of the 

process is investigated based on the effective strain distribution of the final part. Figure 21-9 and 

Figure 21-10 show the maximum strain occur in the aluminum core instead of the steel layer. Due 

to high ductility of aluminum and high temperature at core, the maximum deformation does not 

exceed the formability. Besides the formability, the forming load is also of interest.  

Figure 21-11and Figure 21-12 show the forming load curves of upsetting of the main shaft and 

the axle shaft respectively. The forming load during forging the main shaft reaches the maximum 

of 947 tons at the stroke of 353 mm. If a final matching is carried out after forging and a machining 

allowance of 3 mm is attached to the flange thickness, the ultimate stoke will be brought forward 

to 350 mm. As a result, the maximum forming load during forging the main shaft is lowered to 

796 tons. Similarly, the maximum forming load during forging the axle shaft is lowered from 900 
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tons to 792 tons, if the same machining allowance is applied. A press of 796 tons capacity and a 

press of 792 tons capacity are required for the main shaft and the axle shaft respectively. The more 

important factors determining the ultimate feasibility of the process will be the flow of the two 

metals. Shape of the aluminum should depend on the die geometry, difference in flow stress of the 

two material and temperature distribution. Effect of these process variables on the shape of the 

core will be investigated in the future. 

 

Figure 21-7: Final Shape of the Main Shaft 
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Figure 21-8: Final Shape of the Axle Shaft 

 
Figure 21-9: Strain Distribution of the Main Shaft 
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Figure 21-10: Strain Distribution of the Axle Shaft 

 

Figure 21-11: Load Curve for the Main Shaft 
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Figure 21-12: Load Curve for the Axle Shaft 

 

21.5 Conclusion 

Investigation into the feasibility of forging bimetallic power transmission shafts are carried out 

using FEM. Preliminary results show that the hot-warm forging technique is able to form 

bimetallic axle and main shafts and that the demands on the press capacity are moderate. The 

effects of the process variables, such as the temperature field and die geometries, on the shape of 

aluminum core have not been analyzed and should be investigated in the future. Strong bonding 

between two materials, which is crucial to mechanical performance and corrosion resistance of the 

product, is the main challenge of the hot-warm forging technique. Methods of thickening the 

intermetallic phase seam and counteracting the shrink gap caused by uneven confidents of thermal 

expansion need further investigation.  
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Chapter 22                                                                                                

Concluding Remarks 

Manufacturing techniques of hollow and solid bimetallic power transmission shafts which can 

reduce the weight of HDVs attracts attentions due to increasingly strict regulation on the fuel 

consumption and emission. Because conventional forming processes for the hollow shaft are 

usually limited by product geometries, production rate and/or manufacturing cost, a cost effective 

and high-productivity process technique for a hollow shaft is needed. This study develops a non-

isothermal forging process that can utilize readily available press and equipment and economically 

produce a variety of hollow power transmission shafts such as the axle shaft, input and output gear 

box shaft and pinion gear shaft, in mass quantities. This process consists of three operations.  The 

first operation (the induction heat operation) selectively heats the tubular blank to create a non-

uniform temperature distribution and corresponding gradient in flow stress. With the help of dies 

and cold material acting as a pseudo die, the second operation (the upsetting operation) upsets the 

workpiece to produce a section of solid rod at certain axial position from hot material of the tubular 

structure. The third operation (the flanging or heading operation) further upsets the section of solid 

rod into a flange or bevel head in a manner identical to forging a conventional solid shaft.   

The non-isothermal process is feasible and valid for production of the hollow axle shaft, because 

the formability of hot forging is not exceeded by the maximum strain in the final part and the 

forming load is within the normal range for forging automotive parts. The non-isothermal forging 

process is good at maintaining a uniform wall thickness along axis. The parametric analysis has 

shown that the formability of the process is reduced by an increasing inner diameter. The analysis 

also showed that the forming load of the upsetting operation decreases with an increasing inner 

diameter whereas the forming load of the flanging operation increases with an increasing inner 

diameter. Therefore, the non-isothermal process can achieve a high weight reduction and is 

applicable to forging shafts with a wide range of the inner diameters. 

Due to geometric similarity of the axle shaft to the main shaft, the non-isothermal process for the 

axle shaft can be adapted to the main shaft by shifting the heated section from the end to the middle 

and replacing the flat die of the flanging operation with a specialized die. The adapted non-
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isothermal process is reliable and feasible based on its good formability, moderate demands for 

the press capacity and good geometrical quality of its product. 

The non-isothermal forging process can be combined with open die extrusion to manufacture the 

hollow stepped pinion gear shaft. The extrusion process is carried out before the non-isothermal 

forging process to create a step on the tubular blank. FEA confirms that the combined process 

meets formability, press capacity and wall thickness uniformity requirements.  

In conclusion, the non-isothermal process plays an incomparable and indispensable role in mass 

production of hollow shafts with large ratio of flange to wall thickness and a long tubular section. 

High formability of the hot material allows a large deformation which is necessary for a sizable 

flange. Low flow stress of the hot material enables the press to form a larger flange with the same 

capacity. Because the cold material is more resistant to metal flow and undergoes less stress, a 

long section tube remains hollow. The non-isothermal forming process not only resolves the 

problem of manufacturing the foregoing hollow axle shaft, which is beyond capability of most 

other processes, but also has other huge advantages over them. First, the use of a mandrel or the 

pressurized medium is avoided due to the solid hot rod produced by the upsetting operation. 

Second, productivity is high. The intermediate annealing and the intermediate surface treatment 

are unnecessary. Third, the simple die design leads to a low die manufacturing cost. Fourth, 

equipment cost is low. The existing press in the forging industry can easily satisfy requirements 

of the press capacity by the non-isothermal process. Heat treatment may be needed after the 

forming, because the flange part is hot forged and the hollow section is not cold hardened.  

Investigation into the feasibility of forging bimetallic power transmission shafts were carried out 

using FEM. Preliminary results show that the hot-warm forging technique is able to form 

bimetallic axle and main shafts and that the demands on the press capacity are moderate.  
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APPENDIX 

(Note: References cited in the appendix are listed in the bibliography of Part I ) 

Appendix A: Conventional materials used in heavy and light duty truck forgings  

Material:  AISI 4320 Steel 

Description and application: AISI 4320 is used in the manufacturing of forged gears and pinions and 

other heavy-duty machinery components. 

Composition(%):  

Iron(Fe)= 95.86-96.93; Nickel (Ni)=1.65-2.0; Manganese (Mn)=0.45-0.65; Chrome (Cr)=0.4-0.6 

Molybdenum, (Mo)=0.2-0.3; Carbon, (C )=0.17-0.22; Silicon, (Si)=0.15-0.3; Sulfur, (S)=0.04, Phosphorous, 

(P)=0.035 

Heat Treatment: 

Annealed;672°C; Normalized;925°C ; Hardening; Carburize at room temperature then austenitized at    

830-845oC; Tempered;205 to 705°C 

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6771 

Properties : 

Elastic modulus (190-210GPa); Poison ration( 0.27-0.3); Shear Modules (80GPa); Yield 

trength(425MPa)Tensile strength (580MPa); Elongation (29%), Hardness(163 Brinell)  

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6771 [86] 

 

 

 

http;//www.sciencedirect.com.prox.lib.ncsu.edu/science/article/pii/0956715192901444 

http://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6771
http://www.sciencedirect.com.prox.lib.ncsu.edu/science/article/pii/0956715192901444
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Material: AISI 4340 Steel 

Description and application: AISI 4340 is used in automotive systems, machine tool applications, and 

aircraft.  It is known for toughness and ability to maintain strength within heat-treated conditions. 

Composition(%): Iron(Fe)= 95.195-96.33; Nickel (Ni)=1.65-2.0; Manganese (Mn)=0.6-0.8; Chrome (Cr)=0.7-

0.9 

Molybdenum, (Mo)=0.2-0.3; Carbon, (C )=0.37-0.43; Silicon, (Si)=0.15-0.3; Sulfur, (S)=0.04, Phosphorous, 

(P)=0.035 

Heat Treatment:  

Annealed;830°C; Normalized;815°C ; Hardening; austenitized at 815-845oC; Tempered;205 to 420°C 

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=67712 

 

AS.037 4340; Heat treated; 829 oC (1525 0F), 10 min, air cooled, tempered 427 oC (800 0F), I h, to 

ultimate tensile strength of 1379 MPa (200 ksi). 

Properties: 

Elastic modulus (190-210GPa); Poison ration( 0.27-0.30); Shear Modules (80GPa); Yield 

trength(470MPa)Tensile strength (745MPa); Elongation (22%), Hardness(217 Brinell)  

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6772 [87] 

http://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=67712
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AS.025 434 nickel-chromium-molybdenum 

alloy steel sheet, tensile stress-strain curves 

Test direction; solid curves, transverse; 

dashed curves, longitudinal. Specimen size 

2.54 x 25.4 x 101.6 mm (0.1 x 1 x in.) gage 

tempered at 177oC (350 0F).  Composition; 

Fe-O.4C-1.8Ni-O.8Cr-O.25M0. UNS 

G43400 [87] 

AS.037 4340 nickel-chromium-molybdenum 

alloy steel sheet, compressive stress-strain 

curves at room and elevated temperatures.   

Sheet thickness 1.626 mm (0.064 in.). 

Composition; Fe-O.4C-1.8Ni-O.8Cr-

O.25M0.  UNS G43400 [87] 

 

AS.028 4340 nickel-chromium-molybdenum alloy steel sheet, tensile stress-strain curves   Test 

direction; solid curves, transverse; dashed curves, longitudinal. Specimen size 2.54 x 25.4 x 
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101.6 mm (0.1 x 1 x 4 in.) gage tempered at 510 oC (950 0F).  Composition; Fe-0.4C-1.8Ni-

0.8Cr-0.25Mo. UNS  G43400 [87] 

Material: AISI 3140 Steel 

Description and application: AISI 3140 is used in the manufacturing of crankshafts, gears, and connecting 

rods.  Superior strength and toughness. 

Composition(%): Iron(Fe)= 96.1-97.1; Nickel (Ni)=1.1-1.4; Manganese (Mn)=0.7-0.9; Chromium (Cr)=0.55-

0.75 

Carbon, (C )=0.38-.43; Silicon, (Si)=0.15-0.35; Sulfur, (S)=0.04, Phosphorous, (P)=0.04 

Heat Treatment:  

Annealed;830°C; Normalized;870°C ; http;//www.steelforge.com/aisi-3140/ 

Properties: 

Elastic modulus (190-210GPa); Poison ration( 0.27-0.3); Yield trength(422.6MPa)Tensile strength 

(690MPa); Elongation (25%), Hardness(197 Brinell)  

 

Material: AISI 4150 Steel 

Description and application: AISI 4150 is used for forged gears, shafts, and spindles.  Good corrosion 

resistance and reasonable strength up to 315oC.  Good combination of strength, toughness, wear 

resistance, and fatigue strength. 

Composition(%): Iron(Fe)= 96.745-97.67; Manganese (Mn)=0.75-1.00; Chromium (Cr)=0.80-1.10 

Molybdenum, (Mo)=0.15-0.25; Carbon, (C )=0.48-0.53; Silicon, (Si)=0.15-0.30; Sulfur, (S)=0.04, Phosphorous, 

(P)=0.035 

Heat Treatment:  

Annealed;899°C; Normalized;870-925°C ; Hardening; typical austenizing or cold working; 

Tempered;200 to 420°C 

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6770 

Properties: 

Elastic modulus (190-210GPa); Poison ration( 0.27-0.30); Shear Modules (80GPa); Yield 

trength(380MPa); Tensile strength (731MPa); Elongation (20.2%), Hardness(197 Brinell) 

http;//www.steelforge.com/alloy-steel4150/ 

Material: AISI 4140 Steel 

Description and application; AISI 4140 is used in forgings of gears, shafts, spindles, and other uses within 

the automotive industry. 
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Composition(%):  

Iron(Fe)= 96.785-97.77; Manganese (Mn)=0.75-1.0; Chromium (Cr)=0.8-1.10 

Molybdenum, (Mo)=0.15-0.25; Carbon, (C )=0.38-.43; Silicon, (Si)=0.15-.30; Sulfur, (S)=0.04, Phosphorous, 

(P)=0.035 

Heat Treatment:  

Annealed;790-840°C; Normalized;870°C ; Hardening; austenitized at 815-845oC; Tempered;400 to 

790°C 

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6769 

AS.013 4140; Heat treatment; austenitized 999 oc (1830 OF), I h, oil quenched, tempered 199 

oC (390 oF), 1 h, water quenched. Gage section size 5.08 mm diam x 7.62 mm long (0.2 in. 

diam x 0.3 in. long). Strain rate 0.5/min.  Test condition; MT, monotonic tension; MC, 

monotonic compression; CT, cyclic tension; CC, cyclic compression.  Composition; Fe-O.4C-

1Cr-O.2M0. UNS G41400   

AS.015 4140; Heat treatment; austenitized 999 oc (1830 OF), 1 h, oil quenched, tempered 649 

oc (1200 OF), I h, water quenched. Gage section size 5.08 mm diam x 7.62 mm long (0.2 in. 

diam x 0.3 in. long). Strain rate 0.5/min.  Test condition; MC, monotonic compression; CT, 

cyclic tension; CC, cyclic compression. Composition; Fe-0.4C-  ICr-O.2M0e UNS G41400   

Properties: 

Elastic modulus (190-210GPa); Poison ration( 0.27-0.30); Shear Modules (80GPa); Yield 

trength(415MPa); Tensile strength (655MPa); Elongation (25.7%), Hardness(197 Brinell)  

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6769 [87] 

  

http://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6769
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AS.013 4140 chromium-molybdenum alloy 

steel bar  monotonic and cyclic true stress-

strain curves [87] 

AS.015 4140 chromium-molybdenum alloy 

steel bar,  monotonic and cyclic true stress-

strain curves [87] 

 

http;//www.steelforge.com/alloy-steel-4140/ 

Material: AISI 8620 Steel 

Description and application: AISI 8620 is a hardenable low alloy steel used for case-hardened parts for 

good wear resistance.  Often used for gears, ring gears, shafts, and crankshafts. 

Composition(%): Iron(Fe)= 96.895-98.02; Manganese (Mn)=0.70-0.90; Nickel (Ni)=0.40-0.70; Chromium 

(Cr)=0.40-0.60 

Molybdenum, (Mo)=0.15-0.25; Carbon, (C )=0.18-0.23; Silicon, (Si)=0.15-0.30; Sulfur, (S)=0.04, Phosphorous, 

(P)=0.035 

Heat Treatment: 

Annealed;843°C; Hardening; typical austenitizing at 913oC then oil quench, Carburizing from 899oC to 

927oC; Tempered;121 to 149°C 

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6754 

AS.045 8630; Curves for heat treatments to various strength levels.  Composition; Fe-O.3C-O.55Ni-

O.5Cr-O.25M0. UNS  GS6300   

Properties: 

Elastic modulus (190-210GPa); Poison ration( 0.27-0.30); Yield trength(385MPa); Tensile strength 

(530MPa); Hardness(149 Brinell) 

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6754 

AS.040 8630; Sheet thickness = 1.626 mm (0.064 in.). Quenched and Sheet thickness tempered to 

ultimate tensile strength of 1103 MPa (160 ksi) (at room temperature). Composition; Fe-0.3C-0.55Ni- 

O.5Cr-O.25M0. UNS G86300   

http;//www.steelforge.com/alloy-steel-8620/ 

Note** Attached Graphs are for 8630, 8620 but both have similar properties and uses within the 

Trucking Industry 

 

http://www.steelforge.com/alloy-steel-4140/
http://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6754
http://www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6754
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AS.040 8630 nickel-chromium-molybdenum 

alloy  steel sheet, tensile stress-strain curves at 

room and  elevated temperatures [87] 

AS.045 8630 nickel-chromium-molybdenum 

alloy  steel (all products), typical stress-strain 

curves for  various heat treatments [87] 

 

Note** Attached Graphs are for 8630, 8620 but both have similar properties and uses within the 

Trucking Industry 

Material: 2024 Aluminum 

Description and application: 2024 Aluminum can be used for truck wheels, and other structural 

components. 

Composition(%): Aluminum (Al); 93.50; Copper (Cu); 4.4; Magnesium (Mg); 1.5; Manganese (Mn); 0.6 

 

Heat Treatment:  

Annealed;399-427°C; Tempered;540-680°C; Aging; T6 Condition is attained through heating to 493oC 

followed by water quenching, reheating to 190oC and air cooling. 

http;//www.azom.com/article.aspx?ArticleID=6615 

Properties: T4 

Elastic Modulus; 70-80GPa; Poisson’s Ratio; 0.33; Yield Strength; 441 MPa; Tensile Strength; 469 

MPa; Shear Strength; 283 MPa; Fatigue Strength; 138 MPa. 

http;//asm.matweb.com/search/SpecificMaterial.asp?bassnum=MA2024T4 
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WA.035 2024-T3 and 2024-T4 aluminum alloy, clad  2024, rolled bar, extrusion, and sheet, 

complete  tensile stress-strain curves   Test direction; longitudinal. Composition; Al-4.5Cu-  

1.5Mg-O.6Mn. UNS A92024 [87] 

Material: AISI 8695 Steel (Timken 8695 Lab Ht.) 

Description and application: Lab. Melted Simulated Carburized Case without intergranular oxidation 

(IGO) 

Composition (%): 

Carbon 0.9600%, Manganese 0.9600%, Phosphorous 0.0030%, Sulfur 0.0280%, Silicon 

0.2600%, Copper 0.0200%, Nickel 0.4800%, Chromium 0.5200%, Molybdenum 0.1700%, 

Aluminum 0.0430%, Lead 0.0100%, Titanium 0.0010%,  

Heat Treatment: 

Quench Temp (F); 180 (quench medium; oil), Tempering Temp (F); 325, Austenitizing Temp (F); 1700 

Properties : 

Hardness  

Brinell 539, Rockwell C 55 

Monotonic Properties  

Modulus of Elasticity 205 GPa; Yield Strength 780.0 MPa; Ultimate Strength 1496 MPa; Percent 

Elongation 1.3%; Strength Coefficient 6500.0 MPa; Strain Hardening Exponent 0.340; True Fracture 

Strength 1364 MPa; True Fracture Ductility 10.0% 
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http://barsteelfatigue.autosteel.org/Bar/mp_TSSC.asp?sel=TSSC&FileID=49 

Material: AISI 4620 Steel (Timken Heat No. 28579) 

Description and application: Quenched and Tempered Simulated Carburized Core 

Composition (%): 

Carbon 0.2000%, Manganese 0.2000%,  Phosphorous 0.0100%,  Sulfur 0.0160%,  Silicon 

0.2100%,  Copper 0.1600%,  Nickel 1.7000%,  Chromium 0.1500%,  Molybdenum 0.2600%,  

Vanadium 0.0000   

Heat Treatment: Quenched and Tempered (detail not found) 

Properties: 

Hardness 

Brinell  289, Rockwell C 29. 

Monotonic Properties   

Modulus of Elasticity 208 GPa; Yield Strength 687.5 MPa; Ultimate Strength 997.8 MPa;  

Percent Elongation 34% (0.3" Gage Length); Percent Reduction in Area 58.2%; Strength 

Coefficient1448.1 MPa; Strain Hardening Exponent; n 0.109; True Fracture Strength 1530 MPa. 
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http;//barsteelfatigue.autosteel.org/Bar/mp_SPI.asp?sel=SPI&FileID=77 

Material: AISI 4130 AL Steel (North Star Stl. 4130) 

Description and application: Quenched and Tempered steel  

Composition (%): 

Carbon 0.3200%, Manganese 0.3200%, Phosphorous 0.0100%, Sulfur 0.0220%, Silicon 0.2700%, Copper 

0.0100%, Nickel 0.0700%, Chromium 0.9600%, Molybdenum 0.1700%, Vanadium 0.0100%, Aluminum 

0.0310%, Titanium 0.0030%, Cobalt 0.0100%, Boron 0.0003%, Tin 0.0100. 

Heat Treatment: Quenched and Tempered (no detail found) 

Properties: 

Hardness   

Brinell 442, Rockwell C 46 

Monotonic Properties   

Modulus of Elasticity 213 GPa; Yield Strength 1,284.5 MPa; Ultimate Strength, UTS, 1482.8 MPa;  

Percent Elongation, EL,28%  (0.3" Gage Length); Percent Reduction in Area, RA 44.3%;  Strength 

Coefficient, K, 1,984.2 MPa; Strain Hardening Exponent, n 0.067; True Fracture Strength, sf, 2055 

MPa;  True Fracture Ductility, ef, 60.0%; 
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http://barsteelfatigue.autosteel.org/Bar/mp_TSSC.asp?sel=TSSC&FileID=34 

Material: AISI 86B20 Steel 

Description and application: Quenched and Tempered Simulated Carburized Core (Vacuum). MacSteel 

86B20 Rotary Cast Heat No. 3M4965 

Composition (%): 

Carbon 0.1900%, Manganese 0.1900%, Phosphorous 0.0180%, Sulfur 0.0290%, Silicon 0.2400%, Copper 

0.2400%, Nickel 0.3600%, Chromium 0.5800%, Molybdenum 0.2000%, Aluminum 0.0210%, Titanium 

0.0340%, Calcium 0.0000%, Boron 0.0020%, Tin 0.0100%, Oxygen, ppm 12.0000%, Nitrogen, ppm 65.0000%. 

Heat Treatment: Quenched and Tempered (no detail found) 

Properties: 

Hardness  

Brinell 401, Rockwell C 43 

Monotonic Properties   

Modulus of Elasticity, E, 205.9 GPa; Yield Strength, YS, 1,198.0 MPa; Ultimate Strength, UTS, 1502 

MPa;  Percent Elongation, EL, 59.5%  (0.3" Gage Length); Percent Reduction in Area, RA, 59.7%; 

Strength Coefficient, K, 2,192.8 MPa; Strain Hardening Exponent, n, 0.092; True Fracture Strength, sf, 

968.2; True Fracture Ductility, ef, 90.9%;  
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http://barsteelfatigue.autosteel.org/Bar/mp_TSSC.asp?sel=TSSC&FileID=197 

Material: AISI 41B17M (PS19) Steel 

Description and application: Quenched and Tempered Simulated Carburized Core (Atmosphere). 

Timken Ht. Y5822 41B17M (PS19) Ingot Cast to 711 X711 mm ingots, Rough Rolled to 279 X375 mm 

blooms, Hot Rolled to 85.7 mm rounds, Forged to 31.7 mm rounds 

Composition (%): 
Carbon 0.1900%, Manganese 0.1900%, Phosphorous 0.0100%, Sulfur 0.0200%, Silicon 0.2700%, Copper 

0.2300%, Nickel 0.1100%, Chromium 0.5200%, Molybdenum 0.1200%, Vanadium 0.0100%, 

Columbium/Niobium 0.0000%, Aluminum 0.0260%, Lead 0.0000%, Titanium 0.0470%, Calcium 0.0000%, Cobalt 

0.0100%, Boron 0.0026%, Tin 0.0100%, Nitrogen, ppm 85.0000%,  

Heat Treatment: Quenched and Tempered (no detail found) 

Properties: 
Hardness   

Brinell 277, Rockwell B 102, Rockwell C 28.5  

Monotonic Properties   

Modulus of Elasticity, E, 212.7 GPa; Yield Strength, YS, 826.9 MPa; Upper Yield Strength, UYS, 

828.5 MPa; Lower Yield Strength, LYS, 823.9 MPa; Yield Point Elongation, YPE, 0.40%; Ultimate 

Strength, UTS, 872.3 MPa; Percent Elongation, EL, 38.8%  (0.3" Gage Length); Percent Reduction in 

Area, RA 68%; Strength Coefficient, K, 1031.3 MPa; Strain Hardening Exponent, n, 0.042; True 

Fracture Strength, sf, 1304 MPa; True Fracture Ductility, ef, 113.7%  
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http://barsteelfatigue.autosteel.org/Bar/mp_TSSC.asp?sel=TSSC&FileID=190 

Material: AISI 5140 Steel 
Description and application: Quenched and Tempered steel 

Composition (%): 
Carbon 0.4300%, Manganese 0.4300%, Phosphorous 0.0150%, Sulfur 0.0330%, Silicon 0.2500%, Copper 

0.1600%, Nickel 0.0900%, Chromium 0.8100%, Molybdenum 0.0400%, Vanadium 0.0600%, Aluminum 

0.0030%, Titanium 0.0020%, Cobalt 0.7800%, Tin 0.0100% 

Heat Treatment: 

Quenched and Tempered 

Quench Temp (F); 1600 (quench medium; oil) 
 

Properties: 
Hardness   

Brinell 305,  Rockwell C 32.8  

   

Monotonic Properties   

Modulus of Elasticity, E, 218 GPa; Yield Strength, YS, 956.7 MPa; Ultimate Strength, UTS,

 1039.2 MPa; Percent Elongation, EL, 28.3%  (0.3" Gage Length); Percent Reduction in Area, 

RA, 52.7%;  Strength Coefficient, K, 1276.1 MPa; Strain Hardening Exponent, n, 0.053; True Fracture 

Strength, sf, 1445 MPa; True Fracture Ductility, ef, 80.0%; 
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http://barsteelfatigue.autosteel.org/Bar/mp_TSSC.asp?sel=TSSC&FileID=52 

Material: AISI 5150 Steel 

Description and application:  Normalized 1650, GM Crankshaft Stock 5150 Slater Steel.  

Composition (%): 

Carbon 0.4900%, Manganese 0.4900%, Phosphorous 0.0070%, Sulfur 0.0290%, Silicon 

0.2300%, Copper  Nickel 0.0700%, Chromium 0.7700%,  

Heat Treatment: Quenched and Tempered (no detail found) 

Properties: 

Hardness   

Brinell 245, Rockwell C 23.3    

Monotonic Properties   

Modulus of Elasticity, E, 210 GPa; Yield Strength, YS, 471.8 MPa; Ultimate Strength, 

UTS, 867.1 MPa;  Percent Elongation, EL, 32.4%  (0.3" Gage Length); Percent Reduction in 

Area, RA 55.8%; Strength Coefficient, K, 1,630.0 MPa; Strain Hardening Exponent, n, 0.207; 

True Fracture Strength, sf, 1382 MPa; True Fracture Ductility, ef, 80.0%.   
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http://barsteelfatigue.autosteel.org/Bar/mp_TSSC.asp?sel=TSSC&FileID=53 

Material: AISI 51B60 Steel 
Description and application: Quenched and Tempered steel 

Composition (%): 

Carbon 0.5900%, Manganese 0.5900%, Phosphorous 0.0080%, Sulfur 0.0130%, Silicon 

0.2600%, Copper 0.1000%, Nickel 0.0700%, Chromium 0.8100%, Molybdenum 0.0400%, 

Vanadium 0.0100%, Aluminum 0.0270%, Titanium 0.0410%, Cobalt 0.0100%, Boron 

0.0021%. 

Heat Treatment: Quenched and Tempered (no detail found) 

Properties: 

Hardness   

Brinell 450, Rockwell C 45    

Monotonic Properties   

Modulus of Elasticity, E, 200 GPa; Yield Strength, YS, 1830.0 MPa; Ultimate Strength, 

UTS,1970 MPa;  Percent Elongation, EL, 36.2%  (0.3" Gage Length); Percent Reduction in 

Area, RA, 21.6%;  Strength Coefficient, K, 2332.0 MPa; Strain Hardening Exponent, n, 0.039; 

True Fracture Strength, sf, 1968 MPa; True Fracture Ductility, ef, 20.0%. 
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http://barsteelfatigue.autosteel.org/Bar/mp_TSSC.asp?sel=TSSC&FileID=43 
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Appendix B: Engine components slides (conventional technique and 

new techniques to produce them) 
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Appendix C: Transmission components slides (conventional technique 

and new techniques to produce them) 
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Appendix D: Chassis components slides (conventional technique and 

new techniques to produce them) 

 

 

 


